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Light Snow

Sports Equipment

Late Tonight , Tuesday;

Sells Thru

Temoerature Mild

Classified Ads

Snow, Rain, Fog Snarl Midwest
Sleet Storm
In Dakofas,
Wires Down

Randall in Governor Race,
LeVander to Follow Tonight

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
William Randall has announced he seeks the Republican nomination for governor, Harold LeVander is expected to do the
same tonight, and State Rep.
Walter Klaus has bowed out as
a candidate for the gubernatorial nomination.

Randal], 49, now in his second
term as Ramsey County attorney in St. Paul, announced bis
decision at a news conference
Saturday. He said he would base
his campaign on his concern
over "lack of moral values" in
state government.
LeVander, a South St. Paul

HOPE TO GO UP LATER . . . Astronauts Water Schirra, left , and Thomas Stafford , disappointment on their faces, leave
launch pad at Cape Kennedy, Fla., after
their flight in Gemini 6 spacecraft was postponed until at least Wednesday or Thursday.

The Titan II rocket never was lifted into
space after a mechanical failure brought
about the delay. The two had hoped to rendezvous in space with Frank Borman and James
Lovell who continue to orbit the earth in
Gemini 7. (AP Photofax)

New Gemini 6 Try
Set for Wednesday

SPACE CENTER, Houston,
Tex. <AP) — The Gemini 7 astronauts beat a smooth, recordshattering trail through space
today with eyes on a Wednesday
date with Gemini 6.
The newly crowned kings of
manned space flight, Air Force
Lt. Col. Frank Borman and
Navy Cmdr. James A. Lovell

Jr., sped nine days deep into
their 14-day journey dressed
"the only viay to fly" — in nothing but underwear.
"This is Gemini 7, your
friendly target vehicle, standing
by," Borman messaged earth
after the U.S. Sunday space
spectacular stalled in a cloud of
pink-tinted rocket exhaust.

Congress Will
Check Interest

WASHINGTON (AP) - Congress takes an official look today at the interest rate hike
which placed the Federal Reserve Board in direct conflict
with President Johnson on economic policy.
The Senate-House Economic
Committee opens hearings on
the increase, calling Chairman
William McChesney Martin Jr.
and the other members of the
Federal Reserve Board as first
witnesses.
The chairman of the committee, Rep. Wright Patman , DTex., said in an interview he
believes the Federal Reserve's
real motive for the increase was
not to ward off inflation or improve the international standing
of the dollar but to "bail out the
New York banks which have $15

'Send Money'
It would seem that the
most popular college yell is
"Send Money!" . . . A cocktail party (says Catholic Digest ) is a gathering at which
drinks mix people . . . Sign
on a pony form: "For Sale:
Compact Horses" . . . I n
Texas; we're told, an underprivileged kid Is someone
who hns only one of everything . . . Middle age is that
period when , if the phone
rings at 8 p.m. on a Saturday , you know it' s a wrong
number . . . Egotism is an
affliction affecting the "I *.

billion in certificates of deposit
coming due."
Patman , who has been demanding the Federal Reserve
Board chairman's resignation
for months, said, "It will be a
miracle if Martin hangs on."
Patman said the banks wanted a higher interest rate for the
certificates, a special form of
deposit for a fixed time on
which banks normally pay higher than regular interest.
"They thought they might
have trouble getting the certificates unless they could pay 5&
per cent ," Patman said.
However, the senior Republican member of the committee,
Sen. Jacob K. Javits of New
York , disassociated himself
from Pa tman 's accusation, as
well as from the chairman's
long-term efforts to subject the
Federal Reserve, an independent agency, to government controls.
"I don 't agree with what the
Federal Reserve did In this
case," Javits said in a separate
interview , "but I think it is very
important for the Federal Reserve to maintain its independence. I think the force of public
opinion at hearings like this will
do what is necessary for correction. Aj iy legislative action
would Impair the Federal Reserve's independence."
The Federal Reserve Board
announced on Dec. 5 an Increase in the discount rate from
4 to 4'A per cent and an Increase
from 4te to 5& per cent in the
ceiling on interest rates banks
can pay on time deposits. Johnson promptly expressed his displeasure .

oJtVJr
(For more laughs see
Earl Wilson on Page 4.)

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
A blanket of wintry weather
— snow, rain , sleet and fog —
stretched across the continent
today.
A sleet storm paralyzed portions of the Dakotas and western Minnesota , knocking out
telephone communications and
isolating some communities
without power.
Snow, rain and fog snarled
traffic and caused many accidents.
A Greyhound bus en route to
New Orleans went off a highway
during a rainstorm Sund ay near
Pensacola , Fla., killing four
persons and injuring 19.

lawyer, is expected to announce 1963. Andersen, in a 1949 special
formally his candidacy at a election, defeated Randall for a
testimonial dinner tonight.
state Senate seat.
Harry P. Strong Jr., GOP
Still to be heard from is formchairman
of the 4th District,
er Gov. Elmer L. Andersen, St.
Paul, the man ousted by 91 where Randall and Andersen
votes from the governorship by both live, said he doubts AnderDemocratic - Farmer - Laborite Gov. Karl F. Rolvaag in sen will become an active candidate for endorsement by the
Republican state convention.
"I think Elmer has just waited too long and I think it's important to have another man in
the field," Strong said. "I still
feel that Elmer is the strongest
candidate we can field, but in
my opinion it's too late for Elmer."
Randall was told at his news
conference that some Ramsey
County and 4th District leaders
have indicated a fondness for
Andersen. Randall answered
that the GOP leaders also want
a candidate who is running,
and he added, "I am the candidate who is ready and willing
to go."
Klaus, 53, of Farmington, was
the first to announce for the endorsement but he pulled out Sunday night. He said he wanted
to devote his time to the issue
of legislative reapportionment.
The Conservative lawmaker
was the author of the measure
from which evolved the reapportionment bill passed by the 1965
Legislature. Gov. Rolvaag vetoed the bill, claiming it gerrymandered in favor of Conservative incumbents, and Klaus was
among nine representatives who
challenged the veto in count.
The State Supreme Court upheld
(he governor'* veto power Nov.
26.

WHO NEEDS A RINK ? .. . These seven
Toronto, Canada , girls decided to take advantage of an ice storm that swept southern
Ontario during the weekend and went skat-

Man Admits Viet Cong Pull
Setting Fire, Back to Hideouts
Killing 13

CHICAGO (AP) - "I just
got mad. They shouldn't have
thrown me out."
This was the explanation of
Robert Lee Lassiter as be admitted using a borrowed match
to touch off a fire Saturday
night which killed 13 persons
and injured 22 in a West Side
tavern.
Reapportionment now Is a
Lassiter , 26, of Chicago, was
deadlocked issue. Rolvaag has charged Sunday
with 13 counts
insisted legislative leaders draw of murder.
up guidelines for a special session, and Conservatives have
Lassiter, a laborer for an elecbalked at the demand.
tric company, told police that he
Asserting the reapportionment splashed a gallon of gasoline in
measure passed by the 1965 the door of the Seeley Club on
Legislature w a s "basically West Madison Street, then borsound," Klaus said he expects rowed a match to ignite it.
to have an active part in resolv- Tbe incident that touched off
ing the issue.
the fire, Lassiter said, was an
Klaus has served in the Legis- argument with Eddie Gaston, 38,
lature since L956 and is a former a waiter at the club. Witnesses
GOP chairman in the 2nd Dis- said Lassiter had been flourishtrict.
ing a large switchblade knife
and Gaston told him to put it
away.
WEATHER

The Gemini 6 pilots, Navy
Capt. Walter M. Schirra Jr. and
Air Force Maj. Thomas P. Stafford, saw their 103,000-mile
space hunt and rendezvous with
Gemini 7 foiled before they left
FEDERAL FORECAST
the launch pad at Cape Kennedy, Fla. A false signal shut off WINONA AND VICINITY Mostly cloudy tonight and Tuesthe launch rocket's engines.
day with light snow likely late
Already - tired launch crews tonight or Tuesday. Northwestworked around the clock today erly winds diminishing tonight.
to ready Gemini 6 for another Low tonight 18-25, high Tuesday
pursuit try at 8:37 a.m. (EST ) near 32.
Wednesday. It can be fired as
LOCAL WEATHER
late as Saturday.
Official observations for the
Borman and Lovell got orders 24 hours ending at 12 m. Sunto conserve fuel to insure them day :
enough power to maintain their Maximum 42; minimum, 36;
spacecraft's attitude toward the noon, 39; precipitation , .87.
end of their space voyage. This Official observations for the
meant an abbreviated experi- 24 hours ending at 12 in. today:
ment schedule and much drift- Maximum, 43; minimum, 30;
noon, 30; precipitation , 29.
ing flight.
Light conversation flowed between the spacecraft and earth
as ground controllers attempted
to boost the spacemen's spirits
alter the sudden scrub of the
Gemini 6 launch.

The two men grappled with
arguing, and Lassiter was
forced to leave.
"I'll be back and they 're going to get it," witnesses quoted
Lassiter as saying as he left.
Gaston was among the seven
men and six women killed in
the blaze.
Police quoted Lassiter as saying he then walked a few hundred feet to a service station
and purchased a can of gasoline. Police said Lassiter splashed the fuel on the floor at the
entrance , then poured a trail of
gasoline across the sidewalk to
the gutter.

A spacecraft radio wag tuned
to Sunday afternoon professional football games.
If it had not been for coo], expert, split-second decisions by
Schirra and Stafford in the face
of potential danger — and
maybe death — the chance at a
repeat attempt would have vanished.
"They're cleared for takeoff,"
Mission Control advised Gemini
7, passing overhead shortly before the 9:54 a.m. liftoff time.
"Adios," control told Schirra
and Stafford .
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ing on the sidewalk. At least two deaths were
traced to icy highways in the province. (CP
Photo)

CHANGED HIS MIND . . . A bowhiskered Viet Cong defector
listens to welcoming speeches at a "Open Arms Cen____ \_________________ \_ wBSii!f ia\\t^
\
ter" near Rach Gla , South Viet Nam, where the South Vietnamese government is conducting a rehabilitation program
for more than 1,000 former Viet Cong. Tho center Is located
in Mekong Delta region and the defectors will bo tutored in
government programs, tested for fidelity and encouraged to
EXCEPT SATURDAY
study a trade if they lack means of earning a livelihood. (AP
AND SUNDAY
Photofax)

SAIGON, South Viet Nam
(AP)—A task force of U.S. Marines and Vietnamese troops,
teamed against the Viet Cong in
a five-day battle south of Da
Nang, estimated today ground
and air strikes have killed about
1,000 of the Red enemy. Action
was dwindling.
Marine patrols, m o v i n g
through hills in the Que Son sec-

An Air Canada four - engine
turbo-prop revved its engines
just before it was to take off
from O'Hare International Airport in Chicago for Toronto,
Ont., Sunday. The plane skidded
off the runway and became
stuck in mud. The 71 passengers
were transferred to another
plane.
A pilot apparently became
lost in the fog near White
Plains , N.Y., Sunday and was
killed when his plane crashed.
Snow fell on the ice-coated
eastern section of North Dakota
and northwestern Minnesota.

tor, found a guerrilla training
area and some warehouses full
of gray and black cloth, obviously desiped for manufacture
of the flimsy pajamas many
Viet Cong use as uniforms.

Merle W. Sandburg. 52, Harris, Minn., was killed when the
car he was driving collided with
a Northern Pacific passenger
train in Harris Sunday. Harris
is in Chisago County , in east
central Minnesota.
Lesley Nerdahl , 1.1, of St. Anthony village , died Saturday
night of injuries suffered when
she was struck by a car.
Mrs. Margaret Brolin , 50, St.
Paul , died in a St. Paul hospital Saturday evening. She was
struck by a hit-and-run driver
as she walked across a street
late Friday night.
Ricky Peterson , 15, Moorhcad,
was killed Saturday night . The
boy was throw n from a car that
went out of control on lce-sllcked U.S. Highway 10. Of four
other teen-agers in the car , only
one was injured.

The Northwestern Bell Telephone Co. said at least 20,000
wire breaks were reported in
South Dakota Sunday. The company said more than 2,000 telephone poles had snapped under
The claim about enemy the ice loads. The company sent
casualties was not broken down 520 workers from four states to
as to direct attack , artillery fire repair the damage.
and aerial bombing. Whether it A telephone company spokeswould be borne out by body man reported 40 per cent of th»
exchanges in the Fargo, N.D.,
count remained to be seen
Major ground fighting else-1 district were out . of order Sunwhere also ebbed. U.S. briefing day night.
officers said the Viet Cong may He said more than 80 North
be pulling back to their jungle Dakota towns were affected by
hideouts to recover.
broken lines and poles and that
With partially clearing skies, it would be Wednesday before
U.S. warplanes resumed raids service is back to normal. Nearon North Viet Nam after a two- ly 300 men were reported workday lull blamed on bad weather. ing to restore communications.
Air traffic was stopped at
Air Force F105 Thunderchief
and F4C Phantom jets blasted Friendship International Airport
two bridges northeast of Dien in Baltimore for 12 hours SunBien Phu , set a five-building day. Shipping in the port of Balmilitary complex in the same timore was paralyzed, and only
area aflame and cratered the one of the nine ships due to sail
approaches to another bridge on departed. Highway travel was
a main highway 130 miles north- hazardous because of thick fog.
west of Hanoi, a U.S. spokesLight freezing rain and sleet
man said.
fell in northeastern New York
Navy pilots claimed another state and .22 inches of snow acbridge, two storage areas and cumulated in Albany. Roads
four antiaircraft sites 14 miles were slick, but traffic accidents
northwest of the coastal town of were light.
Dong Hoi , he added.
In the battle area south of Da
Nang, U.S. Marines and South
Vietnamese troops hunted a
Viet Cong regiment on the sixth
day of Operation H arvest Moon
but the foe refused to show himself.
Since the fighting began
around a valley 20 miles south
of Da Nang, the Leathernecks
counted 198 Viet Cong killed , 76
captured and 287 suspects de- RED WING , Minn. (AP) -A
tained , Marine spokesmen said. Goodhue County farm couple
Officers regarded the lull was peppered with shotgun pelwarily, "I don 't think the major lets today and officers said they
fighting has started ," said the were holding for questioning tho
U.S. Marine commander in Viet 26-year-old son of the victims.
Nam , Mai. Gen. Lewis Walt.
Hospitalized at Zumbrota for
treatment of thigh and leg
U.S. officials took consid- wounds, reported not serious ,
erable satisfaction at tho sur- were Mr. and Mrs. George Hamrender of a 22-man Viet Cong lin , farming near Pine Island.
platoon , with 11 weapons, to Sheriff Paul Zillgitt said their
men of the U.S. !T3rd Airborne son , Arlyn , .surrendered without
Brigade at Vo Dat , 60 miles resistance when tracked into a
northeast of Saigon. They coun- small grove on the farm
ted the defection ns a major
achievement for U.S. Intelli- Zillgitt said Arlyn was argugence find psychological war- ing with his three sisters , one
fare experts and Vietnamese 17 and twins If) , when he grabnational police who negotiated bed up a shotgun and«r started
random firin g. The eld* Hamlin
the surrender .
ran
to a neighbor 's for assisIt was described ns the big- tance and D.ile Schafer returned
gest Viet Cong defection in home with him.
many months .
Tho girls had fled tho house
In the Marine action , the hut Arlyn wns inside , resisting
Leathernecks took over tho high efforts of his mother to disarm
ground near the rice hamlet of him. When Schafe r sought to
Que Son. Air Force B52s from grab the gun away from tho
Guam pummoled the suspected wisped , it discharged and both
lair of a Communist regiment in Mr. and Mrs. Hamlin were hit
the are a , 350 miles northeast of with the scattering pellets.
Saigon , for the second time
since the operation began last
Goodfellows
Wednesday.

Other weekend traffic victim*!
were Leroy J. Kofloskl , 35, Foley, Minn,, fatall y Injured In a
smashup near Searles; Hulan
Newman , 52 , Huron , S.D., hit by
an automobile at Tyler , Minn.,
as he worked switching railroad
cars, and Mrs. Franclno (Jng;non , 27, Frldley, Minn., killed
when tho car driven her husband plunged from Highway 35
at Little Canada .

Wnlt said the attempt lo «MIcirclu nnd wipe out (lie force of
Communist
2 ,000 hard core
troops had been launched to
forestall an attack on the
Marine beachhead at Chu Lai ,
52 miles southeast of Da Nang.
"The Viet Cong were p lanning
to attack our positions ami we
felt we should att ack first nnd
destroy their capabilit y , " he
said.

Ten Dead in
Minnesota
Auto Mishaps

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Ten persons died as the result of Minnesota traffic accidents over the weekend , raising
the state's 1965 toll to 790, or
nine under the total a year ago.
Larry Varner, 25, of St. Louis
Park was killed Sunday night,
the Highway Patrol said, in a
collision of cars on Minnesota
Highway 7 about Vh miles west
of Excelsior, in the suburban
area west of Minneapolis.
Varner's wife, Carol, 22, was
injured and hospitalized , as was
the driver of the other car involved, Keith Allen , 18, Route 1,
Excelsior.
Robert Franke and Roger H.
Cherking, both 19 and of Minneapolis, were killed in a collision in Minneapolis Sunday.
The two were in a car which
collided with one driven by Dean
F. Smith, 21, Minneapolis. Smith ,
his passenger, Sheldon Teigland ,
20, Grygla, Minn., and David
Chadwick , 19, a passenger in the
car driven by Franke, were injured. Teigland's condition was
described as critical and Chadwick was in serious condition.
Smith was treated and released .

Farm Couple
Wounded,
Son Is Held

Contributions

(iOODl'ICl.I .OWS FUND
Previously listed
$2,271
I)r , anil Mrs.
K . M. McLaughlin ...
5
Mr. ami Mrs.
Martin I,audio
5
Mr. and Mrs.
10. W. llurttioloinnc . .

Nash' s

Total To Date

io

25
$2,319

Ten Tons of
Cement Going
To Viet Home

COLUMBUS . Ohio (AP) -Ten
tons of cement may not sound
very appropriate for a Christmas gift , but it' s going to make
a group of Vietnamese orphans
and t heir American soldier benefactors mighty happy.
The unlikely gift leaves here
today with a trainload of other
Christmas gifts for U.S. fighting
men in Viet. Nam and the Vietnamese people—and here is how
it came about.
Warrant Officer .Ilm Askren 'x
155th Helicopter Company came
•cross a Vietnamese orphanage
consisting basically of thatch
huts with mud Hoors somewhere
near Saigon . They decided to
"adopt" the kids and fix up the
orphanage.
Lumber was plentiful and they
were able to get all the other
materials they needed through
Army channels—except cement
for the floors.
Askren, a helicopter pilot ,
happened to mention this in a
letter to his father, .lames Sr.,
in Beliefontaine , Ohio.
Thai wtn all (he s«nfor Askren
needed. He contacted some fellow businessmen who guaranteed to put up the money needed
f.o buy the cement. Then they
contacted the Southwestern Cement Co. of Fairborn, near Dayton, which agreed to provide the
cement at its cost~$l a bag,
two hundred bags were needed.
The group found out about the
Junior Chamber of Commerce
drive to fill a Christmas train
for Viet Nam. P r o b l e m
solvedI
Became of the problem* Involved in getting the cement to
the State Fairgrounds here,
from where the train is leaving
today, Southwestern C e m e n t
contacted Its affiliated Columbus Coal and Lime Co., which
agreed to provide it instead.

lef i&et G/mif itj
By A. F. SHIRA
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Some Plant Relationships
WHILE the garden Is now bare of flowe rs under the chill of
winter , their varied colon and forms still linger with us.
,
This then , seems to be a good time to consider some of the
relationships that are not always so apparen t on casual examination.
Plants 'are naturally grouped into divisions , families and
generations according lo certain common structural characters.
Therefore , while the species belonging to the same family may
seem to differ greatly in appearance, size and type of flower
and manner of growth , the
baste structures showing the most important groups of plants
relationship are present.
to the gardener. Some botanists,
For example, let us look at instead of considering this multhe buttercup family which com- titude of plants as belonging to
prises more than 1, 000 named one large family, have been inspecies of plants. It includes clined to believe that they
some of our largest and most should be separated into three
brilliantly colored garden flow- families,
ers. A typical species ct this
WHEN WE consider this famfamily is the marsh marigold
a native here that grows in ily, our first thoughts naturally
marshy places and along the turn to the countless varieties
of roses, Doth the species and
trout streams , opening its rich the
hybrids. Yet, there are
golden blossoms in the early
close relatives
many
spring. Another relative Is the growing other
in our gardens as -well.
hepatica a charming little flow- One of these
is the well-known
er of the woodlands. Little do flowering quince,
shrub that
we associate these modest flow- opens Its orange-reda blossoms
in
large
gorgeous
ers with the
the
very
early
spring
before
the
peonies that grace our gardens, leaves ap pear. Then, too, the
yet they belong to the same various v arieties of spirea,
a
family.
very valu able group of shrubs
ANOTHER FLOWER that he- common in many home grounds,
longs to this same group is the belong to this big family. Howstately delphinium , although its ever, with their small flowers,
manner of flowering differs they bear little resemblance to
greatly from some other mem- the roses.
The spectacular flowering
ers of the family. The tall
spikes with long flowerheads crabs, also, belong to this large
crowded with single or double group. The large double flowers
florets give a dignity to these »f the Satchel's crab snore
varieties unlike any of the other nearly approach the beauty of
kinds. The large-flowered hy- the rose than any other membrids of the clematis are in- bers of the family. New hybrid
cluded here, also. Thus, while flowering crabs such as those
the name of the family is taken developed by the University of
from a modest and low growing Minnesota are taking worthy
form, it comprises some of our places as some of our most
most beautiful and desirable beautiful ornamentals.
garden plants and vines.
FROM A food standpoint, the
Now, let us turn to the rose flesh bearing types of the famfamily which includes a very ily are most important. The
large aggregation of trees, large flesh y kinds are typified
shrubs and various other by the apple, pear and quince,
plants. It comprises mo-re than fruits with small seeds. All are
2,000 species of great diversi- ¦very beautiful when in bloom,
fication of habits, of wide dis- but, except as to the structural
tribution, and is one of tht parts that make up the flower ,
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they hear little llkenes* to the
rose.
It would be expected that the
raspberry, blackberry, dewberry and some hybrid forms would
belong to the rose family, since
they are sometimes called the
bramble fruits, But , then, the
strawberry is included, as
well.
Other fruits of the family are
the plum, peach , almond and
cherry , often referred to as the
stone fruits, tywing to their relatively large seeds , or pits.

Vote Legal Despite
Mix up Over Hours

ST. PAUL (AP) — A ralxup
over the hours polls were open
during the village election at
Waconia last month does not invalidate results of that election,
says Atty. Gen. Robert Mattson.

City Atty. Paul Melchert of
Waconia said Waconia traditionally keeps polls open from 9
a.m. to 7 p.m. in off-year elections , such as the one held Nov.
2.
Legal notices of the election

stated these hours, but the local
weekly paper* and a radio station In a nearby town incorrectly gave the -voting hours as »
a.m. to 8 p.m,
As • result, aeveral voter*
came later than 7 p.m. and demanded to vote. Officials haggled for s lime, then finaUy
opened the polls from 7:30 to 8
p.m. but set aside all these votes
under a general challenge.
Upon counting the votes, the
winning candidates turned out to
be the same in using both the

votes up to 7 p.m. aad those
cast in the final half hour.
Msttson advteed that courts
are unwilling to Invalidate an
election In the absence of bad
faith , fraud or a constitutional
violation. Since none of those
things appeared to have been
involved, the election should
stand , Mattson said.
a
The American League in 1965
failed to draw nine million fans
for the first time since 1955. It
drew 8,860,764 fans.

There's Still Time to Join Our 1966
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CHRISTMAS NEXT

jf i s never too early to plan for Christmas next year.
little each week, you will be surprised
^y depositing a
at how much has been saved in just 50 weeks. Save as
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can have a pre-paid holiday. Start saving tockjy! Our
1 966 Christmas Savings Club is still open.
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He wouldn 't wear * good business suit
when he 's out whack.ng golf balls, du ck
hu nting, tinkering with his sports car, or
puttering in his garden.
And he shouldn't wear his $100 watch for
these things cither.
What he neexlsis a sturdy everyday watch
to knock about in. Inexpensive. But not
cheap.
Our Caravel le" watches cost only $10.95
to $29.95.

OPEN TILL

9 PM.

MON. - F R I .
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But they have jeweled-lever movement*
(all working jewels). Precision parts, an unbreakable mainspring, stainless steel back,
waterproofing4 and shock-resistance
Sound cheap?
Not to a watchmaker. Or anybody.
And there's another way for you to judge
ourCaravelles-. By the name on the box -and
on the guarantee.
That name is: Bulova.
Wei I, what are you waiting for? Christmas?
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Area Catches Part
Of Big Snowstorm

A widespread Midwest storm
which dumped snow, sleet aad
rain on Minnesota and Wisconsin over the weekend brought
Winona its first real snowfall
of the season today.
And more is predicted for tonight and Tuesday when northwest winds bring lower temperatures.

to Winona in Minnesota and La
Crosse to Green Bay in Wisconsin were reported slippery
due to the new snow.
Patrol cars on the big interstate highways reported those
routes wet but in good winter
driving condition. Highway department officials cautioned
motorists to watch for changing
temperature
AREA HIGHWAYS became conditions as the
dropped.
slippery as the snow fell and
authorities issued the custom- THE weatherman predicted
ary warning to drivers to exer- mostly cloudy weather tonight
cise extreme caution .
and Tuesday with the possibility
All main roads north of a line of more snow. He saw northfrom Wortbington to Rochester westerly winds diminishing to-

Judge OKs
Settlements
In Two Cases

Judge Arnold Hatfield approved two minor settlements—for
$4,800 and $4,000, respectively
— after hearings today in District Court.
Bruce C. Luehmann, 13, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Luehmann, St. Charles, won the $4,800 settlement from four defendants in compensation for an
eye injury suffered June 4, 1S62,
in a St. Charles City park.
However, part of the settlement was won from Dale Luehmann, son pf Willard Luehmann,
St. Charles, a relative of the injured boy.
THE SUIT arose when the
Luehmann boy was struck near
the right eye by a piece of
shingle discharged from a trap
shooting device in the public
park . He was playing with
friends , including Dale Luehmann, Rollie Smith, son of Ir¦ving Smith, and Richard Vernon, son of Wilson Vernon, when
the mishap occurred.
Luehmann sued the city of St.
Charles and the Smith and Vernon boys. Dale Luehmann and
St. Charles Junior Chamber of
Commerce (which sponsored
the trap shooting device) were
brought in by Vernon as thirdparty defendants.
The settlement approved today by Judge Hatfield orders
the following contributions to
the $4,800 total : City of St.
Charles, $2,300; Rollie Smith
-and Dale Luehmann, $2,300;
Rollie Smith and Dale Luehmann , $2,300; Richard Vernon,
$100, and the St. Charles Junior
Chamber of Commerce , $100.
Luehmann testified that his
eon's vision is now normal with
corrective lenses. No permanent
loss of vision occurred , he told
Judge Hatfield. The Luehmann
boy appeared in court to corroborate this.
Judge Hatfield ordered that
the boy's father be paid $1,167.13
of the settlement to compensate
him for medical expenses and
that a balance of $2,164.23 after
payment of other fees and costs
be put in the First National
Bank of St. Charles for the Luehmann boy.
Attorney Robert R. Dunlap
represented Luehmann.

A Special
Little Girl
Misses Dog
A tan Chihuahua female
dog is strayed , lost or stolen
and-10-year-old Terry Stolpa
hopes she can be found.
Terry, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Donald Stolpa , 451
E. King St., is unable to
look for Chiquita the Chihuahua. Terry is a cerebral
palsy victim, almost completely helpless, unable to
leave her bed.
Chiquita has been her close
companion, sleeping within
easy reach of the girl's bed.
Terry, who cannot feed herself unaided, can move her
hands just enough to touch
Chiquita and pet her.
Since Chiquita scooted
through an accidentallyopened door Saturday, nothing has been seen of her.
Terry has been depressed
and has shown little appetite, her family notes. They
are offering a reward for
anyone who finds and returns Chiquita.

GOP Charges
Rolvaag Should
Call Session

MINNEAPOLIS (AP) — Gov.
Karl F. Rolvaag has an obligation to call a special legislative
session to consider reapportionment, say a group of Minnesota
Republican leaders.
In a statement issued Saturday, the group- said Rolvaag's
demand for pre-session "guidelines" is a violation of constitutional principles.
The group, which included
state GOP party officers, district chairmen and chairwomen
plus auxiliary officials such as
the Young Republicans, said the
governor's obligation is to call
a special session and to submit
his proposed guidelines to the
House and Senate committees
which will be redrafting the legislative districts.
The statement added that the
legislature had fulfilled its responsibility by drafting a reapportionment bill last session and
passing it. Now, the Republican
leaders said, it is up to the governor to give the legislature its
opportunity to try again.
The GOP stand noted that Rolvaag, during the last session ,
did not demand prior agreement
on a reapportionment plan or offer any guideline.
"Now that his veto has made
a special session necessary,"
the Republican statement said ,
"the governor should make his
wishes known to the legislature.
Instead, he is imposing conditions which interfere with normal procedures and are contrary to constitutional provisions.

MISS PATTI Martlnmaki , 19,
579 W. Broadway, won approval
of a $4,000 settlement from the
insurance company of the Highway Country Kitchen restaurant
for alleged food poisoning she
suffered July 19 after eating a
turkey sandwich there.
Miss Martinmaki and her sister, Clara , of the same address,
testified that the girl had been
hospitalized from July 19 to 24
and again from July 25 to 31
while suffering from food poisoning. She was unable to work
for three weeks, Miss Martinmaki told Judge Hatfield.
The jud ge authorized Clara
Martinmaki , her sister's legal
guardian , to pay the girl's medical expenses of $706 and some
other bills and put the remainder in trust with the Fidelity Sav- "We can understand why the
legislators, who are elected by
ings & Loan Association .
Attorney Roger P. Brosnahan and represent people in their
represented Miss Martinmaki. districts , feel they cannot submit to the dictates of the governor. By doing so, they would
Wabasha Jaycees be submitting to one-man rule
and would necessarily be violatLighting Star
ing constitutional principles.
"On the other hand , if the
governor refuses to exercise his
Of Hope Again
authority to call a special sesWABASHA , Minn. - The Wa- sion and allows this matter to
basha Jaycees Star of Hope be decided by the courts, he will
again has been erected on the fall to meet his legal responsicorner of Main and Pembroke bilities under the Constitution
streets. People contributing a and his moral responsibilities to
dollar will light a bulb on the the people as governor of the
huge star. Proceeds will go State of Minnesota."
toward helping some child or
senior citizen have a happier
Christm as. Ed Drury Is project Ohioan Refused
chairman. The goal is 200 lights
glowing over the intersection by Lawyer Before
Christmas.
"
Test Loses Plea
DURAN D TAx sat»2,326
Total
tuxes
Wis,
DURAND
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
on property in Durand in 1966 Supreme Court refused today to
will be $302,32H.3:i. This will In- hear an Ohio man who claims
clude a $25 ,1131.15 city tax levy ; his constitutional rights were vi$117 533.50 county and state olated when police rejected his
levy, • nnd $1611,961.68 local recjuest to consult a lawyer beschool levy .
fore consenting to a drunk test
The case oi John J, Diet z
WABASHA POST O VFMlNf i
the City of Toledo would
against
AppliMinn.
,
WABASHA
have
given
the high court an opat
accepted
cations are being
portunity to further amplify Its
suboffice
for
post
Wabasha
the
posi- interpretation «f the 0th Amendstitute clerk-cnrrler. The
ment right to counsel.
hour.
on
67
pay
$2
will
tion

night with a nighttime low of
18 to 25 and a high Tuesday
near 32.
Cloudy with scattered light
snow and a little colder is the
outlook for Wednesday.
Temperatures for Winona and
vicinity this week are predicted
to average near normal to 2 to
6 degrees above normal daily
highs of 24-30 and nighttime
lows of 6 to 13.
Precipitation through Saturday is expected to total onetenth to three-tenths of an inch
mostly snow on Tuesday.
TEMPERATURES remained
above the freezing mark generally in Southeastern Minnesota and Western Wisconsin over
the weekend. Winona's high
temperature Saturday was 42
and Sunday 43. Low Sunday
morning was 36 and this morning 31.
At noon the temperature had
dropped to 30.
Since the rain began Friday
night 1.65 inches fell on Winona
and vicinity. Had the temperature been 25 or lower nearly 15
inches of snow would now be on
the ground from the weekend
moisture.
All-time high for Dec. 13 was
56 in 1891 and —21 in 1903 was
the low. Mean for the past 24
hours was 37. Normal mean for
this time of the year is 21. '
By this time last year five
inches of snow had fallen. First
snow was 3 inches on Nov. 20.
SNOWFALL was general over
Minnesota and temperatures
dropped as low as 14 at International Falls and 19 at Bemidji. Rochester had a low of
29 this morning after a Sunday
high of 44 and La Crosse posted figures of 34 and 42 for the
same times.
Precipitation at Rochester
measured .08 and La Crosse .62.
It was snowing at Minot and
Fargo, N.D.
A storm center moving across
WISCONSIN today b r o u g h t
snow, rain and a mixture of
the two, and created highway
hazards.
Light snow was falling at 8
a.m. in the Superior area. Elsewhere in the state skies were
cloudy.
In mid-morning, the State
Highway Department reported
that roads in the northern quarter of the state were generally
slippery due to a mixture of
ram and snow.
Bain and fog covered much of
the state during the weekend
but the rain changed to snow
in most northern sections Sunday afternoon and brought a
cover of fresh snow to those
areas. Wausau, Eau Claire,
Park Falls and Superior all reported one inch of new snow
while Green Bay had a trace.
WAUSAU m e a s u r e d 1.32
inches of precipitation in the 24hour period ending at 6 a.m . today. Eau Claire had 1.17 inches,
Park Falls .87, Green Bay .76,
Lone Rock .48, Milwaukee .46,
Superior and Racine .31, Madison, 29 and Beloit .10. Wausau's
total precipitation during the
weekend amounted to 2.14
inches, Eau Claire 2.10, Madison 1.60, La Crosse 1.48, Green
Bay 1.47, Milwaukee and Park
Falls 1.41, Beloit .99 and Superior .80.
Temperatures averaged 10 to
20 degrees above normal Sunday with the Beloit-Rockford
area having 55 degrees for the
state high . The lowest mark
during the night was 22 degrees
at Superior.
THE NATION'S high Sunday
was 83 at Fort Myers, Fla., and
the low during the night was
10 below zero at Limestone,
Maine.

Pravda Assails
Red China on
Viet Nam War
MOSCOW (AP) - The Soviet
Union , in its bluntest tirade
against Communist China since
Premier Nikita S. Khrush chev's
ouster 14 months ago , says Peking has sabotaged the "sacred
cause" of communism in Viet
Nam.
The Soviet Communist party
newspaper Pravda charged editorially Sunday that M JIO TZCtung's regime deliberately refused to take joint action with
the Soviet Union and other Communist countries "against American aggression in Viet Nam
which is extending a direct
threat to world peace."
PLAINVIEW MOY CITKD
PLAINVIEW , Minn . - A
young Plainview lad , James
Petty , son of Mr . and Mrs.
Richard Petty , has been honored with a junior engineer certificate by Toy Tinkers , division
of A. G. Spalding k Bros., Inc.
James received the award for
creating an original model from
a Toy Tinker construction set.
The model automatically will
be entered In a nationwide competition to find the most Imaginative creation of the year. First
Erlze will be a $1,000 Savings
ond and an expense-paid trip
to New York for the winner and
his or her parents.

County Low in
Welfare Cost
Per Person

Winona County ranked well
in the state lor 1964 net per
capita welfare costs, the county welfare board was told
Thursday. Only 11 other counties had lower per capita costs.
Winona County's county cost
was $6.92, compared with a
state wide county cost average
of $18.04. State welfare payments to Winona County averaged $19.58, compared with the
statewide average of $38.76, William P. Werner, welfare department director, told the board.
The welfare board discussed
new procedures in budgeting for
determining allowances for public welfare recipients, as required by new federal legisla^
tion . The new standards will be
applied in determining allowances based on current cost
studies, Werner said.
These same procedures will
help the welfare board in administration of new federal programs, which will become effective Jan. 1, 1966.
The welfare department recommended to the state relicensing .of two foster homes
for care of children and presented an adoptive study,
which was approved by the
board , recommending an adoption be approved.
Werner also reported completion of six cases in juvenile
court involving dependency
hearings and mental deficiency
hearings and the placement of
13 persons in proper situations
to receive psychiatric care seven of which were voluntary
and six were committed.
The department also asked
for appraisals on two parcels
of real estate as part of settlement process involving old age
assistance lien claims.

Youth Shoots
Himself in Hand
Accidentally

A Winona youth accidentally
shot himself in the hand Saturday afternoon at his home but
was treated for the injury and
released from Community Memorial Hospital police reported
today.
Donald Husman , 561 Garfield
St., was cleaning a .22-caliber
rifle Saturday afternoon when
the mishap occurred. Husman
set down the rifle on its butt
while keeping bis left hand over
the muzzle according to police.
A shell in the chamber discharged, and the bullet pierced
Husman's hand between the
second and third fingers without
touching <my bones. The bullet
lodged in the ceiling.
Husman. a member of the National Guard, rents an apartment at the Garfield Street address. Police did not know his
age.
m

New Members Named
To Fillmore County
Health Nursina Board
PRESTON, Minn. - Two
new members have been named
to the Fillmore County Health
Nursing Board.
Mrs. Robert Highum Rushford , and Mrs. Wayne Stephens,
Chatfield , replace Mrs. Paul
Prinzing, Rushford , and Mrs.
Orville Reese, Chatfield, whose
terms expire this month. A successor to Harold B. Ause, Harmony, will be named. Mrs.
Bruce Boyce, Mabel, was reappointed , for her second twoyear term.
Mrs. Boyce was elected chairman; Mrs. Lloyd MtcKenzie,
Spring Valley, vice chairman ,
and Mrs Oscar Hoppe, Preston ,
secretary.

Pepin Democ rats
Elect Chairman
DURAND, Wis, - Thomas P.
Jordan was re-elected chairman
of the Pepin County Democratic
party. Howard Mason was elected vice chairman ; Agnes Simpson, secretary, and Leonard
Knutson , treasurer.

Preston Man Caught
In Manure Spreader
PRESTON , Minn. - A farmer living on Ridge Road south
of Preston is recovering from
serious injuries received when
he was cnught in the beaters of
a manure spreader.
Joseph
Schlldmeyer
sustained deep wounds on both
legs and about the body as
most of his clothing was torn
off. He is undergoing skin grafting at St . Marys Hospital , Rochester.

Santa at Plainview
PLAINVIEW Minn. - Santa
Claus wilt bo in Plainview Saturday beginning at 2 p.m.
There'll be free shows for children at I and 2:30 p.m. Stores
will be ooi-n Friday, Saturday
and Dec. 20 through 23 until
9 p .m. and close at 5 p.m.
Christmas Eve.

Poor Writing
Delays Mail
At Christmas

"One of the biggest problems
postal employes face is Olegibl*
handwriting. At Christmastime,
when mail volumes skyrocket,
this can become a major problem ," Acting Postmaster Lambert J. Hamerski said today.
"The use of ZIP Codes by
mailers does help speed up th*
process because often if th»
city and state are unreadable
the ZIP Code will direct the
mail to the post office from
which ._it_wiH- be- delivered.
Clerks in that post office, being
FOR THE VIET NAM DEAD . . . Army
more familiar with local resithe Army Reserve armory to keep faith
dents , may be able to figure
Reservists fired three volleys Sunday in mem- with their "brothers" fighting in Viet Nam.
out the person to whom tho
ory of their more than 1,000 comrades who
The volleys and invocation were part of a
mail should be delivered."
have fallen in Viet Nam fighting. The Rt.
retreat ceremony ending the 419th's trainAnother significant problem
Rev. D. D. Tierney (background facing offiing year. (U.S. Army photo by Capt. William
is the number of parcels delay)
cer at right urged the officers and men of
A. King)
ed or actually undelivered bethe 419th Civil Affairs Company Sunday at
cause of poor wrapping or packing. Acting Postmaster Hamerski urged that special care be
taken to see that each package
is tightly stuffed and that nothing rattles around inside.
Parcels are generally shipped
in bags and often heavier items
rest on top of smaller , lighter
packages. The postmaster enDURAND, Wis. — A steering Wisconsin area including Pepin
couraged mailers to be a bit
committee was appointed re- County.
cautious and insure all packcently to implement projects un- According to Dr. Evelyn Riages.
der the Economic Opportunity mel, Menomonie, coordinator,
All parcels should be addressAct or anti-poverty program in members from this country are Police reported today that ed on only one side and should
the seven-county northwestern Clem Bignell, Pepin, and Wal- three accidents on Winona have the address written someter Harmon , Durand.
streets Sunday caused three in- where on the inside of the packSuggested projects include:
juries —- none serious — and age in case the exterior wrap• Establishment of day care $1,775 in property damage
ping should come off. It is a
centers and/or Project Head
good idea to also enclose a list
The
most
spectacular
mishap
Start for children . "They must
be helped to get out of the pov- occurred Sunday at 2:37 a.m. of the contents.
erty cycle," said the Pierce at East 5th and Wall streets , Poor packaging and illegible
sending one driver to Commu- or incorrect addressing acCounty nurse.
nity Memorial Hospital with a counts for about half a million
• Job counseling and train- neck injury after her vehicle undelivered parcels each year.
ing for women with less than had been knocked into a home
high school education and no at 901 E. 5th St.
Vandals believed to be juve- special skills, particularly winiles are up to their Christmas- dows or women who must supWILLIAM R. Ebert, 19, 963
time tricks again, Police Chief port the home.
E. 5th St., was driving east on
James W. McCabe reported.
• Off-season employment for 5th Street when he collided with
Four Winona householders re- marginal farmers involving a car driven south on Wall
ported over the weekend that guidance, education and jobs. Street by Carol A. Becker, 22,
light bulbs had been removed George Oncken , Pepin County 878 E. Broadway. The Becker
from their outdoor Christmas agent, said, "We need training car was driven into the home
displays.
in chain saw operation, engine of John R. Grochowski, knockChief McCabe also reported maintenance, wood pulp cutting, ing off some siding shingles,
the holing of a residential win- fertilizer uses, cement work, mangling a small evergreen Two defendants pleaded guilty today in municipal court to
dow, app arently by an air rifle road building and other fields and tearing up some lawn.
pellet, and the finding of two that will let persons continue to Mrs. Becker was rushed to traffic charges and paid fines
live where they are but with Community Memorial Hospital imposed by Judge John D. Mcbicycle tires.
Gill.
Mrs. Leonard Erdmanczyk, better wage opportunities."
by ambulance for X-rays. Dam- Nerval B. Swenson, Gales1116 W. Mark St., reported that
• Extension of library serv- age to the left front and right vllle, Wis., pleaded guilty to
21 colored light bulbs were tak- ices from home to school and side of the Becker car was $400, charges of driving with a load
en off an outdoor Christmas tree establishment of home library to the front and left side of the projecting 7 feet, 2 inches,
in their yard. Earl Holte, 371 kits which would be rotated dur- Ebert vehicle, $300.
(with no flags), driving over"W. Mill St., reported 18 bulbs ing the year and year after Ebert 's access to Wall Street width by .9 ' feet,.5'inches (withyear.
missing from bis Christmas dison 5th Street was controlled hy out a permit ) and driving with
play.
• More elementary school a stop sign. Patrolmen Edward a loose load. He paid $15 fines
The chief also noted reports guidance and work with homes E. Matthees and Joseph F. on each guilty plea as the alterfrom Richard Rains, 509 Wilson so as to clear up early develop- Bronk investigated. Damage to native to a total of 15 days
St., of nine bulbs missing, and ing deficiencies, emotional, phy- Grochowski's property was esti- in jail.
Minnesota Highway Patrol
from Ed Peplinski, 377 W. How- sical, reading, etc., which might mated at $50.
result in dropouts.
made the charges in the first
ard St., of two bulbs missing.
A TWO-CAR collision at 5th
The detective juvenile divi- • Provisions for extended and Liberty streets Sunday at two instances Thursday at 11
a.m. on Highway 43 in Winona .
sheltered
workshops,
homesion is investigating, Chief Mcbound production, etc., through 8:08 a.m. caused minor bruises The latter charge was made
Cabe said.
to one of the passengers and by city police at the same time
Mrs . Ella Woodward reported cooperative buying, distribution $875 damage to the vehicles.
on old U.S. 61 east of its juncand
sales
centers.
that someone this weekend shot
Dutee
Kruger,
Mondovi,
Wis.,
tion with Highway 43.
More
use
of
stopgap
meas•
a pellet through one pane of a ures
in conservation work for was driving east on 5th Street; Darlene A. Jacob, 19, Winona
duo-pane window in the William
and Thomas J. Dunning, 760 E. Rt. 1, pleaded guilty to driving
M. Christensen home, where she seasonal or marginal employed Broadway, was driving north in violation
of an instruction
so
they
can
earn
temporary
lives, at 303 Winona St. Cost
on Liberty Street. Mrs. Dun- permit (no licensed driver with
money
until
something
else
of repairing the insulating panes
ning, 51, a passenger in her hus- her) at Belleview and Dacota
breaks better for them .
was not estimated .
band's
car, was taken to the streets Saturday at 1:10 p.m.
Neighborhood
Youth
Corps,
•
Ray Mayer , -421 Mankato giving
She paid a $10 fine as the alteremployment to needy hospital by a passer-by.
Ave., told police that he found youth and expanding jobs in At the hospital, Mrs Dunning native to three days in ja il.
two bicycle tires in his back tourism, county beautification was treated for bruises and reyard over the weekend. He and other services.
leased.
turned them over to police.
• Development of an agency Damage was $5O0 to the right
to deal with alcoholics and prob- front of the Kruger car and $375
lems of alcoholism.
to the front of the Dunning veSpeakers were Archie Buch- hicle. Patrolman Willis H. Wogmiller from the state Depart- an investigated.
ment of Public Instruction , and
Carl Olien , director of the state CHARLES W. Gritzner, 22, LEWISTON, Minn. (Special)
Department of Resource Devel- Spring Valley, Minn., was driv- —A two-car collision at the ining south across Broadway on tersection of CSA 25 and the
opment.
Gould Street Sunday at 1:20 Kiese Road Sunday at 12:15
a.m. when he swerved into a p.m. caused $500 damage to the
pole at the southwest vehicles involved, according to
Lake City Council telephone
corner. Mrs. Gritzner, 21, a pas- Sheriff George L . Fort.
ST. PAUL (AP)-Minnesota 's Lets $21,953 in
senger, complained of pain aft- Clifford J. Kleist , Lewiston,
State Liquor Control Commiser the mishap.
was driving north on the Kiese
sion plans to put a stopper on Truck Contracts
Patrolmen James L. Hill and Road after leaving church
residents who spirit in holiday
William J. Gordon reported about two miles southeast of
spirits from neighboring Wiscon- LAKE CTTY, Minn. - Lake that it was raining and wet at Lewiston when the collision ocsin.
City council let contracts to- the time of the accident. Dam- curred on CSA 25 with the westChief Enforcement Officer taling $21,953 last week for pur- age to the right front of the bound car of Sharon B. LangWalter Peril said the problem chase of a new truck for the fire Gritzner car was estimated at seth , 18, rural Lewiston.
$150.
Miss Langseth said that she
becomes worse annually before department.
didn 't see Kleist approaching
the holidays. Some people buy Genera l Safety Equipment
large supplies of liquor in Wis- Co., North Branch , will furnish
because of a dip in the road.
consin border towns and bring the body and 1,000-gallon-perWhen she did see him , Miss
Langseth told Deputy Lamar
it into Minnesota for office minute pumper at $13,632; Heln
Fort , she braked and swerved
parties and other holiday gath- Ford Sales, the tilt cab truck
to the left ; but she hit the
erings.
chassis with 534 cubic inch enKleist car on the right rear.
and Dover Elecgine
at
$7,523,
Minnesota law prohibits a perBoth vehicles careened over
Faribault , the radio at
tronic,
son from bringing more thnn a $798.
PLAINVIEW , Minn. - A the wet blacktop into the nort h
quart of liquor at any one time
Plainview High School student, ditch , west of the Kiese Road.
into Minnesota from another
John Mulligan , has been cited Miss Langseth bumped her
state.
Mabel Woman Aids
as one of the outstanding stu- head as her car went 64 feel,
Some liquor items are as
dents of high school English in after impact , and Kleist' s car
much as $1 cheaper in Wiscon- Decorah Museum
the country.
went about .10 feet .
sin because that state has no MABEL, Minn. — Mrs. Don- The National Council of
Damage was $.100 to the
law against "loss leaders" to ald ToIIefson, Mabel , Is a mem- Teachers of English named him right front and front of the
attract business. Minnesota im- ber of the management com- a 1065 winnei in its annual Langseth car and $200 to tho
poses a tax of $2. HO a gallon on mittee of the Norwegian-Amer- achievement awards competi- right rear of the Kleist vehicle.
liquor , and this revenue is lost ican Museum , Decorah, Iowa , tion. About 8,500 students bud
when the liquor is purchased out which Is the largest and oldest been nominated . John wns one
of the state.
immigrant museum in the U.S., of 837 finalists representing f>20 Ho uston Correction
having
been started 100 years schools from 50 states, the Dis- On Friday 's farm page the
Pcrlt said a St. Paul man was
building, no longer trict of Columbia and American current presidency of the Housago.
The
Prescott,
Friday
near
arrested
suitable
in
the
current program preparatory schools abroad.
Wis., on U.S. Highway 10. ComJohn with the other finalists ton County Agricultural Society
mission agents seized from his to increase its collection and was recommended for a scholar- was erroneously attributed to
car 44 bottles of liquor worth expand its services, will be re- ship, He is the son of Mr . and the late William J. Daley , who
$180. Violators arc subject to a placed by a new multi-level Mrs. James Mulligan. His Eng- was president when he died
jail term of 90 days , a $100 fine , structure containing galleries lish teachers have been Harry this year . Nenl Feuerhelm ,
and an outdoor exhibit area in
and loss of the liquor.
Caledonia , is the 1966 Houston
the
vicinity of the Luther Col- Schlieff and Miss Judy Pe terPeril' s office has brewed a
County president.
son.
fancy enforcement scheme: ege campus ¦
Commission agents will check
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS —
certain Wisconsin border area ACCIDENT CORRECTION
It
was
incorrectly
reported
purchases
by
stores for large
Reg. Meeting Tuesday, Dec. 14
poj flons in Minnesota cars. Then Sunday that the dri ver was
(8 p.m, (harp In the cluhhoute.)
the agents will radio the license killed in a truln-car collision nt #
Dlnnar Meeting 6:30 p.m,
numbers to commission person- West Howard and Minnesota
I
DON NYSETH, Grand Knight
nel in cars on the Minnesota streets Dec. 3, It was the passenger who died.
side.

Anti-Pove rty Projects Damage$1,775
Suggested in Pepin Co. In Three City

Street Crashes

Somebody
Doesn t Like
Christmas

Trucker Fined
By Both Police,
Highway Patrol

Damage $500 in
Lewiston Crash

State to Watch
Liquor Brought
From Wisconsin

Plainview High
Student Cited

By Jimmie Hatlo

They'll Do It Every Tim*

QL diapfwwLJail Tti ght

Chap lin Girl Chews
Gum , Likes Burgers

Trempealeau Co.
Democrats Name
Megrath Chairman
WHITEHALL, Wis. (Special)
—Richard Megrath, Whitehall,
was re-elected chairman Tuesday of the Trempealeau County Democratic party.
Other officers: Gifford Kampa, Independence, vice chairman; Mrs. Arthur Anderson,
Trempealeau, secretary, a n d
Ralph Weisenberger, Ettrick,
treasurer.
Elected to the executive
board; Wayne Holte, Strum,
and H a r v e y
Christiansen,
Gaiesville. Re-elected were Harold Havener, Eleva, and George
Oliver, Gaiesville.
A resolution, offered by Assemblyman John Radcliffe,
Strum, asking the party to go
on record in support of President Johnsons action in Viet
Nam, was passed unanimously.

Court Refuses
To Stop Trial
On Krebiozen

WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Supreme Court rejected today
an appeal by Dr. Andrew C. Ivy
that asked a halt to a Chicago
trial involving the drug Krebiozen.
, .
Dr. Ivy, the scientific adviser
on the drug, and three others
are on trial on charges of conspiracy, mail fraud, violation of
the Federal Food and Drug Act,
and false statements to a government agency.
Sponsors of Krebiozen say it is
an anticancer drug, but the government contends it is worthless. Dr. Ivy asked that the
trial be halted until effectiveness of Krebiozen can be tested
in a case in another court

<santa at- Dakota
DAKOTA , Minn. (Special) —
Santa Claus will be in the village Thursday afternoon from
3-30 to 5:30 p.m. He will be
at the Papenfuss Store. Santa
will have treats for the kiddies.
¦
BANKRUPTCY HEARING
Final meeting oi creditors in
the bankruptcy case of Mrs.
Elizabeth F. Jenkins will be
Dec. 22 at Olmsted County
courthouse, Rochester. Total receipts are $5,291.82; total secured claims $1,928.64 ; unsecured,
$17,215.33.

By EARL WILSON
NEW YORK — The high point of my brittle and intellectic
exclusive interview with Geraldine Chaplin up in her suite in
the Waldor f Towers was when she swirled around and said,
"Anybody care for chewing gum?"
She then popped chewing gum into her mouth . . . gripped
the back of a sola with two hands, stiffened her body and kicked
her heels into the aristocratic air . . . as restless ballerinas are
likely lo do
You can see from this how hair , and they live in Jeans,
NEW
menacing this lovely, leggy , which I do. I don 't mind.
shapely, chaplinesque 5-foo>M>, There's a French word they call
SELECTIONS
107-pound brunette doll is going me which means, I suppose,
to be after she becomes world 'spoiled brat. ' "
4 on Scopiton*
famous with the release of the Geraldine, 21 last July 31,
Zhiyago",
"Dr
film
says- she's religious, she be"What 's your answer when
MUSIC STUDY CLUB
lieves in God but not debutanpeople repeat the charge that
WHITEHALL, Wis. (Special )
her
she
never
saw
teeism.
your father 's a Communist?" I grandfather Eugene O'Neill. . .
-The Whitehall Music Study high school Monday evening.
asked Geraldine , who had just
Club will meet at tbe home of There will be a short program
Brando ,
179 EAST THIRD ST.
arrived from Paris and was on and she thinks Marlon
Mrs. Willie Johnson following of group singing and a gift exTom Courtney,
Spencer
Tracy,
her way to Hollywood.
the Christmas concert at t h e change.
Peter 0'Toole and Omar Sharif
"I say 'Ask him'!" Geraldine are
.
her
favorite
male
actors
laughed. "I don't know. But the
"Still got that crush on
way he lives proves he isn 't a
Sharif
, eh?"
Communist . . . a huge house
," she laughed.
"Yes
In Switzerland . . . A Fine Com"What
do you plan to do on
munist!"
York?"
"Omar Sharif told me that your nights in New "
"Watch
television
your father saw you in a ballet
and said you were lousy , " I EXPLAINING this wild plan,
said.
she added , "I've been hearing
"First of all , Omar Sharif about the wonderful American
doesn't know my father , and television that lasts all night.
second daddy 's never seen me In France it's on one channel
m anything !r'
and off at 11 . . . ' . "
"Sharif also told me you get Geraldine, one of the nic' —
crushes on bullfighters , etc. "
GIRLS' 7-14
8
est, most naive, most attractive
|
^
^
^
^
I've
and
delightful
celebrities
"YES. HE WAS right on
interviewed, had even a wilder
that, I do for about a week. It's plan
for the TV evening.
usually on people I've never
chewing gum had
met. As soon as I meet them, After the
she said, fearlost
its
flavor,
the crush is over. "
that
she
was going to
lessly,
"He also said you probably
Waldorf kitchen,
from
the
have,
"
had a crush on him.
"Well, yes, I had sort of a a large hamburger. L A U G H :
TODAY'S BEST
crush on Omar . "
actors interested
"You've been called beatnik , With so many
Jan Murray
in
political
office,
WATCHING THE 'CHOO-CHOOS' . . . 953 W. 5th St., Sunday afternoon. A record
¦
"
kook. . .
are ; Charles B. Silsbee of the Winona "O" Gauge number - L .019 — attended and $100.89 -was
second
terms
if
wonders
"Well, beatniks have long
called re-runs.
I Model Railroad Society is at the controls contributed to the Goodfellows. From left,
I'D SAID THAT: Many
WISH
WINONA DAILY NEWS a rock 'n' roll favori te is an for a group of' youngsters visiting the layout Silsbee, Gary Boettcher, Arthur Stirneman
above Holden s Drug & Department Store,
and Mark Erdmanczyk. (Daily News photo)
MONDAY. DECEMBER 13, 1»M
untidy fellow making a tidy
~"~
sum.
VOLUME 111), NO. J»
REMEMBERED QUOTE : "A
•>ubll»ri«d dally txc«pt Saturday and Holgood
speaker is one who rises
idays by Republican .and Herald Publishing Company. Ml Franklin St., Winona, to the occasion — and then
Minn.
promplty sits down. " — 0. A.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES
Battista.
Slnglst Copy — 10c Daily, 15c Sunday
EARL'S PEARLS: L. S. McDallvarssd by Cerrlir—Par Weak » cent* Candless reports on a new drink
j MINNEAPOLIS OB - Some
H Wteka SI275
33 wttki 123.59
called The Ugly Girl. It has no
15 squad cars and 30 patrolmen
By mill strictly In advance* piper atop- chaser.
responded to the alarm when a
pad on expiration date.
Robert Merrill, recently on
melee broke out Sunday in a
In Fillmore, Houston, Olmsted, Winona, the Steve Lawrence TV'er, notLake Street movie theater.
Wabasna. Buffalo, JacKson, Pepin and
Trempealeau counties and armed forces ed he'd almost became a baseThe solution for the faltering Trouble started when a theapersonnel In tha continental United Slates, ball player: "Just think - I By LESLIE J. NASON, Ed.D.
or ovaratai with APO or FPO eddraisai:
University
of
S.
Calif.
student
is relatively simple but ter employe, an off-duty police1 yaer
.. .. SI1.M 3 montne
. 13.50 might have been with the Mets,
man, halted two youths engaged
« months ... fe.50 I month .....11.35 instead of the Met" . . . That's
The Christmas holidays are a does involve some "work. He can in a jostling match. Others in
put
himself
in
a
solid
position
welcome
breather
for
college
earl, brother.
All othar subscriptions!
oy making two systematic the audience hooted the officer
1 montts . . . . tl .10 3 month* ....* OS
and high, school students.
and some threw rocks.
months
.
.
.
.
tt.00
1
year
115.00
•
Mid-term examinations and drives.
Management halted the movie
land Chang* el addraii, rtotleei, undelivtheir aftermath have drained First, he must review the and police officers cleared the
eredcopies, subscription orders and other
S
100% Acrylic
1
their energy. The students need course from the beginning, theater of patrons, mostly teen- fi
mall Items to Wlnorva Daily New*. P.O.
Box 70, Winona, Minn.. 55987.
to recuperate and get set for striving for complete under- agers The melee continued outthe final spurt that ends the se- standing of the concepts pre- side where windows of two nearSecond cleu poitae* paid at Winona,
Minn.
mester.
sented. At the same time he by stores were broken and headFor the student who has done must get the best possible grasp lights on a parked car smashed.
NEW YORK (AP) — Health well, who has the course mate- of the overall organization of An 18-year-old youth was takauthorities in nearly a score of rial fairly well organized in his the course.
en into custody.
states are looking into reports mind, the holidays are- happy
B
that plastic drink coolers im- days spent with family and EIGHT OR 10 hour*- of this
ported from Hong Kong contain friends — a time of relaxation type of study will do wonders Kenaaa Entertains
NITBS: 7:00-9:10
and a time to build up mental in bringing order out of the
contaminated water.
*S«-»5<-»0*
and
physical strength. T h i s chaos that may exist in his James Kenaga, Chicago freshSales of the coolers have been
banned in six cities and three break in the rush of informa- mind. These eight or ten hours man at St. Mary's College, encan be spent over two or three tertained with magic at St. JoENDS TUES,
I states. Many civic groups sell- tion is just what is needed.
ing the novelties to raise funds But for the student who days or possibly take up only seph's Orphanage Saturday.
spent the weekend getting them has not succeeded well, the hol- one day of the vacation.
iday break in classes does not The second step which must he can keep it organized. Forback from customers.
eliminate the worry. This stu- necessarily follow the first is to tified with outlines either writDiscovery of germ-laden cool- dent, should spend at least part read and skim ahead to the end ten or mental, he will gain the
ers in Arkansas set off the flur- of his vacation period doing of tlie course. In some cases, maximum benefit from the reaa*»»aa*>>a^a»>a*>aa>a*ai
>
___\
¦aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaajaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaafl
%afHafl_Y
ry across the nation. Arkansas something about his plight.
^^
an actual written sentence out- views presented in the classauthorities quarantined S0O
final
efforts
and
line of the remaining chapters room. His own
THIS IS THE very point in to be covered will be necessary preparation for the semester
boxes of the novelty sets.
'
No illness has been traced to the semester s work where a if he is to follow class discus- examinations will be more efthe novelty coolers, said a little well-directed effort can sions.
fective.
spokesman for the communica- produce startling results. If he With this background of read- Two or three days' work is a
ble diseases center of the U.S. does nothing during the vaca- iness, he can enter the last small price to pay for the highPublic Health Service in Atlan- tion period, the student will re- month of work confident that er grades achieved.
JWlMlWW)WMBaJWi«lWWlW^W«(JJWl«j«»WW
j
enter his classes in J anuary
ta.
I
The product Is i water-filled even less prepared for the windplastic ball or cube designed to up in each course than he was
MEN S IMPORTED
|
STUDENTS' AND MEN'S
at the start of the vacation .
chill drinks.
|
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NASON ON EDUCATION

Holiday Effort
Can Aid Pupil

Police Break
Up Melee at
Movie Theater
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STARTS WED.
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DEAR ABBY:

Neighbors Didn't
Bring Chicken
By ABIGAIL VAN BUREN
; DEAR ABBY: Recently w had a death in our family.
Kind friends and neighbors carried in much-appreciated food.
But, Abby, WHY don 't friends and neighbors get together
and plan what they should take? After all, who can use 15
cakes, 10 pies, 12 dozen cookies and 8 bowls of jello salad?
ISo one brought what we really needed, like chicken or meat
and potatoes. With seven carloads of out-f-town relatives to
feed, we finally had to send out to a drive-in for sandwiches.
Don t get the idea we didn't appreciate folks sending in what
they did, but at a time like that we would have appreciated
some meat and potatoes a lot more.
HAPPENED TO ME
DEAR HAPPENED : Only if someone assumes the responsibility of taking
charge of the food (a dubious honor for
which few will volunteer), can this problem be solved. In the absence of such
a coordinator, each friend and neighbor
will naturally bring whatever he finds
easiest to prepare and within his budget. If one inquires, "What shall I
bring?" suggestions can be made. Otherwise, the recipients should accept graciously whatever is brought and provide whatever is needed, but lacking,
ABBY
themselves.
DEAR ABBY: I am sure that "CONFIDENTIAL TO
PERPLEXED" was meant for me. Someone apparently wrote
and asked if sending gifts with the price tags and sales
slips enclosed was a "new-fangled custom" and if it was
proper. Your answer to both questions was a flat NO!
I don't ordinarily send my gifts that way, Abby, but I
have a niece who has exchanged every gift I have ever
sent her, so why should I bother to gift-wrap them? The
price is no secret because when she goes to exchange the
gift, she finds out how much I paid for it anyway. If she's
offended, it's just too bad.
Don't ask me why I continue to send her gifts. I feel
compelled to because her mother -was so good to me, but
that's another story. Since you printed her complaint , I hope
you will print my explanation.
NO GIFT-WRAPPING
DEAR NO: Since you feel "compelled" to give your
niece gifts, why don't you save your energy and send
her a gift certificate?
DEAR ABBY; I sure got a bang out of your telling that
man who didn't know the color of his wife's eyes to check her
driver's license. But I don't know why a wife should get
upset because her husband didn't know the color of her
eyes when he probably didn't even know the color of his
OWN eyes.
I am a driver's license examiner for the State of Oklahoma, and I have seen men, while filling out their applications for a license, yell, "Hey, Mabel, what color are my
eyes?" I have also seen people check their -wallets for other
licenses to see what was put down for the color of their
eyes. And in our applications, under EYES, someone "wrote,
"TWO." Someone else wrote "20/20" and one person even
E. E. IN SHAWNEE
wrote "BLEW."
CONFIDENTIAL TO MRS. P. T. R. JN HARTFORD:
There is hardly a more earnest champion of teen-age morality
than this writer , and because I published a letter signed
"ST. LOUIS" without comment, I regret that it gave the
impression that I was all for pre-marital sleeping together.
You are right. I should have blasted the writer.
Troubled? Write to ABBY, Box 69700, Los Angeles.Calif.
For a personal reply, enclose a stamped, self-addressed
envelope.
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COMBED
COTTON
Button-down collar, white , oxford cloth. 14%-16V4.
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ICA LWAYS THE RIGHT CHOICE. . A PENNEY GIFT CE^
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MEN'S

um,TY
KITS
MEN'S

GERMAN

cmNC
STE,NS

RFI
TC
BELTS

' Belen at the same time and arrived at Manzano on schedule,
and a third group crossed from
Manzano to Belen without inci- V
I
Large assortment.
dent.
The hike is part of a 14-week
Cowhide leather.
Peace Corps training period of |
the University of New Mexico
in Albuquerque. A university
spokesman said the trainees
MANZANO, N.M. (AP) - An were in their ninth week of
extensive search continued to- training.
day for eight Peace Corps trainees missing on a four-day hike They were identified as Mike
through the rugged Manzano Mitchell, 2L, the Bronx, New
Mountains in central New Mex- York City; Tom Jacobs, 23, Columbus, Ohio; Bruce McCrackico.
About 40 persons participated en, 25, Wellesley Hills, Mass.;
In the search, which started aft- Linda West, 28, Hurst , Tex.;
er the group failed to arrive at Jane Whitmore, 25, Manhasset ,
Manzano Sunday on a 30-mile N.Y.; Judy Johnson, 21,
trek which began at Belen Pleasantville, N.Y.; Sue Selbin,
22, St. Paul, Minn.; and Bill
Thursday morning.
Another group of trainees left Pastreich , 24, New York City .

8 Peace Corps
Workers Lost
In New Mexico
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TIE*

Redi-tie, four-in-hand.
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RADIATOR
SsuwksL

LET OUR FACTORY TRAINED
EXPERTS SAFETY

I
I
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CHECK YOUR RADIATOR

\
H

A void costly engine damage
or possible road failure by
having us clean your radiator
of rust and lime deposits. Let
us restore your radiator to
100%- efficiency now. We
clean, repair or recore radiators for cars, trucks and
§ tractors. Prompt service I
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Phone 9421 — Ask for Jack Roach!
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ALL WORK GUARANTEED 90 DAYS
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SOFT TO SEE . . . SOFT TO TOUCH
-T0WMCRAFT BRUSHED PLAIDS!
^* ~~
S, M , I , XL
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Conic in! See 'cm! Feel "cm! Handsome brushed
plaids in machine washable blend of cotton and
Avril«> rayon ! Wnrrn hand! Warm look ! Choica
of one matched pocket , or two bias cut pockets.
• Sanforized®. Pearlized buttons , too. Compare !
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With tho wantod pormanen t crease finish!
Plain front models in
season 's newest colors!
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PRUNED
ft0
098
Rich enposkrn gloves
have a special pigskintexture d finish. With full
rabbit fur lining, they 're
tru ly an unusual value.
Jet black , rich brown.

T0WNCRAFT COTTON FLANNEL
W«"ED PLAIDS . . . COMPARE !
._ _
S, M , l, XI

I

each

Bright , handsome printed plaids - in Inr nrhrr.t of
colors. Sanforized *< madiin * washal ile cotton flannel. Two big pockets , ton ' Compare the rnl nrs ,
the fabric , the excellent Penney tailor in«, the vnluel
Hurr y in to Penney ' s!

SHOP PENNEY'S CATALOG CENTER
0UR CHRISTMAS CATALOG BRINGS SANTA TO YOU A DOOR

NOW 4 Ph0n6S t0 SerVG Y°U M311 °"4312 ' M3>3 , 8"4314
'

PENNEY'S in WINONA Open 9-9 Mon.-Fri., 9-5 Saturday
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Who Made Money
In the Market?
A LOT OF MONEY -was made — and
doubtless a lot lost — in the wide swings
of prices in heavy trading on the stock exchanges last week. Who made it? And
how? And why did some others get caught?
vSoine brokers will admit that much of
the sharp drop in prices Monday morning
and the even larger advance last Tuesday
was artificial — in the sense that st ock
market technicalities operated rather than
any reasoned appraisal of the actual values of the stocks involved or of news
events.
This view is based on belief that pr ofessional traders know hOM- to t a k e a d v a n t age of such wide swings — thereby tending to exaggerate and p rolong them. They
move quickly to make a fast buck. And
they have automatic devices for c u t t i n g
short a loss when an unexpected news
event startles 1he general public.
SUCH AN EVENT was the announcement that the federal Reserve Board was
raising basic interest rates to slave off t h e
threat of inflation. Quickly came word
from the Texas White House t h a t President
Johnson disapproved because , in his view ,
dearer money might
upset
the
unprecedented five-year u p t u r n ot the economy.
Many stockowners were u n c e r t a i n what
might come of all this — -particularl y w h a t
might happen to stock prices still near
their record highs. Many apparentl y decided to sell, get out of the market wit h
their profits , and see w h a t would happen.
Into this situation the pros could move
quickly. By dumping stocks or selling short
they could force the faltering market still
lower for a t i m e — and fast. Then they
could buy back fast; at t h e bottom and pick
up some quick profits.
THE EXCHANGES have specialist, assigned to keep such a market from getting
out of hand. But apparently some couldn 't
halt the sharp drop In heavy trading early
Tuesday morning.
Also they were f i g h t i n g a stock market
technicality. Tlie sharp drop set off stoploss orders. These instruct the broker to
sell a stock if it falls below a certain price.
Such selling poured another large volume
of stocks orito the market and aggravated
the decline.
The reversal started within a few hours.
Some of the buying was by pros who saw
bargains. Som e by traders who previously had sold short and saw a grand chance
to make a profit. As soon as the prices
started their fast recovery more short sellers jumped in as buyers', either to ta ke
profits or keep from having worse losses.
A short is one who has borrowed a stock
to sell and sooner or later he must buy
the stoc k to re place the one he borrowed.
If the price has gone down , he makes
a profit. When prices are rising fast ,
as they were Tuesday, he can lose money
fast — and the higher tbe prices go, the
more he loses.
THESE technical factors — first sending prices down faster than the news justified , and later sending them back up faster than the news did either — account for
much of the tremendous volume of trading.

Try and Stop Me
By BENNETT CERF
Because of changes in the neighborhood ,
a movie exhibitor stopped showing .American pictures and began featuring allSpanish programs. Old Mr. Slopkin , however, faithfull y turned up every Monday and Thursday evening. "Why do you
continue going to that movie house?" demanded his practical daughter. "You don 't
understand
one
word
of
Spanish."
"Agreed ," nodded Mr. Slopkin. "Did I understand English?"
*
*
*
Famous old Columbia football coach
Lou Littl e tells about an Ail-American back
who was lamentably weak in spelling. An
exacting English prof thcatencd to declare
him ineligible for the climatic game of the
season but was finally prevailed upon to
give him a m a k e u p oral test, on the eve of
the contest. The whole squad gathered to
cheer him . The star athlete missed the first
word by a wide marg in. "Strike one , " exclaimed the prof ominously. The second
word baffled him even worse. "Str ike
two ," intoned th e prof. T h a t ' s when the
sympathetic captain of the team called out
from the back of th e room , "Make t h e , big
burn pitch to you!'
¦
By the rivers of llniiyhiii . (lu re n r MI C down ,
yr a . we wept , when ve miu mlM ivrt /Ion .
—P *alm 137:1.
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TODAY IN WORLD AFFA RS

WASHINGTON CALLING

THUMBS DOWN!

Angry Cry for
Martin s Head

Premier Uses
U.S. Reporter
Hy D .WH) LAWRENCE

WASHIN GTON — Any reporter who goes
all the way to Moscow and gets an opportunity to interview the Soviet premier is to be
envied by members of his profession . But what
the head of the Communist government said
this week to .lames Rcslon of the New York
Times ' — as revealed in a transcript subsequently authori7,erJ for publication — can only
bring dismay and disappointment to the American people.
For Aleksei N. Kosygin used the occasion
to transmit to an American audience a bitter
denunciation of the government of the United
States as an aggressor and as an evil force
eager lo make w a r throughout tlie world.
These tirades from government spokesmen
have been issued before by the Kremlin , and
similar criticisms arc broadcast daily by Moscow over the radio and through press
statements reachi ng far and wide . What Premier Kosygin has just said i.s not so important in itself , but does he reall y believe what
he says '.'
WHAT TO BK SUNK, motivates tlie Soviet
mind? What are the influences that persuade
as high as official as Mr. Kosygin to disregard all the facts of life and the truths of
the modern worl d and imagine that he can
paint a picture of America as an aggressor?
The record , on the contrary, clearly shows
countless acts of aggression committed by the
Communists to which the United States and its
allies have properly risen in defense. Was
America the aggressor when it came to the aid
of the Itu.ssian people in 1917 and again in
1941?
.Some allowance has to be made , of course ,
for what is considered political ideology — the
reliance by .Soviet officials on propaganda and
distortion as a means of influencing public opinion. The Russian people themselves are not
getting the truth , as the Communist government keeps thern from learning many things
going on inside and outside their country. Where
news is suppressed or censored , public opinion
can be inducted to accept incredible reports.
THIS CORKK SI'ONDENT lias often wondered if it " would be ' possible ' some day for a
reporter to interview the Soviet premier , or
anyone in high office in Moscow, on a single
subject — morality. What do the Communists
reall y think is moral or unmoral ? How do they
arrive at their standard for judging what is
right and what is wrong "? How would they define the word '"freedom " for the individual?
And do they honestly believe there is no supreme being watching oer the destinies of mankind?
A government composed of men who have
seized power and have the physical means of
maintaining themselves in office can be an absolute monarchy. There is, in fact , little difference between the rule of the Czar and the
ritualistic discipline inflicted today on the Rusian people by the Communist party. If the
words of the Soviet Premier are to be taken
as a sincere expression of his beliefs , one wonders why the many Russians who have visited
the United States have not , on returning to
the Soviet Union , told their high officials how
mistaken they are when they attribute to the
American people and their government evil
motives and a desire to upset the peace of
the world.
THE COMMUNIST party may feel it can
only retain power and high office for its leaders by persuading the Soviet people to believe
that an attack and aggressive war are being
threatened by countries which do not accept
communism. Communist doctrines are the subject of hitter controversy everywhere. But there
is not the slightest evidence that the American
people have ever wanted to engage in a war
thousands of miles away solely for the purpose
of establishing colonial power or to promote selfish interests , as the Soviet premier charges.
The tragic fact is that morality seems to
have been shunted aside by the Communists . If it has not , then a dialogue on what
the Russian leaders really believe is or is not
morality in the world of today would indeed he
enlightening. For religions in all ages have
taught at least one major truth — that without
a better understanding of mor ality there can
hardly be peace between individuals or nations.

IN YEARS GONE BY
Ten Years Ago . . . 1955

A Christmas project created by a former
Winonan , now stationed with the U.S. Air
Force in Ciermany. has drawn favorable comment in the (J erman Press . He is Maj. Joseph
L. Klonowski .
A court ot honor for Hoy Scouts at St. John 's
Catholic Church was held with Scoutmaster Peter Weingart presiding. Badges went to Franklyn Bilder , Ted LV.aplewski , Clarence Chuchna ,
Richard Hermit.'., Simeon Mason and David Davidson .

Twenty- Five Years Ago . . . 1940
S. J. Kiy/sko left for Chicago to attend the
Midwest regional inter chapter faculty conference of the American Institute of Hanking.
A. A. Prcmtergasl & Associates of Minneapolis was low bidder lor the construction of
the m a i n channel shctin c of the new interstate bridge.

Fifty Years A go . . . 1915

The Rev. .Alfred Saner of St. Martin 's
Church left for St. Paul where he will look over
a number of large pipe organs in St , Paul
churches. He is chairman of the committee
which has charge of selecting and purchasing
the now $11,000 pipe organ for St. Martin 's
Church.
W. .1. I.udw ig, formerl y special otficer lor
the North Western nui il at Winona , left for
New Orleans .

Seve n ty-Five Yea rs Ago . . . 1890
(' . V. Atuliiitf of the Sugar Loaf mill i.s placing st eam equ ipment as an auxiliary to the
wider power mid i.s also increasing his capacity
for Hour output to UN) barrels ;i day in addition lo the increased manufacture of feed .
Joseph Leichl , editor of the Wesllicher Herald , has returned from a tour of the Dakolas.

One Hundred Years Ago . . . 1865
Wood is In demand and sells for $5 to $<!
per cord for dry .
The (Jerman Theater will give another of its
semi-monthly entertainments consisting of declamation , drama und singing.

By MAKQUIS GUILDS
WASHINGTON - As though the air "were not sufficiently charged with political tension, Chairman Wrlllam
McChesney Martin 's action in casting the deciding vote
for the higher interest rates ordered by the Federal Reserve
the stock marke ,
Board adds a new element. The reaction of
narticularlv in bank stocks, makes it plain this was a welcome Christmas present for
the financial community .
To Your Good Health
Congress comes
When
back there will be angry
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THE WASHINGTON MERRY-GO-ROUND

GOP to Ask Equal Time
On State of Union Message
By DREW PEARSON
WASHINGTON - The Republican coordinating commitee, meeting in Washington today, has an important
arg'ument brewing behind
the scenes plus a dramatic
move to win more support
from American voters.
The latter is a State of
the Union message by the
Republican party to rival
the annual State of the Union message by the President.
Republican leaders will
demand equal time at a
joint session of the two
houses to hear either Sen.
Everett Dirksen of Illinois ,
minority leader of the Senate , or Rep. Gerald Ford of
Michigan , minority leader
of the House, os the GOP
can get an equal break in
presenting its program to
the nation.
The argument brewing
backstage is over the question of "extremism " and
outlawing the John Birch
Society.
Gov . Robert Smiley of
Idaho has already announced that he will demand a
formal resolution denouncing the Birchites . But another
high-ranking GOP
leader , Ex-Vice President
Richard Nixon , considered
the spokesman for the moderates , has urged a go-slow
policy . He warns that big
Republican money will dry
up if the Birchites are officially condemned.
SEN, TIIRUSTON Morton
of Kentucky, former GOP
national chairman and the
man who first spoke out
against the John Birch Society, is also wavering a
bit. He says it may not be
necessary to pass a formal
resolution.
However , some of the top
governors of the nation are
coming to Washington all
steamed up against the
Hire -hit os . They
include
Governors George Romney
of Michigan , William Scranton of Pennsylvania . Nelson
Rockefeller of New York ,
and John Love of Colorado .
They plan to remind their
fellow Republicans of the
lesson of the Goldwater defeat — namely, that the Republican party cannot temporize wtih extremism of
either the left or the right.
They will call for a forthright repudiation of tho
John Birch Society and all
other
right-or
left-wing
groups .
Therefore they will recall
THE WIZARD OF ID

Goldwater 's d i s a s t r o u s
speech that "extremism is
no sin" and the refusal of
Chairman Dean Burch and
Rep. William Miller to repudiate the Ku Klux Klan.
They will call for a forthright repudiation of the
John Birch Society and extremists of both the right
and left wings.
BEHIND Premier Kosygin 's bitter blast at the
United States last week ,
given to James Reston of
the New York Times, are
certain domestic economic
developments.
Primarily, Soviet managers are having trouble with
a sluggish economy. A terrible cold spell came early
this year, setting back both
agriculture and industrial
production.
The economy has also
long been bogged down by
a heavy layer of bureaucrats who put directives
and dialectics ahead of initiative and efficiency.
They are inclined to look
upon farms and factories
as political rather than economic units, as schools for
teaching their own specialty
— communism. They , pay

more attention to the p arty
line than to production
problems.
Meanwhile ,
democratic
criticism has increased in
the Soviet. The Russian people expect more from their
leaders, don 't hesitate to
criticize their government .
The policy of . more guns
and less butter is not popular. And with an increase
in the Soviet arms budget ,
there will be a decrease in
butter.
That' s why Kosygin was
genuinely sorry to increase
the Soviet arms budget and
bitter against the United
States.
AN AMERICAN hospital
in Communist Poland was
dedicated by American congressmen over the weekend
in an exhibition of pecpleto-Jpeople friendship which
could not have occurred in
the old days of the rigid
Iron Curtain.
A delegation of PoiishArner i c a n congressmen ,
with a sprinkling of Irishmen and one Italian-American , flew in an Air Force
jet to Krakow for the dedication. The hospital was the
idea of Wladek 0. BiernackiPoray, a Montclair , N.J.,
architect.
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FALSE TEETH

"Wh y don 't you ever dance me out to the terra ce to
look at the moon?"

By Parker and Hart

li^il
Mobilheat
FUEL OIL
Burns Cleaner
and Hotter

J OSWICK FUEL
& OIL
Wl East Sanborn St .
Phono 3J8V

Where y ou net more heat
<it lower cost.

yj o i L
Jkaf liL Ph&BJuui
diim.c&ut W&ah.
By RUTH ROGERS
Daily News Area Editor

Odin Johnson, c/o Carl Johnson, Blair, Wis.
Miss Delia Mfeisch , Room 312, St. Elizabeth's
Hospital, Wabasha, Minn.
Laura Sheely, Thoen's Hotel, Lanesboro, Minn.
Ronald McGilvary, Trempealeau, Wis.
Mrs. Martha Hagestad, Bethany Lutheran Home,
La Crosse, Wis.
Mrs. Felix Malchaski, Elmcroft Nursing Home,
Gaiesville, Wis.
Miss Evelyn Greeno, Blair Rt. 2, Wis. Now 45,
she's been handicapped since she was stricken -with
polio at 7, is in a wheelchair, and cared for by her
father; her mother is a patient at the sanitarium at
Onalaska, Wis.
Mrs. Amelia Gross, River Vue Rest Home, Alma,
Wis.
Benjeman Ostrander, Garnatz Boarding Care
Home, Lanesboro, Minn.
Miss Edna Hall, Room 315, St. Elizabeth's Hospital, Wabasha, Minn.
Fred Deering, Trempealeau, "Wis.
Mrs. Clara Hendrickson, Bethany Lutheran
Home, La Crosse, Wis.
Mrs. Minnie Schneider , Alma, Wis.
Mrs. Clyde Taylor, Durand, Wis.
Lars Lee, Thoen's Hotel, Lanesboro, Minn .
Rudy Dunand , Alma, Wis.
Mrs. C . T. Hanson, 96, and Mrs. T. T. Hanson ,
92, Blair, Wis. They are sisters-in-law.
Bryce Opperud , Garnatz Boarding Care Home,
Lanesboro, Minn.

Sunday we inadvertently had a slight error in
an address of suggested names for Christmas cards.
In printing tbe address of Kenneth Holtegaard of
St. Joseph's Hospital , 2464 E. Ojai Ave., Ojai, Calif.,
we used street instead of avenue, but by doing so
we got an idea how many folks are sending these
cards: Kenneth received 70 last year.
_ This was a good suggestion, to list Mrs. Robert
Bohn and family, 120 E. Mark St., Winona, Minn.
This is their first Christmas without their husband
and father , brakeman on the Milwaukee Railroad
who was killed in an accident.
Other suggested names:
Mrs. Julia Arneson, Blair Rt. 2, Wis., a bed
patient.
Fred H. White, Sage Nursing Home, 9632 W.
.Appleton Ave., Milwaukee 23, Wis.
Louise Trumpi , Garnatz Boarding Caie Home,
Lanesboro, Minn.
Mr. and Mrs. Helmer Christiansen, Bethany
_
Lutheran Home, La Crosse, ,Wis.
Mrs. Jessie Plank, Room 214, St. Elizabeth 's
Hospital, Wabasha, Minn.
Mrs. Delia Fluekiger, c/o Harry Fluekiger,
Alma, Wis.
Mr. and Mrs. David Manor, 418 E. Madison
St ., Durand, Wis.
Mrs. Agnes Vandergate, Elmcroft Nursing
Home, Gaiesville, Wis.

Wisconsin
Accidents
Fata l to 6

Santa Claus and Movie
Sheduled at Durand

DURAND, Wis. (Special) —
Santa Claus will be in Durand
Saturday. He will distribute
treats to children following free
movies sponsored by Durand
businessmen at the theater. A
show at 10 a.m. will be for
children living in town. The aftBy THE ASSOCIATED PRESS ernoon how at 2 will be espeSix persons were killed in cially for children from the ruweekend accidents as Wiscon- ral area.
¦
sin's 1965 traffic toll reached
966, compared with 1,019 a year Young Man Dead of
ago on this date.
James P. Freeman, 19, of Be- Smoke Inhalation
loit died Sunday in a Madison WISCONSIN RAPIDS, Wis.
hospital of injuries suffered Fri- Ronald De Mares, 28, died of
day evening when his car over- smoke inhalation Sunday in a
turned after leaving an Inter- fire at his apartment. His body
state 90 exit ramp at Stoughton. was found by firemen summonHobert C. Krueger , 20, Mari- ed to the scene around 7 a.m.
on, was injured fatally Sunday Police Lt. Don Knuth, who anwhen the car in which he was nounced the cause of death, said
riding struck a utility pole in the fire was caused by a cigaOshkosh.
rette smoldering on a couch in
A two-car collision Saturday the living room, where most of
near Appleton took the life of the damage occurred.
3-year-old Todd VanderLoop of
overturned southwest of Chilton
rural Kaukauna.
Henry Watzka, 75, of rural Saturday.
Green Bay, died Saturday in a Francis Pezelli, 23, West Altwo-car crash near New Den- lis, died Saturday when his auto struck a utility pole in the
mark.
David J. Dann, 19, of rural Milwaukee suburb of New BerChilton, was killed when his car lin.
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FBI Director J. Edgar Hoover issued a warning recently
against what he termed the
"scourge of shoplifting " during
the Christmas season in American communities.
"Encouraged and unwittingly aided by bustling crowds and
jammed stores," Hoover wrote
the Winona police department,
"the shoplifter and two of his
lawless allies, the purse snatcher and pickpocket, are bold
and aggressive."
Hoover expressed alarm at
shoplifting's increase in the
past five years. This crime has
nearly doubled in frequency, he
pointed out, since 1959. Last
year, shoplifting accounted for
about $5 million in stolen goods.
(The Winona police department announced last week that
it would put on extra patrols in
Winona stores during the Christmas season to guard against an
already, noted surge of shoplifting. )
Hoover urged that whole communities be alert to prevent
the Christmas season's being
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RCA VICTOR SOLID STATE
PORTABLE STEREO

• IICA solid copper clrcuili
• tinted picture tube • 22,600-volt chassis • VHF-UHF
tuners • one-set VIIF fine
tuning • 7" oval duo-cona
apcaker

$249.95

CHRISTMAS PROGRAM
WHTTEHALL, Wis. (Special)
—The Coral City School will
present its Christmas program
Tuesday at 8 p.m . The program
will be presented by the school
children under the direction of
Mrs. lVIelvin Anaas and Mrs.
Leonard Ellison. The community club will serve lunch following the program.
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will come to Blair Saturday afternoon rain or snow. He will
distribute treats after a free
movie at the State Theater, assisted by members of the
American Legion Auxiliary.

Over 200 Pair — Reg. $5.98 and $6.98 Pants

WASHINGTON (AP ) - The
Supreme Court refused today to
review a ban on the -voluntary
recital of nursery-type prayers
by public school students.
Parents of 21 New York City
school children had asked the
court to rule the simple nondenominational and nonsectarian
prayers constitutional under the
1st Amendment guarantee of
freedom of religion.
They appealed to the court
after the U.S. Circuit Court in
New York reversed a lower federal judge and upheld tbe ban
the school principal had put on
the voluntary prayers.
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Santa at Blair

YOUNG MEN S

Hoover Warns
Ban on Prayers
Of Shoplifting Appeal
Rejected
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on a high voltage wire knocked
down when his car struck a utility pole southeast of here.
A u t h o r i t i e s said John
STEVENS POINT, Wis. WV-A SchJack's car struck the pole BLAIR, Wis. (Special) - At
2%-year-old Neenah man was after failing to make a curve the invitation of the Blair Chamelectrocuted when he stepped at the crest of a hill Saturday. ber of Commerce, Santa Claus

marred by the human greed exemplified by what he calls the
"despicable sneak thief."
¦
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Man Steps on High
Voltage Wire, Dies
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"Symbols of Chrislma.i " is the
theme of the Christmas Program
to be held at Central Elementary nt 2:15 p.m. Tuesday. Skmgs
and narrative will be presented by children of the kindergarten up to the sixth grade.
The mixed ensemble will consist of Jeffrey Walter and David Hoffman , trumpets ; Gayle
Bcrndt , Vicki Debolt , Nancy Pozanc and Tacy Rygmyr, flutes ;
Mary Durfey , clarinet, and Peggy Peterson , saxophone.
The music teacher, Miss Sandra Pederson, is in charge.
A bake sale also will be held
Tuesday from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
This sale is one of the main
money-raising projects, and it is
used for the Minneapolis trip,
Welfare
Fund,
Legionville,
School Patrol , State High School
league, Scholarship Funds, and
the Kindergarten Roundup. Mrs.
Gary Hanson is the chairman.

j it's Children's Gift . Time J

at Togs 'n Toys j

[

EYOTA , Minn. (Special) The American Legion Auxiliary,
meeting Wednesday evening in
the Legion Hall , heard reports
on rehabilitation by Mrs. Edward Reinicke , and the conference she attended by Mrs.
Duane Bierbaum.
Mrs. Nerval Predmore presided. It was voted to give a
box of canned goods to a veteran's family; $5 to the Forgotten Children Fund; a magazine to St. Cloud's Veteran 's
Hospital; money to, the Legion
Fund for hospitalized veterans;
and a gift to the "adopted" veteran at Rochester State Hospital.
During a social hour Christmas carols were sung and
games played. Mrs. Lawrence
Vrieze was in charge.
Hostesses were the Mmes.
Gordon Hardtke, Leo Fix , Albert Bierbaum and Herman
Schriever.

Little Girls Love |

GRANNY
GOWNS!

From her tiny toes to her
pretty chin, she'll be cuddly
and warm in her provincial
print cotton flannel granny
gown. Long sleeves and ruffled hem complete this we!com* gift ) Sizes 4-14.

Women's Christian Temperance Union will hold its Christmas meeting at the home of
Mrs. Gertrude Tillman, 710 Main
St., at 2:15 p.m. Tuesday.
A tree will be decorated with
mittens to be given to (he Salvation Army for its annual
Christmas Cheer baskets for
needy families. Members are
asked to bring mittens for the
tree.

Christmas Operetta
Be ing Presented
By Blair Children

Legion AuxiliaryVotes to Give
Christmas Gifts

COLLEGE SWEETHEART . . . Rollie Wussow, Winona,
president of Sigma Tau Gamma at Winona State College ,
honors the fraternity 's n«w sweetheart, Susan Zimmerman,
Winona. Miss Zimmerman was crowned Friday night at the
fraternity 's Jingle Ball dance at Kryzsko Commons, Winona
State College. (Winona Daily News photo)
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Girl Scouts Giving
To V iet Namese

LANESBORO , Minn. (Special) — Instead of a Christmas
party with exchange of gifts, at
their meeting Wednesday LanesAlso available — Boys' and » boro
Junior Girl Scouts Troop
girls' pajamas — $3.00 up. jfl 148 will bring pencils, tablets,
1
M tooth brushes and tooth paste
SHOP EVERY NIGHT UNTIL 9 O'CLOCK
§ to be sent to Sgt. Paul. A.
,
Marquis of Lake City, who is
stationed in Viet Nam. He will
give the articles to children In
Viet Nam.
Friday' the Junior troop, accompanied by their leader,
Mrs. Orlie Johnson, visited
l three area rest homes where
I
J&L $JUIUU cuut &01f Ju
they presented wreaths they
> 4th and Main
Phone 2697
had made and sang Christmas
|
songs for the residents.
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Eleva-Strum
School Concert
Set for Thursday

Mitten Tree
Feature of
WCTU Party

Central School s
Yule Program , Bake
Sale Is Tuesday

tion, (center ) and Milton Davenport, one of
the Instigators of the Christmas concert in
which people from many groups participated. .
(Daily News Photo )

CONCERT MUSICIANS . . . Frank Votruba, left, veteran musician, talks over the
evening's concert with Harold Cooke, Rochester, director of the "Messiah" presenta-

t

All-City Choru s , Orchestra
Performs to Overflow Crowd

.

,

1—

Lutheran Girl
Pioneers Give
Church Program

St. Matthew^ L u t h e r a n
Church Woman's Club held its
By FRANK UHLIG
Christmas p a r t y Wednesday
Daily News Staff Writer
Were Winona to build a fully adequate municipal evening in the social rooms.
The program was presented
auditorium, it could be no more suitably dedicated to by the Lutheran Girl Pioneers,
public use than by a performance such as Sunday night's after Vicar John D. Miller openrendition of Handel's "Messiah" at Winona Senior High ed the meeting with devotions.
School auditorium.
The girls sang Christmas carIf an annual tradition was inaugurated, its begin- ols and then gave readings on
nings were far from humble. The chorus and orchestra, how Christmas is spent in England , Germany, Italy, France
composed entirely or city
residents, were "urged by strings displayed mature mel- and the United States.by everyCarols were sung
Guest Conductor H a r o l d lowness and intonation, particu- one present, after which a
larly
in
the
middle
and
later
Cooke to performance levChristmas lunch was served.
els that a minimal schedule passages. An especially pungent Mrs. Harold Schuppenhauer and
of rehearsals could hardly note was added by inclusion of Mrs. Ray Burmester poured.
a harpsichord, played by R. H. , The Monday evening Bible
be expected to produce.
McCluer,
Circle will meet at 7:30 p.m. in
CONTENDING with fearsome
All orchestral sections and the sewing room, with Mrs.
acoustical difficulties , created the full-throated chorus com- Schuppenhauer and Mrs. Elmer
by architecture and the presence bined magnificently in the rous- Viestenz as hostesses,
of an overflow audience, the ing finale, the famed Hallelu- Circle I of the club will meet
singers and players emerged jah chorus. That part of the au- for a Christmas party at 8 p.m.
withal as undisputed victors.
dience not already standing Tuesday in the social rooms. All
Vocal solos were ably sung rose to its feet and responded members and friends are inby Harvin Christen, tenor, Wal- with prolonged applause at the vited to come, a member said.
Everyone is to bring a gift for
ter Hinds, baritone, Miss Pa- close.
exchange and also a magazine
tricia Casserly and Miss Elizabeth Gunhus, sopranos, and IT IS one reviewer's opinion to be used as part of the enterMrs. Frank Van Alstine, con- that the community owes a vast tainment. Hostesses will be the
debt of sincere gratitude to the Mmes. Edwin Moore, Gilbert
tralto.
volunteers who organized and Matson and Lambert Reglin.
The chorus comprised mem- presented the performance. Not
bers of several church choirs one is paid. All are local per- PEPIN YULE PARTIES
and groups from College of sons. Special recognition should PEPIN , Wis. (Special)—Ruth
Saint Teresa, St. Mary's College be accorded to college students, Circle of Methodist WSCS will
and Winona State College. A most of whom will live in Wi meet Wednesday evening at the
contingent of choristers from nona only briefly, who ^contrib- home of Mrs . Joe"Juliet for a
Christmas party. Mrs. Ronald
Stout State College, Menomonie, uted so extensively.
Wis., was to have participated Organization of the orchestra Marcks will be co-hostess. The
but did not come because of has been the dream project of Alpha Circle will meet at the
unfavorable weather forecasts. Vuicich, Davenport, McCluer church annex on Thursday for
its Christmas party. A potluck
A CHILDREN'S c h o r u s , and Paul Parthun. Vuicich, dinner will be served and
drawn from city grade schools, who was concertmaster Sunday there will be a gift exchange.
sang "He Shall Feed H i s night, teaches strings at ColFlocks" with great musical lege of Saint Teresa. Daven- was supplied by Mrs. Gerald
poise, responding attentively to port, who directs Winona Sen- Sullivan, St. Mary's College
Cooke's fatherly direction, subt- ior High School orchestras, has vocal music department.
ly accompanied by the orches- been responsible for rehearsal An added feature was the inand auditorium facilities in ad- troduction of Frank Votruba, a
tra.
to organizational work retired barber who played vioBuilt around a core of com- dition
and participation as first violin- lin many years ago with the
petent strings, the orchestra
ist. McCluer is orchestral direc- original Winona Symphony Orachieved a quality that gave tor
at Winona State College and
of the prespromise of much future rich- Parthun directs vocal music at chestra, forerunner
orchestra. Mr.
municipal
ent
ness. Paced by Violinists Eu- St. Teresa.
Votruba took a bow from his
gene Vuicich, Milton Davenport,
chair in the violin section.
direction
vocal
ADDITIONAL
Emil Guenther and others , the

BLAIR , Wits. (Special) - A
Christmas program will be presented by children in grades 1
through 6 at 2 p.m. Wednesday
at the school.
"Christmas on Cloud 25 '' is
the operetta the children will
present. The boys' and girls'
choirs will sing and a speaking
choir will perform.
The operetta is a fantasy
about the joys and troubles of
a group of pink, blue, and white
angels.
John Jacobson will play the
lead. Mrs. Philip Thomte, elementary music superviser , is
assisting the elementary teachers with the presentation.
Lunch will be served in the
cafeteria after the program.

Y

ELEVA-STRUM . Wis. - Central School's Christmas concert
will be presented by the music
department Thursday at 8 p.m.
in the gymnasium.
The 98-member Junior Chorua
will open the program. The Cadet Bard will play a selection ol
Christmas songs. Both the Girls
Glee Club and the Senior Chorus
will participate in the concert.
The vocal groups; are directed
by Mrs. Myrnel Wojner.
Under the direction of Arthur
Reif , the Senior Band will play
several numbers. Robert Hatcher will narrate " 'Twas the
Night Before Christmas" with
the band accompaniment!
|
There will be no admission
charge and Music Mothers will
serve lunch following the concert.

Scandinavian
HOLIDAY
COOKWARE

• tefse Grills and
Rolling P ins
Sets
Sandbakkelse
•
• Rosette Sets
• Krunkak* Irom

rjADD BROS.
nUDD STORE
V & S HARDWARE
576 E. 4th St. Phone 4007
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REPEAT OF A SELL-OUT!
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You'll Find Thim All H.r-
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LAMP BONANZA!

5
«
3

Dozens of sjmart itylet to choose , but
many one-of-a-kind, at this close-out
price. Hurry In for best selection!
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N^w Pollenex Deep Heat Massager provide*
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WINONA FURNITURE CO. !
166 Main Street
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COLORFUL G ROUP OF GIFT
GOODIES WE SHOW JUST THREE.
COME
SEE ALL PANDORA'S GIFTS
TO VVE/A R.
LEFT: BRUSHED CARDIGAN
FOR ANY
TIM E OF DAY OR EVENING .
75% WOOL 25%
'
MOHAIR. WHITE . AQUA ,
TANGERINE.
9.00
RICHT: BATEAU COLLAR
PULLOVER
IN WOO L AND MOHAIR. WH ITE
, AQUA
8 00
'
JUNIOR A-S KIRT ,AQUA OR
ORANGE.
9 00
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LAKESIDE CAMP
PEPIN, Wis. <Special)-Lake.
side Camp 3184 will meet Wednesday evening at the home of
Mrs.
Minnie Christofferson.
Business to come before the
meeting is election of 1966 officers. A Christmas party will

Jaycees Give Christmas
Party for Senior Citizens
First Congregational Church
Fellowship Room was the scene
of the annual Jaycees Senior
Citizens Christmas party Saturday af ternoon. Attending were
127 men and women, members
of Senior Citizens Clubs and
numerous city church groups.
They were entertained with music, dinner and were awarded
prizes.
The Steamer City Chapter of
Sweet Adelines, directed by
Arnold Stenehjem, sang and
provided prizes. The 20-voice
group had made cookies, cakes
and candies and wrapped them

as gifts for the participants.
Prizes were given to the
shortest man, the shortest woman, to the man who has never
smoked and to guests having
the most grandchildren, greatgrandchildren and great-greatgrandchildren , etc.
Among the many prize winners was Mrs. Lizzie Eggert,
(90) who won the prize for the
oldest women and another for
having the most great-grandchildren (27).
Men and women of the church
prepared and served the dinner.
Mrs. Carl Frank was chairman.

follow the meeting. A potluck
lunch will be served.
will have its annual Christmas
party at 7:30 p.m. Saturday In
TREMPEALEAU , Wis. (Spe- the hall. The post will furnish
cial) — Towner - Little Bear ham , potatoes and coffee.
VFW Post 1915 and Auxiliary Others are asked to bring some-

VFW YULE PARTY

S f ^hoate's

-

^-xi,

Or (> < >

I ^- /y i i

thing for the potluck supper
and a gift for exchange. Invited are all veterans , wives, auxiliary members, husbands, and
friends.
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MR. AND MRS. DONALD LEON GRAY are at home in
Winona following their Nov. 27 wedding at St. Ann's Church,
Arlington, Va. The bride is the former Miss Barbara Ann
Burko, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. William Burko, Arlington.
The groom's parents art Mr. and Mrs. Donald "V*. Gray,
67 E. Howard St. Chief attendants at the wedding were
Miss Gretchen Smith, maid of honor, and Allen Scott Gray,
brother off the groom, best man, A wedding luncheon was
held at Holiday Inn, Arlington. The bride, a graduate of
Washington-Lee High School and the American University,
Washington, D.C., is employed at Cathedral Grade School
as a fourth grade teacher. Her husband, a graduate of Cotter
High School , served four years in the Navy as a missile
technician. He Is now attending Winona State College.
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Program Announced Stockton WSCS
For WSHS Annual
Schedules Party
Christmas Concert
STOCKTON, Minn. - The Wo-

MRS. LIZZIE EGGERT

Lincoln School Dodge Rosary
Society Meets
Sets Bake Sale, For Yule Party
Yule Program
DODGE, Wis. (Special )
A Christmas bake sale will
be held at Lincoln School, beginning at 1:30 p.m. Wednesday.
A variety of cakes, bars, cookies, and pies will be offered.
The sale, sponsored by the
Lincoln PTA, will precede the
Christmas program, which begins at 2 p.m.
¦
CIRCLE D PARTY
The annual Christmas dinner
party of Circle D, St. Martin's
Lutheran Church, will be held
Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. at t h e
home of Mrs. James Carley,
119% Kansas St.
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Permanant Waving
Shaping
All Typti of Hair Cutting
Latest Marhodi in Styling
CALL RICHARD . . .

Center Beauty Salon
Phon* 5M1

422 Center St.

Official Member of the Ha ir
Fashion Guild o/ America

—
Rosary Society of Sacred Heart
Parish met Thursday evening
for a Christmas party. Gifts
were exchanged and a lunch was
served by Group 1, with Mrs.
John Pehler as chairman.
The society -voted to donate
$1,000 toward the Parish indebtedness.
A question and answer discussion on different aspects of
religion was led by the Rev.
Augustine Sulik.
The committee serving lunch
at the afternoon of games and
a card party in the church hall
Sunday included the Mmes. Hubert Jereczek, James Brom, Ben
Brom, John Jereczek, Eugene
Zabinski, George Wener, Vernon
Gibbons, Clarence Kline, John
Herek, Elizabeth Herman, Eldon Herman, August Jereczek,
Frank Jereczek, Stanley Losinski, Bob Davis and John Zabinski.
MINNESOTA CITY AID
MINNESOTA CITY, Minn. Lutheran Ladies Aid will meet
In the church basement at 1:30
p.m. Thursday, for the annual
Christmas party- Members are
to bring Christmas cookies. Officers of the aid will furnish
sandwiches. There will be an
exchange of gifts. The meeting
is open to visitors.

The annual Goodfellows Fund
Christmas Concert at 8 p.m.
Tuesday in the auditorium of
Winona Senior High School will
be jointly presented by the high
school band, orchestra and
choir. The young musicians will
be directed by Robert Andrus,
Milton Davenport and Meryl
Nichols.
The program they will present is as follows :

New Horlioni, concert march . .. Walters
Cftaltti Suit*
Thlalman
Rhapsodic Essay
Cavtcis
Praludt to Christmas
<ranc»
Band
Director: Robert Andrus
Sonatina ...
Pleyel-Davanport
Sitfori RWt
Anderson
Christmas Festival
'.
...Anderson
Orchestra
Dtractor: Milton Davanport
Chorales from tha
"Christmas Oratorio"
J. S. Bach
fxultate Deo
Scralatt
Ha It Born
French Carol
As Lately We Watched
Austrian
folk song
Star Carol
Burt
Joseph Dearest. Joseph
Mine
....arr. Lubotl
Beautiful Savior
.arr. F. M. C.
Choir
Director: Meryl Nichols
Chrlstmts-Tlde
.., Bourdon
Choir and Orchestra

Open House Set
For New Rectory
Of St. Paul's
The new rectory of St. Paul's
Episcopal Church at 1715 Edgewood Drive will be the scene of
an open-house Christmas tea
Wednesday between 1:30 and 3
p.m.
All Episcopal Churchwomen ,
including those not members of
guilds, are cordially invited to
come and join in the festivities.
There will be no other guild
meetings during the month.
Refreshments in keeping with
the holiday saeson will be contributed by guild members and
others will act as hostesses. Mrs.
Alvin Lafky, Mrs. H. R. Kalbrener, and Mrs. Ronald Zwonitzer, guild chairmen, will pour
at the tea table.
Members who are unable to
attend church services will be
remembered before Christmas
with greetings and gifts.

man's Society of Christian Service of Stockton Methodist
Church will hold its annual
Christmas party Thursday at 2
p.m. in the church basement.
Secret pals will be revealed and
there will be an exchange of
gifts.
Everyone will serve the potluck meal. Members are to
bring gifts for patients at Rochester State Hospital. Friends
are welcome.

I

Durand Goodfellows
Soliciting tor Funds
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CAPPS, CURLEI,
WARREN
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Shirts
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Wabasha Co. Board
To Open Bids Jan. 4
WABASHA, Minn. - The Wabasha County Board of Commissioners will open bids on gasoline, diesel fuel and heater oil
Jan. 4, and on printing of its
proceedings and legal notices including the county financial
statements and delinquent tax
list for 1965.
¦
DRILL IN LA CROSSE
Winona and area members of
Naval Reserve Surface Division
9-211 (L) are reminded that the
division will drill at the Naval
Reserve Training Center . La
Crosse, Tuesday night. This will
be the last drill for the year
and Lt. Cmdr. D , J. Harris, commanding officer, says 100 percent attendance is mandatory.
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Socks
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TIXTAN
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Local Area —
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DURAND, Wis. (Special) Durand Goodfellows once again
are seeking donations from the
public.
Collection boxes are placed in
the Security State Bank, all city
taverns and at Club 10. Donations of food and clothing also
may be made by contacting
Galen Lieffring, city clerk .
The Goodfellows p r o v i d e
needy families with clothing and
food for Christmas.
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See Emit
Rusty for:

0%

subscription

TTT

to the Winona Daily and Sunday News is the answer to the
A
the It s eas t0 or(ier t00, Send in your order
uestion - And
"what shal1 ' g ive " °iand
'
*
whom
where ' subscription
is to be sent,and for what
indicating to
period of time. Or,you may telephone 8-2961 and give us your order. The
subscription will be started as per your instructions. Rates are shown at the
left. If you prefer , you will be billed in January.
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in United Slalos and Canada,
On. Year
3 Mo h»
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$4 25
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6 Monrh, . $8.00
Month

'
1
Yr
Sunday New* only

B

$1 60

'
$5.00
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A gift
ca rd in the sender 's name will be
=>
Sent to the subscriber. (Your Hometown
N ewspaper makes an Ideal Gift for Service
Personnel .)
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HARRIS SURVEY

Americans 10-1
Against Pulling
Out of Viet Nam

in four sees the protests as
Communist - inspired. Another
one in seven says the "peaceniks" are young people trying
to avoid the draft.
It is evident that the antiwar movements have failed to
communicate what their organizers claim to be their purpose :
To rally public opinion in opposition to the shooting and bombing of soldiers and civilians in
Viet Nam.
Nine out of ten Americans
report that they have seen or
read about the protests, but the
net impact, if anything, has
been to produce a firmer resolve among other Americans
to continue the fighting until we
can negotiate on our own terms.
A carefully drawn cross section was asked:
"Do yon think people have
the right to condnct peaceful demonstrations against
the war In Viet Nam?"
EIGHT TO DEMONSTRATE
AGAINST VIET NAM WAR
Don't
Have Have Not
Right Right Sore
% . %
%
Nation-wide
59
32
9
By education
Grade school
or less
40
41
IS
High school
59
35
6
College
81
16
3
The more educated Americans
believe in the right to protest ,
while those with less education
would deny it. Because educaI • Bodily Inlury Liability
; • Proparty Damage Liability cation and economic opportunity
go together , the same division
: • Mtdleal PaymanH
occurs along economic lines.
;• $1,000 Accidintal Daath
; • Uninsured Motoritti
The same schism exjsits in an
increasing number of issues.
All Por
The affluent tend to be the most
p«r
• As Low C) AA
*p<itVV Month ! tolerant and liberal; the less
Af
privileged are the most sus•
Can You Get It?
fiiclous of change or non-con: PHILIP BAUMANN AGENCY*
ormity. This is the opposite of
!
the traditional interpretation of
(01 Main — Phom JM»
class cleavages in American
By LOUIS HARRIS
As reported last week , the
American people oppose a U.S.
withdrawal from the fighting in
Viet Nam by more than 10 to 1.
And the hostility engendered by
picket lines, the burning of draft
cards and even the self-immolation of pacifists now runs so
deep that one American In every
three would deny opponents of
our policies in Viet Nam the
right to demonstrate.
A majority of Americans, 59
percent, take into consideration
the constitutional guarantee of
the right of peaceful assembly
to speak out against the policies
Of government, but the opposition to organized dissent stems
partly from the fact that many
consider the United States to
be in a state of war and partly
from fogginess over the nature
of civil liberties in a democracy.
Moreover, only one person In
every four is willing to concede
the underlying sincerity of the
anti-Viet Nam policy demonstrators.
One in three regards the
demonstrators as people who
to demonstrate
Just want
against something. Another one

: AUTO PROTECTION

Is the main reason behind Moral opposition to war
politics.
the demonstration! against
When people were asked for
10
10
14
20
the war in Viet Nam?"
i
tho reasoning behind their
Think Viet Nam war wrong
views , a 50-year-old mechanic
MOTIVES ATTRIBUTED
j
11
9
9
15
in Lincoln. Neb., said, "Those
TO DEMONSTRATIONS
| Not sure
kids don 't know beans from butTotal Grade High
1
2
1
termilk. If they 're willing to
Nation
School School College
college graduates are
Again,
take all the country can give,
«r,
%
%
% ; more willing to accept the moit looks to me they owe some
Just
demonstrating
against
ral principles behind the demloyalty to it , too." A farmer
something
! onstrations and take them at
outside of Fresno, Calif., said,
M
27 ' 3 4
39 i lace value. The less well-edu"People should stick up for their
cated are more suspicious that
government whether right or Tool of Communists
26
36
27
20
that the demonstrations are
wrong." In Verona , N.J., a 22part of a Communist conspiryear-old office secretary said, Trying to avoid draft
14
16
16
5
acy . The biggest over-all group
"It is crmiinal to endanger the
morale of our men in combat. "
Such attitudes, however , remain In the minority. In Columbus, Ohio, a manufacturer's representati ve said , "Free speech
is a right , even though I think
they just do It to get attention . "
In McCall , S.C., a white-collar
worker said , "Any citizen of
the United States has the right
to do pretty much as he pleases.
We can object if we don't like
something." And in Kerman,
Calif. , tbe wife of a ranch manager said , "Free people have
the constitutional right to voice
their objections — good , bad or
otherwise. "
When all of the volunteered
comments were added up, here
is the way the replies were distributed :
REASONING ON RIGHT
TO> DEMONSTRATE
Total
Nation
%
Why do have right:
59
Constitution guarantees it 42
As long as it's peaceful
10
OK to oppose government
4
They're for peace
3
Why don't have right:
32
Subversive , revolutionary 10
Matter for government
to decide
9
Demonstrations unlawful
5
Comforts enemy
4
Upsets our soldiers
4
One fact is abundantly clear:
The demonstrators have not impresed the American people
with either the seriouness or
sincerity of their cause. The
cross section was asked :
"The demonstrators against
the war in Viet Nam say
they sincerely think the war
is morally wrong. Other people say they are tools of
the Communists, while others say they are trying to
get oat of the draft. Still
others say they are just out
to
demonstrate
against
something, and others beIieve they think the war is
wrong. What do yon think

• Glorious STEREO FM
MONAURAL FM

• Plus.. . powerful AM

Big Jet Lands
OR Foamy Runway

tends to think that the demonstrations are merely an excuse
to let off steam on the part of
restive young people, particularly students.
¦
ALTAR SOCIETY
OLATHE, Kan. (AP) - A jet
WHITEHALL, Wis. (Special )
airliner carrying 52 made a nor—St. John's Altar Society of St.
mal
landing on a foam-covered
John's Catholic Church will
runway
at the Olattae Naval Air
meet at the home of Martin
Matchey, Wednesday at 8 p.m. Station Sunday night after havThis will be the Christmas ing trouble with the landing
party with an exchange of
I The Braniff BAC111 developed
gifts.
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lets your records last
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in the Re - creation of
_
music . . . A T MODEST
COST
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Tha Hallvatd-model 1-RP628 v.Hh two
heavy-duty 12' Bass Woofari. Tha
sppealirig Danish Modern cabinet Indudes a large record storage area.
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Tha ConUmporary-model 3-RP614 with
four Magnavox high fidelity speakers: two
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cabinet includes ample record storage area.
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NO DOWN PAYMENT — FREE DELIVERY TO YOUR HOME

FRANK LILLA & SONS
761 East 8th St.

. . .
guaranteed 5 yean —
. . .
.. .
replaced by us if defective in normal use.
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This revolutionary Magnavox space-age development replaces all
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solid-state circuitry ten
times more efficient
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APPLIANCE STORE
Op*n Evening!

Phono 9732

Tha Ca nton -Model 1-RP627. Dramatic
Far Eastern Contemporary cabinet Is
wonderfully compact and space-saving.
Onlyl7*D, 2b"H. Gliding top panels allow
easy acctss to con trols and record storage.
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See These And Many Other Models At Winona's Direct Factor/ Dealer

HARDTS MUSIC STORE

116-118 East Third St.

OPEN UNTIL 9 P.M. MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY
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WORLD TODAY

World Remembers Yugoslavia
Somerset Maugham Has Generation

denounce and legislators make
tougher laws. Despite everything, Yugoslavia's youngsters
insist on going their own way.
Imitation by Yugoslav youth
of their Western counterparts
began several years ago, when
Britain's Teddy boys were much
imitated here.
As prosperity increased and
B E L G R A D E , Yugoslavia Yugoslavia moved ever further
(AP)—After 20 years of com- away from the strict conduct of
munism, Yugoslavia is making conventional communism, the
the painful discovery that it has youthful trend toward independa generation of beatniks on its ence spread.
hands.
The country has never seen
Stealing cars for thrills — and anything, however, like the car
often smashing them up for ex- theft fad. Hundreds have been
tra kicks — has become a fad stolen in recent months by
among Yugoslavia 's swinging youngsters who take them for
youth.
joy rides, abandon them after a
Beatle hairdos are the rage. day or so or smash them into
Youngsters fill the night clubs. trees.
They snap up the latest record
imports from the West, couldn't Thrill thefts have become so
care less about socialist preach- numerous that the Belgrade
ings, and generally carry on Politika Ekspress has started a
like young people revolting free column of missing-car announcements for unlucky ownagainst the establishment.
ers trying to trace their stolen
Parents despair, newspapers machines.

By JAMES MARLOW
Associated Press News Analyst
WASHINGTON (AP) - W.
Somerset Maugham at 91, getting too deaf to listen to music
and too blind from cat aracts to
read , began slipping toward
death Saturday in a way that
would have pleased him. He
was in a coma.
Twenty - seven years ago,
when he was 64 and beginning
to look down the uncertain corridor ahead, this English novelist ,; playwright and 6hort-story
writer explained how he would
like to die.
He hoped he would not be
aware of death 's approach, he
said, or undergo its pain. Yet,
he guessed wrong about the
thought of growing old. He said
it didn't dismay him.
"It would be a very silly person," he said, "who drew the
curtains and turned on the light
to shut out the tranquility • of the
evening."
But at 91, deaf and going
blind, he was saying : "I am
sick of this way of life. The weariness and sadness of old age
make it intolerable."
In this spirit he approached
the end of a long writing career
which no one, i n c l u d i n g
Maugham, considered great. He
was a third-rater who made a
rich living out of it. He said be
had been writing for money
since he was 18.
But he was a good writer,
very readable, always clear
and , as Clifton Fadiman said, a
professional - "offering highgrade entertainment. His hallmark is neither passion nor
depth. It is good sense."
Maugham wrote 30 novels, 25
plays, 120 short stories. His best
work was his novel, "Of Human
Bondage," written in 1915. He
thought it was his best, too.
By the time he was in bis 60s,
with most of his work behind
him, he said he had no illusions
about his place in English literature and that only two important British critics took him
seriously.
In "The Summing Up," which

he wrote in 1938 on his life, his
work, and his outlook, he said,
"In my twenties the critics said
I was brutal; in my thirties they
said I was flippant; in my forties they said I was cynical; in
my fifties they said I was competent; and now in my sixties
they say I am superficial.
"I look upon it as natural then
that the world of letters should
have attached no great importance to my work. "
Maugham admitted his memory was bad but he said his
head was always full of ideas
for writing. He worked hard to
improve himself, considering
"simplicity not such an obvious
merit as lucidity. "
He regretted that he didn't
have someone "with good
sense" to direct his reading
when he was young. But be
traveled the world in search of
experience for his writing. He
warned writers to seek experi- . .
ence, not to wait for it.
This was why he condemned
one of his contemporaries, Henrry James, for standing at a window. In "Tellers of Tales" — a
collection of short stories he
edited — he said James "failed
of being a good writer because
his experience was inadequate
and his sympathies were imperfect."
Maugham, in expressing lack
of illusion about the merit of his
work, called'hlmself a "teller of
tales round the fire."

Of Beatniks

DENNIS THE MENACE
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FAMOUS BRAND GIFTS
Mink

&

THE FUR BOA

Newest and most fascinating fur accessory . . . can be worn
so many ways . . . as a neckline decolletage, a j aunty
shoulder scarf , a circlet , a chic shawl or a neckline ascot.
What a Santa you would be with a gift like this. In all
shades of mink. Prices $35.00, $75.00 and $85.00.

57 Wert Fourth Street

QUITO, Ecuador (AP) Cristolal Aguilar, an 18-year-old
spectator, was killed Sunday
when he attempted to cross the
course and was struck by a car
during the City of Quito six-hour
auto race. Fausto Merello won
the race.
."¦
.
Some of this country's 608
National Historic Landm arks
are federally owned and administered but most are state,
community or private property.
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A gift of delight that always looks right! Choose from a vast
array of patterns, colors and weaves — all fashion's best. No
"worry if soiled. Just wash its It never needs pressing because Superba makes It of 100% Dacron* polyester and lines
it with Superba 's exclusive lining of 100% Dacron! A fashionable price, too. $2.50
*DuPont trademartc

ST. CLA IRS, INC.

w East TWrd street
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BRING OUT NATURAL EYE BEAUTY

Contact lenses have come a long way since they were first
introduced to the,. human
they are wafer thin and
, eye. .Now
„ than
..
.
.. give you w
,.
smaller
a dime. In most. instances,
they
better
vision, ore undetectable. Even your closest friends won 't
know you 're wearing tltcm! Buy factory direct and Save.
Only $65 pair.

PLYMOUTH OPTICAL CO.

71 W.,t Third

MARK TRAIL

100% DACRON*

By Alex Kerzky

64 East Second Street

MAR"Y WORTH

Phon* M300

Youth Killed While
Crossing Race Track

..

i

offers all the important advantages of a full-size standard
typewriter tn a compact , easily carried machine, and meets
the most rigid periormance requirements of the business or
professional office or studio. Extra-quiet operation , too, is
appreciated in office or home. Now just $99.50.

WINONA TYPEWRITER SERVICE

The perfect present for the home and its hostess. This stylish
new serving cart converts to a big buffet table. Any two of
the shelves clamp together to double your serving space. The
virtually indestructible wood-grained enamel shelves and golden brass frame blend beautifully with any room decor. $21.21.
w+ wm. *m **. \. * mm ~ **.
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THE OLIVETT I UNDERWOOD STUDIO 44

161 Eatt Third Street

BUFFET TABLE

i
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Ml I OLIVETTI UNDERWOOD
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FURS BY FRANCIS

APARTMENT 3-G
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Best Christmas Ever!

3 #.

B/ Saunders and Ernst

By Ed Dodd

Ground Floor

I SMITH - CORONA
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,
nADTAI)1
PORTABLESc

Phon. «22

The "Contour " — low , wide and handsome — shaped to hug the
floor with low silhouette -no corners or ?h "r P <**««« -?'*
Cc s on selMevelinc movement weighs accurately on all surfaces
J_^asy reading 300-pound dial -easy cleaning vinyl aluminum
laminate cover — exclusive vinyl paint base prevents rust ,
slipping, scuffing, $8.33.
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THf FASTEST PORTABLES IN THE WORLD
Those all new Smith Corona Portables offer changeable type,
new Jeweled escapement , natural-arc action , cushioned carHuge-return lovers , line Indicators nnd full-size ottlco keyboards . , . more of everything! These wonderful portables
feature a removable platen In colors to mutch the machine .
Each lies a rugged , all-stcol frame and comes in a travelproof steel carrying case,

LUND TYP EWRITER COMPANY

m Cento* Street

A TRULY DIFFERENT SCALE

Phone 1222
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STEREO RECORDS 99c UP

f1

Or Oiv« a Record Gift Certificate

jk

MIAKE I T A RECORD CHmSTMAS FOR THE

"DISC" LOVERS ON YOUR LIST I
record
or nn album is sure to please any record
A single
lover on your list tins your. Choose from a wide variety of
all nationally known names and some specials made hy area
persons. Single songs , albums of cliornl , symphony, hand
and orc hestra selections. They 're all at our place right now.
New numbers receiv ed every day. Or give a re-cord gift certlllcute and lot tlioni chooso their own.

T'S MUSIC ST0R
HA?P
PPhone »
230*
6& East Second Street
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Informal Living Emphasized in Ranch

By AX DV LANG
A three-bedroom house often
is limited in size because i1 is
intended for a family of four .
But if two of the four are active, growing children, t hey
will demand as much space for
play and informal activities ? as
* larger home would offer.
At the same time , most parents want as much good living
area as the larger home lias.
BASED on many rcqursl* for
this kind of "big "' thinking for
a smaller family, architect I^ster Cohen has designed this attractive, good-living house with
enough space for junior and
senior members of the household.
By constructive use of the
space, he has handled il in a
moderately-budgeted home. The
square foot area is 1,400. excluding the mudroom. lavatory
and laundry section behind the
garage.
A high spot in the area planning is the kitchen-famil y room ,
stretching over DO' at the back
of the house. For the kitchen

^*

COMFORTABLE RAN CH . . . Severity of
de sign that sometimes characterizes ranch
is absent in this three-bedroom house, which

has nn inviting look on the outside and which
(eaUires a combination of formal and informal living areas on the inside.

267 Wt«t
BtllevitMV
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Krause Plans
New Office,
Showroom

PHONE 7466

GEO. KARSTEN
General Contractor

A permit for construction of
a new office and sales building
at the F. A. Krause farm equipment company at Breezy Acres
off Highway 61 was issued last
week at the city engineer 's office. '
The permit was drawn by
Kenneth Krause for a 50- by 64foot building that will be used
for office facilities, showroom
area and other purposes. Cost
was estimated at $14,000 and the
building will have gas - fired
forced air heating. George Karsten is the contractor.
E. H. Kreckow, 278 W. 4th St.,
received a permit for a $350
remodeling job .
La Verne Decker , 609 Center
St., was issued a permit for
construction of a garage addition at an estimated cost of
$100.

THE TOTAL valuation of permits issued this year now
stands at $7,057,702, compared
with $6,824,719 at the same date
a KitehtR C«blnsti
a year ago.
• Formlci Tept
• Ttppsn AppMmtst
• Wirtirebts
There have been 28 permits
• Start Plituru • Drskt • Vsnlllss
for new houses this year , far beFREE ESTIMATES
low last year's figure of 53 at
this time.
Permits for GAS-FIRED in¦
;—
stallations were taken by : Henry Harders, for David Martin ,
521 E. King St. ; Henry Chapin , 955 W. 5th St.; Lawrence
Blagsvedt, 1002 W. King St.;
Ervin Gernes, 1073 W. King St.,
and Larson Bros., at 1505 and
~
tak es care of formal occasions; finished base- 1711 Monroe St. Sanitary PlumbFLOOR PLANS . . . Family room, screeneeTl <*\\ ( "' '
_ ^_ \ _ _ ) ^f_\_
^2
ed porch and patio are intended for informal
ment room provides place for parties , meet- ing & Heating, for Badger
living; combined living room-dini ng room
ings and game activities.
Foundry, 164 W. 2nd St. Frinjc
O'Laughlin Plumbing & Heating, for Herb Kiekbusch , 550 W.
proper, there is a broken L of
4th St.; Mike Rustad, 209% E.
counters and appliances, in3rd St.; Darol Lee, 772 Wilson
cluding a barbecue unit for
St.; Robb Bros. Store, 576 E.
indoor cookout use at the point
4th St.;. Bub's Brewery, Sugar
where the kitchen and family
Loaf; Warner-Swasey Co., Airroom merge.
JOB or CONTRACT WORK
port Rd.; Quality Chevrolet Co. ,
PORTABLE EQUIPMENT
THE SUNNY dinette looks
121 Huff St.; George Jasnoch ,
over the outdoor patio, and
Full study plan information on this architect-designed House 452 Center St., and John SchlaeOur Services Also Include :
from the family room, a wall of of the Week is included in a 50-cent baby blueprint. With it in fer , 64 W. Howard St.
• Sheet, Plate *nd Structure!
sliding glass doors opens out to hand you can obtain a contractor 's estimate.
Steel Work
the screened porch. This latter
Vou can order also, for $1, a booklet called "YOUR HOMEarea is an excellent place for How to Build , Buy or Sell It." Included in it are small repro- Man Unconscious
• Boiler Repair Work
kids to play, supervised from ductions of 16 of the most popular House of the Week issues.
For Nine Years
the kitchen when they are very
Send this coupon to the Daily News or you may purchase
young.
the plans or the booklet at the information counter at the Daily ROCHESTER , Minn. (AP) —
As the y oungsters get older, News.
Kenneth Reiken, 27, has spent
the porch becomes an outdoor Enclosed is 50 cents for baby blueprints on Design G-14
Q the last nine years unconscious ,
PHONE 5W5
informal room. The patio will Enclosed Is $1 for "YOUR HOME" booklet
D in a Rochester nursing home.
1(3-147 West Front Street*
be welcome for all for outdoor
Reiken suffered a head injury
sunning, eating and informal NAME
Nov . 4, 1956, when the car in
partying in pleasant weather. STREET
which he was a passenger
missed a curve and crashed
In addition to the family
STATE
near Wykoff , Minn.
room and its outdoor adjuncts , CITV
there is a basement layout that
The man 's widowed mother,
offers a game room , with a
Mrs . William Reiken , moved to
dance area, snack bar and conRochester and got a job here so
-tlS-M-MM^-M-Ma\\\\ v&Mvenient lavatory plus a big
she could be near her son. Sh«
Design G-14 has a combined
storage closet. The architect
said Kenneth's doctor tells her
has called it a Teen-age Room , living-dining room, kitchen , fathat her son apparently never
since it is likely that it will be mily room , laundry-mud room,
will recover consciousness.
used more often than not by
those of school age, but it pro- patio, screen porch , three bedtJH
ties of abrasive papers availbably will get more than a lit- rooms, two baths and a central
able, the principle is always the
tle attention from the oldsters. hall.
same : the finer the grit, tho
Look
at
the
figures
on
the
IN ANY case , when the child- There are 1 ,440 square feet millions of dollars worth of less of the Avood surface is takren are using it for anything of living area , excluding the power sanders sold every year en off. And this is what you
from Scout meetings to frater- patio, porch , the two-car gar- and you would be convinced want in that final sanding and
nity or sorority sessions, the age nnd the section behind it. that nobody sands by hand any- for those between-coats. Only
parents will appreciate that There is a teen-age or game more.
a very light pressure is used
they can do their own formal
in the direction of the grain.
That is, until you look at the
entertaining upstairs in the big room in the basement. Overall
IT is one of the curiou s things
living-dining room combination. dimensions are 73 ft. 2 in. by 31 figures on the million dollars
worth of ordinary hand sand- about sanding that most perBy having the living and din- ft. 2 in.
paper sold every year.
sons, when they first begin this
ing rooms set together , with no
important
step in wood finishappreciable divider , there is n
A FLAWLESS surface Is the ing,
Building in Winona basis
find it difficult to sand in
sweep ol 26'. There is a fireof a truly fine finish on
place in the living room section , I96S dollar volume $7,057,702 wood. When using a clear fin- a straight line. This is especIaJ:, B
87S VrV.
ns well as a TV-hi fi built-in.
ishing material — varnish , lac- ly true after the first few mi1,845,674 quer , shellac , synthetic or what- nutes of sanding, when it bein Commercial
The
fireplace
is
duplicated
Howo rd
tt __
Bl f> ,287 ever — the finest product in the gins to get a little monotonous
the family room , and the TV-hi Residential
Public (nonfi built-in is duplicated in the
world and the most efficient and the process becomes rather
4,396,741 techniques will not hide a sur- mechanical.
t axable)
basement room.
28 face that has been improperly
N*w houses
Teachers in woodworking in
AT TIIK ristht side of tlir
Volume same
high schools say they constantly
pr
epared.
,
,
across
the
center
hall
house
Phone
|]l
date 1964
S6.K2 1.719
is the bedroom wing. The mas
In some cases, the tiniest of have to remind their students
ter bedroom has its own dressscratches will assume gigantic to sand in a straight line, since
ing room and lavatory. Note the heiwh , plus iin outdoo r storage proportions after a clear finish the hand and arm have a tendency to wander off course.
unusual amount of wall space are;i accessible from the rear has been applied.
in this room. To the rear are patio. There is an entrance
Power sanders are indispentwo other bedrooms, each with from the patio to the mudroom- sable for anyone who works a
plenty of closet space. The fa- laundry area , and another door lot with wood, especially for
mily bathroom , with an a lcove leading from the latter section the initial sanding. It saves
1 /
DIAl
vanity, is convenient Irs all to the garage. Packages (bus time. It saves labor . And it acrooms.
results
that
the
nocan he carried from the car in- complishes
The two-car garage is gener- to the kitchen without going vice could not have hoped for
ous in size an includes a work through any of the other rooms many years ago.
in ihe house.
BUT VVIIKN II cmmeii to thai
IfNCI.l iniNTi the garage , (lie superfine finish just before the
ove rall dimensions of Design first coat is put or« , most mast I
TOP
<!-H are 7.1" 2" by .11' 2". A ter cabinetmakers — and apUlnsice at the exterior shows parently most amateurs — still
f
QUALITY
il lo be a ranch house , but -with- rely on sanding hy hand. A
Highway el , Minnesota City
V
i
ELECTRICAL
out stark lines. The effective very fine grade of sandpaper
Phone Anytime; 8-3105 ( Winona Exchange)
use of n long planter and a also is preferred by the handKS jf
REPAIRS
(or
plciisanl mix ture o>( horizontal sanders for the necessary
smoothing
between
coats.
nnd vertical siding add in\ iling
"QUALITY FLOOR COVERING AT SENSIBLE PRICES' *
warmth
' While trx'i e are many varie\/^T \ INSTALLATION
©
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How to Build , Buy
Or Sell Your Home

WINONA BOILER
& STEEL GO.

A

G-14 Statistic s

That Sanding
Job — Get
Right Paper

POLACHEK
ELECTRIC

READYING LIBRARY . . . Mayor Glenn Haukeness,
Strum , measures green pastel walls for library shelves in
the new municipal building. Note the fine grain in the oak
paneling back of him which covers two walls in the reading
area. (Mary Perham photo)

Property Transfers
In Winona County
WARRANTY DEED
Richard A. Ross et ux to Clarenct J.
Prudoehl et ux-S'ly 52 ft . of Lot 12,
Block 6, Davis Subd . to Goodview .
Helen Lehnertz to Catherine Melsch—
Lot 1, Block 5, amended Plat of Moravian 3rd Add. to Altura .
Lloyd F. Hunger et ux to Walter D.
Mostrom et Ux—Lot 5 and S'ly 'A ot
Lot 3, Block 2, E.P. Whltten 's 2nd Subd.
to Winona.
.
Ralph E. Seeman to Rochester Suburban Lumber Co.—N . 175 ft . of S.
330 ft. of W . 213 ft. of Lot 11, St .
Charles limits .
Archie G. Vounker et ux to Victor W.
Bohnen et ux—Part ol Lot 59, St.
Charles Limits.
Theresa A. Cierzan ef mar to Delos J.
Prodzinskl et ux-W'/j of Lot «, Block
12, Hamilton's Add. to Winona.
Paul E. Wilson et ux to Mary E. Vermilva—Lot 4, Block 3/ Blrge's Add. tc
St. Charles.
Oflden N. Schwestka et ux to Shirley
Loppnow—N . 40 ft . of Lot 3 and alt ot
Lot 4, Block 13, Birge's Add. to St.
Charles.
Shirley Loppnow et mar to Ogden N.
Schwestka et ux—N. 40 ft. ot Lot 3
and all of Lot 4. Block 13, Birge's
Add. to St. Charles.
Arne Odegaard et ux to Lester H.
Berg et ux—Lots 3, 4 and 5, Block 3,
Wapashaw Add. to Goodview.
James A. Kaiser et ux to Edwin J.
Lang et ux—Lot 1, Block 5, Wapashaw
Add. to Goodview.
Hugo Hornberg et ux to Eugene Drussel et ux—EVi of NW'A of NEV. and part
of W'/j of NW'/< of NEtt of Sec. 26106-7 .
Edna R . Kaehler et mar to James R.
Merrill et ux—Lot 9, Block 21, Taylor
& Co.'s Add. to Winona.
QUIT CLAIM DEED
Erna Reese et al to R. L. Bornltz—
Part of SEVi ot NE'A, Sec. 21-106-5.
Minnesota Masonic Home to Curtis
Shattuck et al-E, 12.50 acres of W.
30 acres of SWVi of NE'A; W. 17.50
acres of SW'A ol NE'A ; E. 10 acres of
SW'A of NE'A, Sec . 25-106-10.
Shrlners Hospital for Crippled Children
to Curtis Shattuck «t ux—E. 12.50 acres
of W. 30 acres of SW'A ot NE'A; W.
17.50 acres of SWJi of NE!*; E. 10
acres of SW'A of NE'A, Sec. 25-106-10.
Station Development Corp. to Erv K.
Helland et ux—E. 4 ft. of S. 131 ft. 9
In. of W . 189 ft . of Lot 67-B, Subd., Sec.
21-107-7,
V . Simpson Co . to Frank H. Kaldunskl
et ux-Lot I. Block 1, V. Simpson Co. 's
Subd. In Winona.
CONTRACT FOR DEED
Joseph F. Conway et ux to Charles P.
Buggs et ux—Part of S. 200 ff . of Lot 5,
Subd. Sec. 35-107-7.
FINAL CERTIFICATE
State ol Minnesota vs. Rudolph R.
Noeska et al—Part of Gov't Let 2, Sec.
32-107-6; part of Gov 't Lot 3 and ot
NE'A of SW'A of Sec. 31-107-6; part
ol WVi ol NWV« and of SE'A of NW'A
of Sec. 36-107-7; Lot Vh and part of
Lots 7 and 9 and part of Lot 2, Subd.
Sec. 35-107-7 .
State of Minnesota vs. Dresbach Methodist Church ef al—Part of Lot 9 Subd.
Sec. 12-105-5; Lots 3 and 4, Block 5,
Brown 's 2nd Add. to Dakota ; 150 ft.
by 150 ft. in Lot 9, Subd. Sec . 12-105-5;
Lots 1, 2, 3 and 4. Block 72; Lots 1,
4, Block 73, Dresbach, and part of Gov't
Lots 5 and 6, Sec. 20-105-4, and part
of vacated "G" Street in Dresbach.
State of Minnesota vs. Alice Marie Thill
et al—Part ol Lot 1 and 4, Subd. Sec.
1-105-5; part of Gov 't Lots I and 2,
Sec. 36; part ol Gov 't Lots 1 and 2,
Sec. 35; part ol Gov 't Lots 1, 2 and 3,
Sac. 26; part of Gov't Lol 2, Sec. 27;
part ol Gov 't Lots 2 and 3 and EVj ol
SE'A of NW'A of NE'A of Sec. 21; part
of Gov't Lot 3, Sec. 22; part of Gov 't
Lots 3, *, 5 and 6, Sec . 16-106-5; part
of Lots 1-9, Block "B" and of Lots
1-4, Block "A", Fern Glen Acres; part
of Block Ml and 35 and 36, East Richmond, and part of Blocks 15, 16, 19 and
20, 21 and 22 and ot Outlot 24, Village
of Richmond.
ASSIGNMENT OF
CONTRACT FOR DEED
Ralph E. Seoman to Rochester Suburban Lumber Co.—N. 175 (t. of S. 330
ft. ol W. 213 It ol Lot 11, St. Charles
limits.
DECREE OF CONVEYANCE
Joseph W. Clark, decedent, .to Norbert
C Schmilz et ux—SW'A ot Sec . 22- 105-5;
SE'A of NE'A ; NW'A of SEV<; E'/j ot
SE'A, Sec. 21-105-5.
PROBATE DEED
Amelia
Gudmundson,
decedent,
by
executive, to Chester M. Rain—Lot 10,
and W . 42VJ It of Lot 9, Block 2, Utica,
except the S. 80 ff , thereof.
FINAL DECREE OF DISTRIBUTION
Joseph J. Schwestka, decedent, to Ogden N. Schwestka et al—N 40 ft. of Lot
3 and all of Lot 4, Block 13, Blrge's Add.
to St . Charles.

New Municipal
Building Set
For Use af Strum

STRUM , Wis. (Special)—The
new Strum municipal building
is completed and will be used
by both the village and the
To-wn of Unity for meetings
and fire fighting equipment.
The northwest corner of it
will house a new library. Fronting on Main Street, it is 27 by
27 feet. Two walls are covered
with oak paneling, the reading tables to be located in this
area. The walls behind the
bookshelves are pastel green.
The floor is covered with green
and white vinyl tile. The lighting is indirect.
Tessmer Construction, Neillsville, fitted out the library . The
village board hopes to have it
open for the public by Christmas. Open house will be held
sometime in January.
Mrs. Maurice Hanson, cook a(
the Chimney Rock School , will
be the librarian. The board
will pay her approximately $10C
a month. The library will be
open Wednesday afternoons
from 2-4 and Saturday afternoons, same hours, and Saturday nights, 7-9.
Another
improvement
ir
Strum's business ; section is a
new front on its bank , a branch
of the Bank of Osseo. Remodeling of the interior is in progress. Olbert Construction Co.,
Mondovi, has the contract. The
improvement will cost about
$8,500.

30,000 at Toy
Dance for Children
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) Police were called to untangle
the mass that developed when
an estimated 30,000 teen-agers
tried to do the frug at a dance
for underprivileged children
Sunday.
Six teen-agers had to be
helped to the sidelines of Freedom Hall -which seats 18,000 for
basketball. Flvi1 returned to the
dance floor after they caught
their breath. One was taken to a
hospital for X rays. More than
20,000 toys were collected.

Bill Weaver
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B LYLE S Jhoh, Qovs-hhiq,

CARPETING

Seamless Floors by POLY-FLEG
TODAY . " Never needs w ax «up,
"The tluorinj. -. ol Ihe (iilnve
lias built-in sheen , uiiiillVrlcd liy Milelto heel-., Iirmitilul Ask
lis HIHIII I ll! Jl i.s unlieli evable 1 The complete lloor i.s pott I ed
from cans .

LINOLEUM
CERAMIC FLOORS & WALLS
Free Estimate s

Lyle -A Jo/inn li tg aw tl ti , Owners

"JAVE SJ W ITH $EN*E"

SENSE /\k/
ELECTRIC SERVICE

1732 Wr

"

Fifth St.

Photta n-3fa
Anytime

• Industrial
• Commercial
• Farm ond Residential
Eloctrical Work
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WORK

ELECTRIC, ING.
t]S Cast Third St.

WALL PANELING

Redecorate that room now with attractive , durable
paneling. Choose from our complete selection.

CEILING TILE — Complete Selectio n
FLOOR TILE — All Types Available
We furnish materials fast at Lowott Cent!

KENDELl-0 BRIEN
I

BRUCE McNALLY
BUILDING CONTRACTOR
Phone 8-1059
304 Lake Street
Advertise ment
POWERFUL PLUNGER CLEARS

CLOGGEDTOILETS
in o jiffy I

NEVER AGAIN that si«lc feeling
when your toilet ov«rflo»«

TOILAFLEXtoilet ^uj5«l Plunger

Unlike ordinary plungers, TWaflex
does not permit compressed «ir ox
messy water to splash back or escape
With Tbilaflex the full pressure plows
through the clogging ; mass and
swishes it down. Can't miss!
• DESIGNED TO FLEX AT ANY ANGLE
• SUCTION-RIM STOPS SPLASH-BACK

• CENTERS ITSELF, CANT SKID AROUNO
• TAPERED TAIL GIVES AIR-TIGHT FIT

Getth*

&f)65

Genuine Toilaffex' ^aW\
AT HARDWARE STORES CVERYWHIM

Toilaflex Available at . . .

BAMBENEK'S

Corner 9th & Man kato Ave.

Your Furnace
Is Obsolete
. . . if it doesn't have

DURAGLASS
INVESTIGATE OUR

LENNOX*
60RA««RVE"
GAS FURNACES
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Don 't be satisfied
with less than Lennox )

NOW! Non-corroding
GLASS is fused to
ihe remarkable
LENNOX
DURAOURVE
Heal Exchangerl
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ami last
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• Painting-Decorating
• Dri Well Taping
• interior and Exterior
Painting
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Building
W
• Home
M_m • Cabinet Work
~~
| • Remodeling

LUMBER COMPANY

115 Franklin St. "Tubby" Jackets ,Mgr. Phone 8-3667
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We Have a Furnace
for Any
Heating Need

• GAS * ELECTRIC
• OIL ^ COAL

QUAUTY SHEET
METAL WORKS
HAROLD OFENLOCH
'*' E AM Broadway
Pltona 57^j

The Daily Record
..

Af Community
Memorial Hospital

Visiting hours: Medical and surgical
patients : 1 to 4 and 7 to 1:30 p.m. (Nc
children under 12.)
/Waternlty patients: l to 3:30 end 7 M
1:30 p.m. fAdults only.)

SUNDAY
ADMISSIONS
Walter Flury, Alma, Wis.
Mrs. Willard Mueller , Utica
Rt. 1, Minn.
Cornelius Daniel . Stockton,
Minn.
Michael Knapik, 729 E. Broadway.
Leah Swenson, St. Charles,
Minn.
Edmund Frasch. Trempealeau, Wis.
Mrs. Winnie Beeman, 578 Wacota St
Mrs. William McNally, Winona
Rt. 3.
DISCHARGES
Mrs. Hubert Peine, Rushford,
Minn.
Mrs. Wesley Roach and baby,
1710 W Wabasha St.
Mrs. Bobert Gunner and baby, 77 W Howard St.
Mrs Joe Kulas Jr., Trempealeau. Wis.
Mrs. Robert Welch and baby,
510 E. Howard St.
Ralph Pankratz, 616 Hamilton St.
. '
Harriet Back, Lake Boulevard.
Mrs. Elvin Paulson, Rushford,
Minn.
Leslie Johnson, 1108 W. 5th
St
Julie Naas. 405 W. Howard
St.
BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. Jerome Glenzinski, 358 E. Wabasha St., a
daughter
Mr. and Mrs. Dale Kauffmann, 1268 Randall, a son.
Mr. and Mrs. Gene Rehling,
75 Otis St.. a son.
BIRTHS ELSEWHERE

Winona Deaths
Mist Emma Eischen
Miss Emma Eischen, 90, 615
W- Sanborn St.. died Saturday
at 6:40 p.m at Community
Memorial Hospital. She had
been in failing health for two
years.
She was born March 1, 1875,
in Hart Township, Winona County, to Mr and Mrs. Michael
Eischen. She lived in. this area
all of her life. She was a member of the Cathedral of the Sacred Heart.
She is survived by nieces and
nephews. Three brothers and
three sisters have died.
Funeral services will be Tuesday at 10 a.m at Burke's Funeral Home and at 10:30 at
Cathedral of the Sacred Heart,
the Rev. James Fitzpatrick -officiating. Burial will be in St.
Joseph's Cemetery, Rushford.
Friends may call at tbe funeral home after 4 p.m. today.
Father Fitzpatrick will say the
Rosary at 8.
Mrs. Loo Wessel
Mrs. Leo Wessel, 73, 703 E.
Sanborn St, died Sunday at
3:15 a.m. at a Rochester hospital. She had been ill several
years.
The former Anna Fuchs , she
was born July 2, 1892, in Austria, to Mr. and Mis. Casper
Fuchs. She came here with her
family in 1922 and had lived in
this area since. She was married Feb. 28, 1924, at St. Joseph's Catholic Church here. She
was a member of the Cathedral
of the Sacred Heart and St.
Ann's Society of Immaculate
Conception Church, 'Wilson.
Survivors are: Her husband;
one son, Robert, Winona Rt. 1;
five grandchildren, and one
sister, Mrs. Genevieve Jusek ,
Vienna, Austria.
Funeral services will be Wednesday at 9:15 a.m. at Burke's
Funeral Home and at 10 at Immaculate Conception Church.
Wilson, the Rev. Martin G. 01sen officiating. Burial will be in
the church cemetery .
Friends may call at Burke's
Funeral Home Tuesday afternoon and evening. Father 01sen will say the Rosary at 8:30
p.m. Tuesday and St. Ann's Society at 9 p.m. Tuesday.

ROCHESTER, Minn. — Mr.
and Mrs. Leo Eischen, a son
Saturday at St. Marys Hospital.
Paternal grandparents are Mr.
and. Mrs Joseph Eischen, 1725
Gilmore Ave. . Winona. Maternal grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Hubert O'Connor, Minneapolis, former Winona residents.
Mrs. Anna Kaufman
Mrs. Leo Eischen is the for- Mrs. Anna Kaufman, 73, 402%
mer Sharyn O'Connor.
W Sanborn St.. died Sunday at
4:20 a.m. at Community Memorial Hospital after a brief illFREE TB X-RAYS
ness.
(Mon.-Wed.-Fri., 1-5 p.m.
The former Anna Buchan, she
Room 8, City Hall)
was
born here Dec. 19, 1891, to
,
Wincmo Co. residents free
Mr
and Mrs. Anton Buchan.
others, $1 each.
She was married to Morris
58 Kaufman. Thev lived in New
Last week
57,954 York and Chicago for 45 years.
Total since 1959
Mr. Kaufman died in 1957.
She moved to "Winona six
years ago and was a member of
St Stanislaus Catholic Church.
Survivors are : Two brothers,
Lawrence. Winona, and Anthony,
Chicago; three sisters, Miss
Rose Buchan and Mrs. Stella
Bagnolia, Winona, and Mrs.
John (Pauline ) Kokron, Forest
Park, 111., and several nieces
and nephews.
Funeral services will be Wednesday
at 8-30 a.m. at WatWASHINGTON (AP) - Wil- kowski Funeral Home and 9
liam McChesney Martin Jr, a.m. at St Stanislaus Church,
chairman of the Federal Re- the Rt. Rev. Msgr. N. F. Grulserve Board, said today its in- kowski officiating. Burial will
terest-raising action will help be in St. Mary's Cemetery.
the U.S. economy and any de- Rosary will be said Tuesday
lay would probably have re- at 8 p.m Friends may call
quired stronger measures.
Tuesday after 2 p.m.
Martin also told the SenateMrs. Romuald Galewski
House Economic Committee
that his independent agency had Mrs. Romuald Galewski, 54,
kept President Johnson's ad- 522 E. 4th St., died today at
ministration continuously in- 5:10 a.m. at Community Memoformed.
rial Hospital following an illness of several months.
"There has been a continuing The former Eleanor Florence
frank exchange of views be- Gabrych, she was torn Nov. 6,
tween the Federal Reserve and
Wis. to Mr.
administration officials, both be- 1911, in Pine Creek,
and
Mrs.
Michael
Gabrych.
She
fore and after the board's achad lived in Winona 35 years.
tion!," be said.
She was married Oct. 14, 1930, in
The action, taken by the Sacred Heart Church, Pine
board a week ago, raised by Creek. She was a member of
one-half of one per cent the dis- St. Stanislaus Church, Sacred
count rate that determines the Heart Society, St. Anne Guild
cost of borrowing money. It and Winona Athletic Club Auxilwas deplored by President John- iary.
son and others and there was Survivors are: Her husband ;
special criticism of the timing one son, Ronald, Goodview ; one
of the move, since federal budg- daughter, Mrs. George (Thereet Information will be available sa) Cierzan, Wabasha ; 12
in just about a month.
grandchildren; three brothers,
Some of the Federal Reserve Alvin and Elmer Gabrych,
Board members who v o t e d Galesvllle, Wis., and Eugene
against the interest charge, in a Gabrych, Fountain City , and
4-3 split, joined in the criticism. two sisters, Mrs. Alex (Cecilia)
Walksi, Fountain City, and Mrs.
William ( Rose) Pllnski, Lebanon, Ore . Her parents and two
brothers have died.
Funeral services will be
Thursday at 9 a.m. at Watkowski Funeral Home and at 9:30
at St. Stanislaus Church, the
Rt. Rev. Msgr. N. F. Grulkowski officiating. Burial will be in
St. Mary 's Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home Wednesday after 2
p.m. Rosary will be said Wednesday at 7 p.m. by the church
Save with
societies and at 8 by Msgr.
Grulkowski.
ft j pH|l|j State Farm's
nsurance
ovv
ilBrU&il ' '
WalUr C. Schildknecht
Walter T. Schildknecht, 73,
drivers.
ctreiul
.
i^ljPltg
72:i Clark's Lane, died today at
See me.
7:30 a.m. at a nursing home in
Preston . He hod been ill about
two years.
He was born July 29, 1892, to
Mt Ba»J Brc»dw»y
and H«lena Tarrae
Christian
Phon* 45M
Schildknecht in Winona. He married Miss Willard West Nov . 26,
1919, at Trenton, Mo. In 1920 he
moved to Kstherville, Iowa, anil
lived there 42 years. He operated
*
^AUTOHWIUl HttMIKtCOaWAat
a plumbing heating business
Horn* Olhes. (loomln fton , IllmeU
0 »_ li
there and moved to Winona in

Martin Defends
Reserve Board
Interest Raise

MKWMI

"PETE" P0LUS

RESTATE FARM

Mi mml

Three sisters and five brothers
have died.
Funeral services will be TuesWade J. Gnotke
DECEMBER 13, 1965
WABASHA Minn. - Grave- day at 10 a.m. at Sacred Heart
side services were conducted at Church, the Rev, Augustine Su1962. He also was a copper- Oakwood Cemetery, Lake City, lik officiating. Burial will be
smith and tinner for the Chicago Sunday afternoon for Wade in the church cemetery.
John Gnotke, infant son of El- Pallbearers will be Jack
& North Western Railway.
He was a member of Central wood and Scharlene Gnotke, Lambert, Roy Hoesley, LawWabasha, who died shortly aft- rence Losinski, Ben Kratch,
Methodist Church.
Surviving are: His wife; two er a premature birth at St. Eli- Harry Kulas and Frumance
Hospital Saturday Maliszewski.
sons, H a r o l d , Albuquerque, zabeth's
Friends may ca ll this aftermorning.
N.M., and Walter Jr., Burling(AP) — Should committee of the Group for the about our young people's connoon and evening at Watkowski NEW YORK
ton, Iowa; one daughter, Mrs.
The Rev Ralph Goede of St. Funeral Home,
college administrators worry Advancement of Psychiatry, a cerns and needs."
Winona. The about their students' sex lives?
B. W. (Florence) Dean, Omaha, John's Lutheran Church, Lake
nationwide organization.
At the University of Michigan,
Neb.; seven grandchildren; one City, officiated. Arrangements Rosary will be said today at 8 A report by a group of psychiRichard h. Cutler, vice presip.m.
by
Father
Sulik.
brother, Herman Schildknecht, were by Buckman-Schierts Fuatrists says they shouldn't, pro- Most college administrators dent in charge of student afWinona, and one sister, Mrs. neral Home Wabasha.
vided sexual activity is "prac- who had read the report and fairs, said :
Two-State Funera ls ticed with appropriate attention were willing to comment on it
Charles ( Emma) Burgdorf, WiWilliam Grobe Sr.
"These people are professionnona.
to the sensitivities of other peo- approached it cautiously.
Frank Johnson
LAKE CITY, Minn, (. Special )
"It's a very liberal view , a als and entitled to their own
ple."
Funeral services will be WedPEPIN, Wis. (Special) — Fu- An Associated Press survey ol little too far-fetched for me," opinion, but the University of
nesday at 2 p.m. at Breitlow — William Grobe Sr., 70, died neral services
for Frank John- campus opinion today found said Thomas F. Jones, president Michigan at this time is not
Munithis
morning
at
Lake
City
Funeral Home, Dr. E. Clayton
son, 74, were held Friday at much interest, but little agree- of the University of South Caro- prepared to follow their adcipal
Hospital.
Burgess, C e n t r a l Methodist
Funeral arrangements are Sabylund Lutheran Church, the ment, concerning a report by a lina. "I can't be very detached vice."
Church, officiating. Burial will
pending at P*eterson-Sheehan Rev. Carl Gronquest officiatTheir advice , in essence:
be at Woodlawn Cemetery.
ing. Burial was in the church
Make explicit the school's attiFriends may call at the fun- Funeral Home.
cemetery.
tude towards sexual conduct
eral home Tuesday from 7 to s
Charles Guenther
Pallbearers were Dean and
and set up a "sound rules strucp.m. A memorial is being arFOUNTAIN CITY, Wis. (Spe- Warren Forslund, Dale and
ture;" but don't interfere unless
ranged.
sial ) — Charles Guenther, 62, Roger Johnson, Glen Moline and
sexual activity "fails to maindied suddenly at home Sunday- Leland Swanson.
tain privacy " and "is likely to
Mrs. C. J. Maybury
Afternoon. He was a semi- He died Tuesday of a heart
be disturbing to others. "
Mrs. C. J. Maybury, 95, died retired farmer and carpenter. condition.
He
had
been
hospitalIt "sounds like a good, sensiat Community Memorial HospiBorn Nov. 29, 1903, in the ized since Nov. 22.
ble, down-to-earth statement of
tal Sunday at 4:40 a.m. She was
He was born in the Town of
the situation, " said William
a resident of the Watkins Me- Town of Montana, Buffalo Stockholm
April 3, 1891, to John
County,
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ernest
Speer, associate dean for stumorial Home.
GRANITE
QUARRY
,
NC.
Guenther Sr., he married Edna and Johanna Johnson. He atdent counseling at MassachuThe former Jennie Forsythe, Ratz Oct. 21, ' 192JB, at Arcadia. tended B arry Corner School. He (AP) — The Rowan County
setts Institute of Technology. "I
(AP)
WASHINGTON
Presishe was born April 18, 1870, at
was a lifetime area resident.
coroner said today the death of
am all in favor of anything that
He
was
a
member
of
St.
MiMarathon, N.Y., to Randolph chael's
He married Ruth Wahlstein Grady B . Mars, retired military dent Johnson retutned to the meets the issue head on, rather
Evangelical
Lutheran
I
and Celestia Wakeman MayHe had also been asses- March 4, 1923, at Minneapolis policeman linked with the Ku White House early today for an than with pussy-footing. "
bury. She was married to the Church.
and
farmed
in
rural
Pepin
until
sor in the Town of Milton,
late Charles J. Maybury and falo County, for two years. Buf- retiring nine years ago. He was Klux Klan by a congressional intensive round of conferences Dr. Henry Broyn, director of
with foreign leaders , final student health service at the
bad lived in this area for 70
Survivors are: His wife ; two a member of Sabylund Lutheran investigator, may have been preparations for
years. She was a member of
the new budget University of California, said :
Church,
served
on
the
church
suicide.
sons, Glen, Fountain City, and
Central Methodist Church.
and
more
discussion
of Viet "I think it is an excellent reATR 3 Harold, stationed aboard council and was church treasurMars, 41, died of a gunshot
port. The sexual growth and
Survivors are : One sister, the USS Essex ; one daughter , er many years.
Nam.
behavior of young adults is very
Mrs. Christine Youmans, Wat- Mrs . Darwin (Shirley ) Fetting , Survivors are : His wife : one wound in the head in his bedJohnson had been at his LBJ often distorted and disturbed by
kins Memorial Home, and one Alma; six grandchildren ; two son, Willard, Pepin ; one daugh- room Saturday night.
niece, Miss Mary Vance, Wino- brothers, Henry, Fountain City, ter, Audrey, Minneapolis; two
Coroner
Rufus
Honeycutt Ranch near Johnson City, Tex., overly restrictive college rules
no. Three children have died.
and Elden, Blair; two half- grandchildren, and one brother, quoted Mars ' wife Jean , as say- for 24 days — relaxing, recuper- and policies."
Funeral services will be Tues- brothers, James, Eau Claire, Fred, Pepin. His parents, two
ating from his Oct. 8 operation The Rev . James V. McGlynn,
dean of the Graduate School of
day at 2 p.m. at Fawcett Fu- and Capt. Ernest Guenther Jr. , brothers and three sisters have ing her husband had been despondent since refusing to testi- and holding a series of top-level the University of Detroit, a Roneral Home , Dr. E. Clayton in the Air Force; and two sis- died.
fy before the House Committee policy talks on the whole range man Catholic school, called the:
B u r g e s s , Central Methodist ters, Mrs. Alma Pape and Mrs.
on Un-American Activities when of governmental activity .
report "a strange combination
Church, officiating Burial will Selma Fink, Arcadia.
it
was
investigating
the
Klan
in
be in Woodlawn Cemetery.
Funeral services are pending
Press secretary Bill D. Moy- of valuable insights and bland
October.
oversimplification. "
the arrival of his son from the
There will be no visitation.
ers said staff work would occu- "It seems to overlook the saUSS Essex.
He said an official ruling on py much of the President's time
cred and personal nature of
the
cause of death will be made
Melvin Olson
he said. "Specifically for
sex,"
WEATHER
today.
Tuesday "after we get certain
WHALAN, Minn. (Special) church-related colleges and unireports
back
from
the
State
BuJohnson had to make final versities our stand must clearly
MINNESOTA - Tempera- Melvin Olson, 53, died suddenreau of Investigation lab in Ra- preparations for the arrival be for the morality of our relitures Tuesday through Saturday ly at home Sunday morning aftleigh.
will average near normal er a short illness.
gious group "
it was sui- Tuesday of President Mosouthwest, 2-6 degrees above
Born May 6 , 1912, at Whal- SAN FRANCISCO (AP) - "I'm pretty sure
cide, but it won't be official un- hammed Ayub Khan of Paki- Dr. Edwin Harrison, president
normal east and north. Only an, to Sondre and Anna Olson,
stan for two days of meetings. of Georgia Tech, said , "I don't
gradual day-to-day changes but he married Clara Berge Nov. 4, AFL-CIO leaders- demanded to- til Tuesday, " Honeycutt said,
Donald T. Appell, chief coun- Ayub arrived in New York Sun- think it's part of the administraoverall trend toward lower tem- 1939. He farmed near Whalan day a bigger slice of the nation's wealth for workers, a fed- sel for the House Committee on day.
tion of any college or university
peratures. Normal highs 19-25 all bis life.
eral
curb
on
the
prices
of
some
identiActivities,
Un-American
Prime Minister Harold Wilson to condone or support any activnorth, 24-30 south. Normal lows He was a member
trus- key commodities, and a 50 per fied Mars in October as a dis- of Great Britain, who has been ity leading to immorality."
1 below to 7 above north, 6-13 tee of Whalan Lutheranand
Church. cent increase in Social Security trict officer and organizer for trying to promote Viet Nam A similar view was expressed
south . Precipitation of one-tenth
Survivors
are:
His
wife;
two benefits.
to three-tenths inch, occurring
the United Klans of America.
peace talks, will be at the White by Dr. Fred Turner, dean of
students at the University of
as snow mostly south Tuesday sons, Dale, Whalan, and Ken- In resolutions certain to be
Mars pleaded the Fifth House Friday.
neth, a senior at Luther College, gaveled to quick approval by Amendment when asked about West German Chancellor Lud- Illinois.
WISCONSIN — Temperatures Decorah, Iowa; two brothers,
"The attitude of the UniversiTuesday through Saturday are Oscar, Los Alamos, Calif., and about 1,000 delegates to the fed- Klan activities at a Committee wig Erhard, who wants for his ty of Illinois, for as long as I
eration's
10th
anniversary
conhearing.
country a role in the nuclear
expected to average four to John, Whalan , and four sisters,
can remember is that illicit condefense of Western Europe, will duct is illicit conduct. This is
eight degrees above normal, Mrs. G-ilma Fix and Mrs. Joe vention, AFL-CIO policymakers
also
rejected
White
House
Jones,
North
Carowage
J.
Robert
Normal high is 22 to 30 north, (Selma) Overby, Minneapolis,
arrive Saturday for two or three behavior which is not con28 to 33 south. Normal low is 5 and Mrs. Hellick Odland and guidelines and called for bold lina grand dragon of the Klan, days ol conf erences with John- doned." Dr. Turner said.
to 14 north, 10 to 18 south. Only Mrs. Alpha Halvorson, Whalan. federal policies to create jobs would not say what office Mars son.
and boost consumer purchasing held—or even confirm that he
minor day to day temperature
Funeral services will be Wed- power.
belonged to the organization.
The President and Mrs. Join- NSP Wants Gas for
changes are expected. Precipita- nesday at 2 p.m. in Whalan Lu"You won't find out from me son are expected to return to
tion is expected to total about theran Church, the Rev. Jacob "A faster rise in wages and
one-half inch water equivalent. Enderson officiating. A family fringe benefits is needed to and you won't find out from any the ranch a few days before St. Croix Plant
Snow likely Tuesday or Wed- service will be held at parish broaden and strengthen the other member of the Klan," Christmas for a holiday stay
nesday and chance of a little hall Wednesday at 1:30 p.m. mass markets that are the foun- said Jones, who also lives in that may continue into January. ST. PAUL (AP) — Northern
While in Washington, Johnson States Power Co. has been reGranite Quarry.
snow Friday or Saturday.
Burial will be in the church dation of the economy," one
moved
to
will have to oversee final quested to use natural gas for
Jones
said
Mars
also
resolution said.
cemetery.
OTHER TEMPERATURES
Grantie Quarry and began preparation of the federal bud- fuel in its Allan S. King power
Friends may call Tuesday aft- Federation leaders also sugthe firm will build on the
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS ernoon and evening at the John- gested income tax cuts for low- working as an auto mechanic get—including decisions on how plant
St. Croix River near Stillwater,
Air
U.S.
after
retiring
from
the
sharply
to
curb
funds
for
High Low pr. son Funeral Home, Lanesboro, and middle - income families,
Force after 20 years as a mili- "Great Society" programs en- Minn.
Albany, rein
34 27 .24 and after 1 p.m. Wednesday at and elimination of taxes alto- tary policeman.
acted this year. Officials , dis- The request came Saturday in
gether for those under the govAlbuquerque, cloudy 47 29
the church.
closed
Friday that curbs have a resolution approved by the
ernment's poverty income level
Atlanta, cloudy
65 50
Honeycutt said Mrs. Mars told been ordered to help offset ex- executive committee of Save th*
of $3,000 a year.
Mrs. Selma Todahl
Bismarck snow .... 27 20
him Mars was working on a car
St Croix. Inc
Viet Nam.
ELEVA Wis. — Mrs. Selma The effects on the economy of in their yard when he entered pected outlays in
Boise, cloudy
36 26
The resolution sent to NSP,
Boston, rain
37 34 .38 Todahl, 71 died unexpectedly at 1964 and 1965 tax cuts have "al- the house and asked his wife to In addition , the President with copies to Gov. Karl RolChicago, cloudy .... 57 38 .47 her home at Eleva early Sunday most completely worn off ," the search for new jets for a car- faces new decisions on Viet vaag and state and federal
Cincinnati, cloudy .. 57 42 .12 morning. She had been ill for proposed resolution said.
buretor. She left the bedroom Nam and that subject is certain agencies said the plant's first
Cleveland, cloudy .. 58 45 .05 some time but apparently was
to take up much of his time.
and entered the kitchen.
unit would at times discharge
In
recommending
a
50
per
unproved.
Denver, clear
... 50 19
There will be holiday festivi- dangerous gases into the air.
Mrs,
Mars
said
she
heard
a
cent
increase
in
Social
Security
,
Des Moines cloudy . 52 33 .01 She was born Sept. 19, 1894,
shot and saw her husband fall ties, too — the lighting of the The second unit, the group said,
Detroit, cloudy
52 44 .23 at Eleva to Mr. and Mrs. Sig- benefits, federation leaders said through the bedroom door into a national Christmas tree behind "would positively pollute the
Fairbanks snow ... 15 -6 .03 vart Semingson. She was a life- the base on which Social Securi- hall. Officers found a 38-caliber the White House on Friday aft- area. " This air pollution could
Fort Worth, clear .. 65 40 .. time area resident. She was ty taxes are assessed should be revolver beside Mars, who died ernoon and a presidential party be avoided if natural gas is
Helena , cloudy
28 25 .. married to Hjalmer Todahl increased from the present $6,- en route to a hospital.
that night for White House em- used instead of high-sulphur
Honolulu clear
81 67 .. Dec. 4, 1917. at Eleva. He has 600 to $15,000 a year, suppleMrs.
Mars
said
her
daughter,
ployes.
coal . Save the St. Croix said.
mented by extra money from
Indianapolis, rain
59 40 .25 died.
was also in the house.
Sandy,
12,
the
federal
Treasury.
The
cost
Jacksonville, cloudy 75 61 .41 She was a member of Eleva
Another Klan official , Daniel
Kansas City, cloudy 51 40 .. Lutheran Church and its organ- should not be charged to future
Burros
of New York City, shot
generations
of
workers
and
emLos Angeles, clear . 60 47 .13 izations and of the American
himself
to death in Reading,
ployers,
they
declared.
Louisville cloudy .. '«1 48 .33 Legion Auxiliary.
Social Security benefits now Pa., when the New York Times
Memphis, cloudy ... 67 37 ..
Survivors are : Three sons, Or- average about $92 per month for published a story revealing his
Miami, cloudy
75 69
ville,
Holcombe Rt. 1; Laverne, a retired single worker and $137 Jewish background shortly after
Milwaukee , cloudy . 52 38
Dayton, Ohio , and Robert, Bi- for a married couple.
the committee hearings.
Mpls.-St.P snow . 4 0 29 .12 loxi, Miss.; two daughters, Mrs.
New Orleans, fog ... 75 56 .44 Norman (Viola) Berg and Mrs.
The recent 7 per cent increase care benefits under Social SecuNew York rain . . . 42 39 .24 Helen Butler, Eau Claire; 11 barely covered tbe increased rity — which do not go Into efOkla. City , cloudy .. 60 37
grandchildren; five brothers, cost of living, the federation fect until next July — should be
Omaha, cloudy
38 32
improved and extended to surCurnell, Herman, Alvin and said.
Phoenix, cloudy .... 63 45
Odin, Eleva and Peder, Eau AFL-CIO leaders said medical viving widows and children.
Ptlnd, Me., snow ... 37 26 .51 Claire, and three sisters, Mrs.
Ptlnd, Ore., fog .... 46 28
Anna Hanson Eleva, and Mrs.
Rapid City. clear . 39 21
Tillie Hanson and Mrs. Jack
St Louis, cloudy . . 58 40
^
(Nora)) Pierce , Eau Claire.
Salt Lk. City, cloudy 49 32 .23 Funeral services will be Wed- \ 1^^^ A km I^^H IIi^^l^^^MfflRVWiy^^H V
San Fran , clear ... 54 48
nesday at 2 p.m. at Eleva
Seattle, cloudy
43 34 .02 Lutheran Church, the Rev. Cal^
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fl )
S^i^il^^^^H
Washington , rain ... 50 47 .31 vin Larson officiating . Burial ) ll^i^i^ESla^l^t^SjlS^i^i^ila^V^i^^i^i^i^^^i^i^^^K
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Winnipeg, snow ... 26 22 .17 will be in Eleva Cemetery,
('
Friends may call Tuesday after 3 p.m. hnd Wednesday until
SAY ME Y
Municipal Court
11 a.m. at Kientvet-Strand Funeral Home. Eleva, and at the
WINONA
church after noon.
Forfeitures :
WITH A BAS ET
Elmer S. Rislove , Rushford,
Kulas
Joseph
I
Minn., $25 on a charge of drivm_ ^M
DODGE, Wis. (Special) —
ing 60 m.p.h. in a 40 zone on
CA
DY
AND
NUTS
Highway 43 through Hart (south- Joseph Kulas, 84, Dodge , died
bound ) Dec. 5 at 5:40 p.m. Min- 0' uremic poisoning Sunday at
The colleges arc facing rapidl y increasing enrollments
nesota Highway Patrol male 4:30 a.m. at St. Anne Hospice
nursing home, Winona. He had
every year.
the arrest.
Mrs. Nicholas J. Smith, 850 been a patient at the home
That 's the problem.
E. 4th St., $15 on a charge of since January .
Higher education needs financial help for ihe eiiuip(i
He was born Feb. 27, 1881, to (
driving with no driver 's license
)
facil ities and teachers to educate this crop of
ment,
ENGLISH
CALIFORNIA
)
at East 4th Street and Mankato Mr, and Mrs. Jacob Kulas and
lenders.
potential
attended grade school in the
Avenue Sunday noon.
's
really
our problem. Without enough leaders to
It
Dodge
area.
He
married
M
ary
Donald T. Bellman, 450 ManBerzinski
in
1908
at
Sacred
plan u»e of our resources, manpower and skills , we
kato Ave., $15 on a charge of
will go downhill.
driving in the wrong lane of Heart Church, Pine Creek, They
traffic at East Broadway and farmed in the Dodge area until
Without strong leadership we cannot niuintiu n our
Zumbro Street Sunday at 8:20 he retired,
high level in jobs, op portunities and living standards.
He was a member of Sacred
p.m, and $10 on a charge of
The colleges are doing <«//• job—Icl 'a j>cl toget her on
driving with an expired driv- Heart Parish and Sacred Heart
the problem, (live to the college ol " your choice.
er's license at Broadway and Society. He was a former trusCarimona Street at the same tee of the church and director ( FRESH, MOIST, PITTED
WIS. WHITE or ftUSSET
I
of the State Bank of Dodge .
time.
Survivors are: His wife ;
College Is America's best friend
Mrs. John R. Blank, 62, 677 E
Sanborn St., pleaded guilty to- three sons, Joseph Jr., Dodge,
day In municipal court to a and James and Florenty, Winoriitillstiodsi ¦public ttrvlc* to CAoptnllofl wltti Th« AdvtilM*| t f *Sl fry
charge of shoplifting at the S.S. na; two daughters, Mrs. Ed, Ihi Council lot Financial Mil to Education ind th* ftW^jX
Council
(Altrude)
Kleinschrnidt
Kresge store , 51 W. 3rd St., Sat- ward J.
N«wipip*[ Adv*rtliln| tKKutivot Atsucution .
)
v*WV
urday at 2:15 p.m. She paid a nnd Mrs. A. Grant (Lillian
$35 fine imposed hy Judge John Burleigh , Wlnonu; 13 grandM
D. McGill as the alternative to children, and two brothers, Lar12 days in jail.
ry and Dominic E., Dodge.
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Who'll put this college
program together?

Yince Plays Hunch, Hornung Scores 5 Times
Sayers Punches
49ers All A lone

DEJECTED AFTER 2~ -7 LOSS TO VIKINGS

Gilmer Raps Team for Letting Down

Though he not so much the passing.
"We were showing some im- l switches.
DETROIT . AP *
Rookies Tom Nowatzke, a
could have Warned the rain and I "A team
provement
in our last few
's passing should have
fullback , aj id end John Hendera sloppy field for his team s
games
but
we
slipped
back
as
son started for the Lions but
poor showing Detroit Lioii™ * the advantage under these conCoach Ham Gilmer instead ditions , Gilmer pointed out. ; far as we could go today," he j neither showed much because of
took a slap al the players.
! Thf way thev keep changing, j lamented . "We were kicked in; the Lions lack of offense.
"It was hist a matter of one 1 tho ball now . it's not hard to; i the pants Trorn both ends (of- i' The Lions picked up 29 yards
i fense and defense) and didn 't do rushing and 106 through the air.
team wanting to play and an- '. thro w or catch .
'
a thing ahout it .
,
j Minnesota had 75 on the ground
other not .'" Gilmer wiid after the
' And a receiver has a better
Lions lost a 29-7 decision to the chance to move than a mani I "It's just the natural thing ' and 199 passing.
Minnesota Vikings Sunday.
; trying to keep his footing whilei i when you start talking about Tom Myers came in at quarterMost of the pame vva.s played trying to defend against^ him. "' ( trying different players at back in th« last quarter and Ed
"I'm talking; in general teams; |differen t positions. No one Sharockman intercepted his secin a steadv rain wh ich kept Ihe
field muddy . and hampered the now . not about my team ," Gil-¦ |plays,"
ond passing attempt and rerunning game of ench team if i mer said disgustedly.
He referred to some lineup turned it 40 yards for the final
—v—

Petersen Point
Production Off
By BOB JUNGHANS
Daily News Sports Writer
There have been some
worried looks around Winona State College basketball
circles in the last week. And
the No . 1 question that has
brought on the furrowed
brows is. "What's happened
to Gary Petersen "?"'
But one of the worried
faces doesn 't belong to Warrior coach Bob Campbell
Petersen, normally one of
Winon a's highest point producers , has scored only 22
points in the last three Warrior contests, far short of
his usual average.
Campbell has an explanation for the dropoff, however, and he doesn't expect
it to last long.
"It's true Gary isn't scoring, " said Campbell, "but
the reason is the shift back
to a guard spot. He's setting
up tne offense and setting
up shots for the others instead of being set up himself .
"We don't feel it will continue, We think he will start
to contribute when he gets
used to the moves as a
guard. It's just a matter of
time."
Petersen played guard his
freshman year at Winona
State, but was switched to
forward his sophomore year.
He has been in the corner

ever since until a week ago
when . the Warriors played
Loras.
Tonight, Petersen will be
al guard again when Winona
entertains Hamline University in a 7:30 p.m. game at
Memorial Hall.
The Warriors will be gunning for their third victory
in eight outings , trying to
rebound from a 104-80 beating at the hands of South
Dakota State Saturday night.
"We just ran into a good,
hot shooting team." said

GARY PETERSEN
"Newcomer" at Guard

Campbell of Winon a 's loss
at the hands of the Jackrabbits. "We did a pretty
decent job in spots but not
straight through.
"I was more than pleased
with the way (Mel ) Homuth
came off the bench and
scored 20 points, and also
with ( Bill) Werner. And we
still have (J. D.) Barnette
when he's well . The depth
appears to be coming
around ."
These three will be on the
bench and ready for reserve
duty tonight as Campbell
plans to stick with the same
lineup he has used in the
last two outings.
Dave Meisner will team
with Petersen at guards,
with 6-4 Tim Anderson, 6-6
Mike Jeresek and 6-7 Charlie
Neal in the front line.
Neal, a freshman from St.
Paul Central, will be playing
against a former teammate
tonight in the person of 6-2
Ron Larson. Larson is a
freshman on the Hamline
squad and is one of the
Pipers' first line reserves.
Hamline is in much the
same situation as Winona
in the terms of height and
experience, The Pipers play
two freshmen, a sophomore,
one junior and a senior. Bob
Kramer, a 6-4S sophomore , is
one of two returning starters

Houston in
82-57 Rout
Of Badgers

HOUSTON, Tex. Wl - The
Houston Cougars ripped off 15
straight points in a three-minute span early in their encounter with the University of Wisconsin and raced away for an
82-57 basketball victory Saturday night.
The Badgers lost the ball on
thefts five times and had six
shots blocked during the siege
of futility.
Wisconsin , its record lowered
to 1-2, returned home soundly
whipped and went through a
Sunday afternoon workout to
try to prepare for its Big Ten
opener at Madison against Illinois Tuesday.
It was the Cougars' first victory in four games.
Houston led 10-9 when the
Cougars suddenly clawed Wisconsin with the 15-point outburst. Leary Lentz contributed
eight points toward building the
margin to 25-9 before Mike Carlin finally counted a field goal
for the Badgers.
Six-foot-nine Elvin Hayes
blocked the six shots himself.
Don Cruse stole the ball from
Wisconsin three times.
Houston surged on to open a
24-point lead before Wisconsin
trimmed ft to 49-34 at the half
behind the efforts of Carlin,
Mark Zubor and Dave Roberts.
Carlin was high for Wisconsin
with 12 points. Zubor, Roberts
and Ken Barnes each contributed 10.

Vikings' score.
The Lions penetrated Minnesota territory but two times in
the game.
Vikings ' Coach Norm Van
Brocklin came to the defense of
his former assistant and chided
the Detroit fans.
"If the people don 't quit booing the Lions, they'll never play
well. That booing takes the heart
VIKINGS
(Continued on Page 15)

SPEAKING OF FINAL GAME

Shula: Doesn f
Matter Much '

BALTIMORE t*l - "As racked up as we
are, I don't think it really matters " what
happens in the final National Football League
games, Coach Don Shula of the Baltimore
Colts said after the Green Bay loss.
That was after he first said stoutly, "We
still have a glimmer and have to go out
and win Saturday" at Los Angeles. Then
the Packers would have to lose the next day
at San Francisco for the Colts to recapture
the Western Conference title.
But when Shula thought of the injury jinx
which has descended in force on the Colts,
he shuddered. They may even have to play
Los Angeles without an experienced professional quarterback .
Gary Cuozzo, trying to fill in for John
Unit as, suffered a slight left shoulder separation early in the second half against Green
Bay Sunday. He returned to direct two touchdown drives in the last quarter , but a decision is awaited on whether he should play
the last game.
If not, then halfback Tom Matte steps
in with only slight game experience at quarterback. He was in for one series against
Green Bay and moved the Colts 34 yards
by running. He then missed on two parses
and the next was intercepted.
Offensive tackle Bob Vogel also came up
with an injured ankle and flanker Jimmy
Orr had to be replaced for a spell by Alex
Hawkins.

Wiltgen Looks Augsburg
For Director Cops Easy

By GARY EVANS
Daily News Sports Editor
The search is on at St. Mary 's College.
Ken Wiltgen needs a take-charge guy to direct his
basketball team.
"More than anything else , 1 realize now how much we
miss (graduated captain , Mike) Maloney out there ," said
the Redmen coach , who Saturday watched his team falter
W5-C1 to Gustavus Adolphus in its first MIAC start.
The Gusties , probabl y to insure no further injury to
guard Phil Rogosheskes' ankle , came out in a surprise /.one
defense. Then when Rogosheske left for a rest , the Gusties
went rnan-to-inan"Thcir zone surprised me ," explained Wiltgen , "and
I' m sure it surprised the players because we certainly didn 't
handle it. But wc didn 't handle the man-to-mnn cither. We
showed we hadn 't played aga inst it.
"They bottled up Roger (Pytlewski ) and he didn t shake
loose, lt makes a difference when you haven't anyone to set
things up and run them. "
Now the question is , how severe were St. Mary 's title
KKDMKN
(Continued on Page 15)
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Ordell Braase was back at end and Don
Shinnick at linebacker on defense for the first
time in several games. "They hung in there,
but . . ." commented Shula,
Most of the dressing room talk after the
42-27 victory by Green Bay was about a Cuozzo call at the end of the first half .
With second down on the Packer two,
he tried to lob a pass to fullback Jerry Hill.
Linebacker Da-ve Robinson intercepted , ran to
the other 10 and the Packers scored.
The Colts were trailing only 14-13 at the
time.
"It was a bad decision on Gary's part,"
said Shula. It was a gamble and he didn 't
have to. He should have just rammed it in
there."
Cuozzo himself defended the call. "It
was just bad execution, " he said.
Shula blamed the defense , particularly in
letting Paul Hornung loose for two touchdown
passes, more than the offense for the loss.
"There is no way to excuse it, the defense
just blew it," he said.
In the first period , Hornung was all by
himself in taking a pass and running it over
for a 50-yard play. In the last quarter , when
the Colts had pulled to within 35-27, Hornung
caught a 15-yard pass , broke away from a
tackier and ran 50 more yards for another
touchdown.
"If you don 't .cover a guy it's not hard
for him to get into the end zone,'' Shula said
disgustedly.
Statistics
_.
_.
Flr»».down*

Rushing yardage
Passing yardage
Passes
Passes Intercepted by
Punts
Fumbles loif

Yards penalized

Packer!
u
144
2JJ
10-17
J
S-44
i

......... u

Colli
JJ

74
1J»
jo-41
I
4-35
I

ern Division stretch run. A d»fensive gem by Robinson, however , provided the momentum
as the Packers all but shattered
Baltimore 's title hopes.
The loss dropped the Colts
one-half game behind Green
Bay and one-half length ahead
of Chicago, which stayed aliv«
by smashing San Francisco 6120 as rookie flash Gale Sayers
bolted for six touchdowns. The
Packers can wrap it up by beating the 49ers in next Sunday's
finale, regardless of how th«
Baltimore-Los Angeles and Chicago-Minnesota games turn out.
The Rams upended Cleveland's E a s t e r n Conference
champions 42-7; the Vikings
beat Detroit 23-7; the New York
Giants topped "Washington 27-10
and the Philadelphia Eagles
trounced Pittsburgh 47-13 in
Sunday's other games. Dallas
whipped St. Louis 27-13 Saturday.
Robinson , a third - year pro
from Penn State , came up with
the big play for Green Bay in
the final minute of the first half.
The Johnny Unitas-Iess Colts
trailed 14-13 but were driving
for a go-ahead touchdown behind reserve quarterback Gary
Cuozoz. With the ball on the
Green Bay 2, Cuozzo dropped
back and lofted a flat pass in
the direction of fullback Jerry
Hill.
But Robinson, anticipating the
pass, drifted to his left, reached
up and picked it off — ' then
raced 87 yards to the Baltimore
10. Bart Starr fired a TD pass to
Boyd Dowler on the next play,
boosting the Packers' halftime
bulge to 21-13 and Hornung
picked up the pieces.
The three-time NFL scoring
king ran for three touchdowns
and tallied on 50 and 65-yard
pass-run plays from Starr. The
over-all performance gave Hornung a club record for TDs in a
sin gle game.
Until Lombard! gave him the
green light against the Colts,
Hornung had scored only three
touchdowns and had lost his
starting job to Elijah Pitts, "It
was a hunch — but Hornung's a
pressure pl ayer," the coach
said of his decision to start the
eight-year veteran Sunday.
With Unitas on crutches —
result of a mangled-kneeinflicted by the blitzing Bears last
weekend — and Cuozzo slowed
by a shoulder injury in the second half , the Colts' attack
couldn 't keep pace with Hornung and Starr , who completed
10 of his 17 pass attempts for 222

17

PACKERS
(Continued on Page 15)

MIAC Win

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Defending champion Augsburg
launched its Minnesota Intercollegiate Athletic Conference
basketball season with a onesided win over Concordia Saturday night , while Gustavus Adolphus and St John's also claimed
wins in their league debuts.
Augsburg led by Ed Nixon 's
24 points , zoomed to a 48-33 halftime lead cn route to its 95-73
win over the Cobbers. Bob Limey had 14 for Concordia.
GustavuN. pegged as a leading
title threat , beat back a late
rally to subdue St . Mary 's 6fifil The Gusties led 3B-24 at
halftime but St . Mary 's tied the
game at 56-nll with 4:5C left. Bill
Loumann had 25 counters and.
Al White 18 for Gustavus. Tom
Keenan tossed in 25 for the
Hodmen.
St. John 's survived a lute
scare to ton Hamline 7IMW. Tom
Melancon collected 17 points anrl
Hob Thibedea u 15 for the winners. For Hamline , Al Frost had
20 and Dave Poison 16.
Mncalester ol the MIAC dropped ait SI-76 decision to St. Olaf
of the Midwest Conference. And
Winon a fell lo South Dakot H
State HM-HO.
Bem idji and Mankato of the
North ern Intercollegiate Conference split agnlnst non-league
foes

¦
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PAUL HORNUNG
Golden Boy Struts

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Vince
Lombardi's hunch
turned Paul Hornung loose on a
live-touchdown spree to- Sunday 's National Football League
power struggle at Baltimore but
it was a right guess by Green
Bay linebacker Dave Robinson
that turned the corner for the
Packers.
Hornung, given a reprieve by
Coach Lombard! after languishing on the bench for two weeks,
responded with an offensive
binge that vaulted Green Bay
past the crippled Colts 42-27 and
into the lead in the NFL's West-

Tlie i II in b <' r jacks piu'layctt
superior height into a 105-lKi win
over Northland at Ashland , Wis .
Dave Odoitanrd hud 2!l points
and '23 rebounds Norm Mnnsnlle
hit :>ll points and grabbed 2r> rehoumls am 1 Murk I'arlin added
it points to (lie Heiindji attack .
Jim llanraliim hanged 30 points
anil Bob llammnii 27 lor Ash litml

Mnn lwito led until the final 11(1
¦seconds before .succumbing ta
Morning sidi* (>7-iif> . .lolui Vermilyeu 's free throw with eight seconds U'ft won it after Mankato
led :i7-:>» al halfti me. The Maroons, who mt 13 of ).| ^ifl losses,
were pueed by Vcnuillye a 's 15
points. Dung Hurt meshed 20 for
I ihe lowers.

C01JT SCORE . . . Halfback Lennie
Moore, 24 , of the Baltimore Colts drives into
the end zone for a touchdown in the second quarter Sunday against the Green Bay
Packers in Baltimore. Green Bay won, 42-27,
to put off a decision on the western division

championship in the National Football League
another week. Identifiable players are : Green
Bay-Willie Wood, 24; Lee Roy Caffey , 60;
and Lionel Aldridge , 82. Colts—Bob Vogel,
72, and Raymond Berry , 82. (AP Photofax)

Travenio (Who He?)
Is Chargers Big Star

By TDK ASSOCIATED lMtKSS
The San Die/jo Chargers have
wrapped up their third consecutive West ern Division title in the
American Football League, and
there 's little doubt that a key
but overlooked factor has been
Herb Travenio — the post man
for whom they Imd to ring
twice,
Paul Lowe becuine the first
two-tim e l ,(XX)-yiirrJ ground Rainer in AFL history unci Keith
Lincoln , Lnncc Alworth und
John Hurl' played their usual
roles for u.e Chargers. Hut it
was Tiavc.ilo who provided the
crucial point.s with his place
kickin g in Sunday 's title-clknehing :i7-2(i victory «v<ir stubborn
Houston.

The Oilers led 19-14 in the I— for Travenio, a 34-year-old!
third period when Travenio was third-year pro who skipped colput to work , He kicked a 32-yord lege, refined his football knowfield goal , then came back early
in the fourth quarter nnd kicked how in the U.S. Marines and
a 12-yarder thnt put the Charg- was found by the Chargers
ers abend 20-19. The Oilers , working in the local post office .
however , quickly regained the
lead 2(5-20 on George Blanda 's Travenio caught on with Sun
third touchdown pass.
Diego last season but eventually
But the Chargers pounced was also dropped by the Chargbark again, moving 7f> yards ers and went back to his postbefore Hadl plunged a foot for office job When injuries depletthe tying points Travenio added ed San Diego's kicking corps
tho conversion /or a 27-26 lend , this season , the Chargers rang
and followed minutes later with for the postman again.
another 32 yard field goal that
Travenio hub responded with
put It out of Houston's reach.
37 conversions without a miss
Avll things considered It was a
AFI,
most successful day - and it's
( Continued on Page IS)
been a most successful season
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Who's Going to Be ot Top of Pack?

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
There are plenty of pretenders today for the title of national
collegiate basketball champion
Which appears shaky in the
grasp of UCLA.
Heading the list are the Duke
Blue Devils with Bob Verga and
Jack Maring who routed the
two-time national champions on
successive nights last Friday
and Saturday, 82-66 and 94-75.
Right behind are All-America
Cazzie Russell and the Michigan Wolverines , ranked second
to UCLA in last week's Associated Press poll.
Then there's St. Joseph's of
Philadelphia , Vanderbilt , Minnesota. Kansas , Providence ,

YOU COULDN'T TELL . . . Minnesota
Vikings back Fran Tarkington is the player
In trouble here as he is attacked by Lions
players in the fourth quarter of the game at
Detroit Sunday and was thrown for a loss.

VIKINGS

(Continued from Page 14)
ovt ot a team , you know ," he
said. "They've got themselves
quite a fellow and quite a coach
in Gilmer."
The Vikings wrapped things
nrp early in snapping their fourgame losing streak and posting
their first victory ever in Tiger
Stadium.
Quarterback Fran Tarkenton
threw touchdown passes of 15
yards to Paul Flatley and two
yards to Phil King in the second
quarter after Fred Cox booted
a pair of field goals in the first
quarter.
The Vikings got a safety In
the opening minutes when the
Detroit punter stepped out of
bounds in the end zone before
getting off his kick.

The game was played in a rain storm a_nd
by game's end all the players looked alike
—muddy. The Vikings wore white uniforms to
start, the Lions, blue. Minnesota won the
game 29-7. (AP Photofax)

Jan Wieczorek

Rifles 198-546

Jan Wieczorek fired 198-151197—546 to pace her Four Aces
team to 797—2,179 in the Westgate Bowl Jack and Queens
League Sunday.
That also was the best effort
by a city bowler.
Joe Cierzan totaled 201-198153—552 for first-round champion Rockets.

Complete Game,
It was 15-0 before the Lions But No Winner
scored. Tarkenton guided the 74

yards to paydirt after the Icons'
tally with 1:55 left in the half.
A 40-yard pass to tight end
Gordie Smith carried to the 2,
from where Tarkenton connected with King. Both passes came
after deceptive fake handoffs into the line.
Van Brocklin said the Vikings
played their most aggressive
game of the year. "We got a
lot of offensive momentum in
the early moments of the game
and we really moved the ball
on them."
He admitted the victory erased the pangs of a bitter 31-29
loss to the Lions in the waning
seconds of an earlier game.
'They stole that game from us
...or maybe I should say we
gave it to them."
King led all ball carriers with
46 yards in 12 carries. Fullback
Bill Brown, Minnesota 's leading
ground gainer, was held to mius two yards in three attempts.
The victory lifted Minnesota ,
67, into fifth place in the Western Division past the Lions. Detroit , now 5-7-1, is winless in its
last five games.
The Vikings conclude the 1965
campaign next Sunday at Chicago.

AFL

(Continued from Page 14)
and 17 of J» field goal attempts
for 88 points — tops on the team
and fourth nest in the league.
While the Chargers were
wrapping up their fifth title In
the six-year history of the
league, Eusterii champion Buffalo whipped Kansas City 34-25,
Oakland clinched the runner-up
apot In the West by downing
New York 24-14 and Boston defeated Denver 28-20.
Travenio s 12-yard field goal
came at the end of a fi2-yard
drive in which Lowe picked up
38 yards. Hadl then passed 22
yards to Lincoln and rushed for
46 yards himself in a 76-yard
drive that wound up with Travenio's conversion putting San
Diego ahead to stay. Jim Warren 's Interception set up Travenio'g final field goal.
Lowe, who scored the last San
Diego touchdown in a 15-yard
jaunt , rushed for 99 yards In 19
carries and brought hit groundgaining total for the year to 1,C8» - within 10 yards of the
league record set by Oak I and'a
Clem DnnHs in I IKi:i . Lowe, who
gained 1 ,010 vards in 11)63, has
one game remaining before the
Dec. 26 championship game
against Buffalo
The Bills tuned up with Jack
Kemp firing three touchdown
passes — 66 and 13 to Bo Roher*on and 48 to Kd Uutkowski —
«nd Pete? (Jotfolak ki cking two
field goals

Small Engine
Service s Repair
p#»t . Economical
BAQD BROSIf l/DD STOR E
S76 S. 4th St. Phont 400»

DURAND - Team's belonging to the Bi-State Conference
keep running into these funny
situations.
First the lights went out at
Rollingstone midway through a
basketball game. Now they
have a completed game with no
winner.
Sunday, Lima Sacred Heart
and La Crosse Holy Cross seminary battled through 32 minutes of basketball. When it
was all over the score on the
scoreboard read Holy Cross 57,
Lima 56. But when the scorekeepers checked the scorebooks
it came out Lima 56, Holy Cross
55.
Usually the official scorebook,
not the scoreboard, is the final word. But just to make
sure, the two schools were going to contact the secretary of
the Wisconsin Interscholastic
Athletic Association for an official ruling.

REDMEN

hopes hurt by the opening game loss?
"Naturally everytime you lose it hurts," said Wiltgen,
"but I really don 't feel it means that much. We've got 15
more to play, and I figure a team with two or three losses
will win it. "Unfortunately, we have one already."
There were some bright spots in the loss. Wiltgen learned
of added depth in the person of Mankato sophomore Tom
Keenan.
Starting in the place of the ailing Jim Buffo , Keenan
most nearly approached the take-charge aspect as he scored
25 points — 12 of those in a 15-point spree that saw St. Mary 's
close the first-half gap from 17-5 to 22-20.
"It seem s funny, " said Wiltgen , "the guy 's starting his
first game. He's got every right to be nervous and hesitant.
But he wasn 't , the other guys were."
Then, too, St. Mary 's learned it will have to tak e a
brushup course on how to play against the man-to-man .
"We don 't feel they beat us," assessed tbe coach. "We"
beat ourselves. Defensively, we were all right , but our offense
just didn 't do anything. 1'
And it is a safe bet that the Redmen will make sev eral
attempts to correct that before traveling to Decorah , Iowa,
for a bout with Luther Friday night .

LOCAL SCHOOLS South Dakota Slata IM, Wlnon* suit

so.

Oustavus M, St. Mary' 41.
*
WASIOJAClaremont It, Weil Concord 4».
Hayfield 75, Wanamingo e2.
Byron 40, Dodga Center 35.
Pine Island 56, Dover-Eyota 45.
OTHER SCHOOLSWindorn 71, Northfield 61.
¦
looming Prairie 43, Faribault 41.
Superior 81, Eau Clalra Memorial 71.
Eau Claire Regit 61, Wisconsin Rapids
Assumption 51.
Marshfield Columbui H, Chippewa Falls
McDonell 54.
Milwaukee Lincoln fl, Milwaukee Wett
it.
Platteville 54, Prairie du Chlen 45.
Shawano 64, Cllntonwllle 59 (OT).
Stevens Point Pacelli 74, La Crosse
Aquinas 51.

Minnesota Colleges!

ffouf
•Utfevllle
Oahkath
River Palls

La Creue

Stavani "alnl
Rau Clalra
Whitewater

ivaarlar

,.. » l ,ua

1 1 .131
t 1 W
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MONDAY' S SCMROULR
Carroll at Whitewater.
• au Clalra at Besthel.
TURIOAV-' tCHROULR
Northland at lucMrlsr.
THURSDAY"* lCHIOUia
Whitewater at Rlvai r"illi.
La Croaia at luparlar.
Oehkoeh at Haul,
Ireveni Point at lau Clalra.
SATURDAY'S SCHIOUl.ll
Plattaville al La Crow*.
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By THE ASSOCIATED PIW588
Stout lout two starters In
¦
basketball brawl Saturday
night but rallied to overcome Stevens Point 74-M
and retain « slim hold at
the ton of the Wisconsin
State University Conference
¦landings as (he Blue Devils
prepare for a showdown
with Oshkosli.
Stout will pit its 44) mark

W. L. T. PT OF OA
Montreal ... . ... 14 4 4 31 15 45
Chicago
13 7 1 11 14 51
Detroit
10 f 4 14 10 64
rorohto
. : . . . . 1 10 4 10 53 65
..
.
Mew York . . . 5 11 7 17 64 13
Boston
5 14 1 13 51 101
6 SATURDAY'S RESULT
I
SATURDAY 'S RESULTS
Montreal 7, Chicago 1.
Toronto 8, Boston 1,
Detroit 4, New York 1.
SUNDAY'S RESULTS
Montreal 5, Chicago X
Toronto 1, New York I (tie).
Detroit 5, Boston 1.
TODAY'S GAMES
No games scheduled.
TUESDAY'S GAMES
No games scheduled.

hi WSUC play against the
Titans ' 3-0 slate Thursday
night at Menomonie , Platteville , third member of the
current unbeaten triumvirate, faces a less imposing
foe Saturday as the Pioneers, also 3-0, meet La
Crosse .
Oshkosh ripped lClvcr
Falls 7B-60 Saturday ralfiht
und Platteville slopped winless Superior 1)7-75. Defending champion La Crosse
whipped Whitewater 80-fiii in
the other WSUC cont est
while Eau Claire went outside the conference to lose
127-106 to St. Norbert.
Stout's Willie While and
James Conley were ejected
along with Stevens Point's
Howard Ochs after a slugging match late in the first
half when Ihe Blue D*vlls
led 2:1-20. The Pointers edged ahead 2»-2fl by hnltt Irne,
hut Stout outhcored Stevens
Point 46-27 L11 the second

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Jean Beliveau's quick stick
has brought a stream of daylight to the top of the National
Hockey League where Montreal
enjoys a four-point lead today
after completing a weekend
sweep of second-place Chicago.
But for stirring things up, how
about Detroit Manager-Coach

Michiga n rebounded from its
Wichita defeat by beating San
Francisco 96-78 with Russell
getting his career high 45
points. All but 10 of these came
in the second ha If as Cazzie
turned a close game at Chicago
Stadium into a rout. The Wolverines are idle this week and
are looking ahead to their meeting with Duke next week.
Duquesne beat Miami of Ohio
64-60 to win the Steel Bowl at
Pittsburgh Saturday. Tennessee
State took the K . of C. Tourney
at Portland , Ore., by whipping
Idaho 104-9.1.
Duke, paced by Verga ' s 22
points and Marin 's 23, at one
time opened a 24-point lead over

UCLA at 70-4«, While that game
at Charlott e wasn 't exciting
there were several close finishes.
Ron Hobson 's basket in tht
last second gave Tennessee;
Tech a 79-77 victory over Cani slus. Nebraska 's Nate Branch
tipped in a rebound to give the
Cornhuskers a 70-68 victory over
California. Tommy Campbell's
20-foot jump shot at the final
buzzer gave Bradley an 81-flO
squeeze over Oklahoma and
Stan Felsinger's fou r fre»
throws in the last minute gave
Columbia an upset 69-68 victory
over Cornell .

Michigan Tech,
Michigan Crush
Canadian Teams

By THE ASSOCIATED PREvSS
Howe, playing in his 20th NfHL Defending champion Michiseason at the age of 37, scored gan Tech and Michigan crushed
the 15th hat trick of his fabulous Canadian opponents while Michcareer as the Wings whacked igan State dumped Denver in
Boston 5-3. In Sunday 's other Western College Hockey Associgame , New York and Toronto ation play Saturday night.
played to a 1-1 tie that extended
Beliveau and a series of pen- the Rangers' winless string to 10 Tech , also defending NCAA
titlist routed Manitoba 13-2 to
alties did the job on the Black games.
( sweep a two-game series from
Hawks.
The veteran Montreal star
On Saturday, Detroit downed the defending Canadian college
scored the winning goal in Sat- New York 4-2, Toronto routed champs. The Huskies, now 7-0,
urday night's 2-1 victory with Boston 8-3 and Montreal nipped got three goals from Jerry Bumbacco.
less than four minutes to play the Hawks 2-1.
while two Black Hawks cooled Howe, playing on a line with Bob Baird , Barry MacDonald
their skates in the penalty box . Norm Ullman, who led the NHL and Mel Wakabayaski scored
Then Beliveau and Yvan with 42 goals last year , and Alex two goals apeice to pace MichiCournoyer scored two goals Delvecchio, ran his career total gan over McMaster's 10-3. Tho
apiece Sunday in Montreal's 5-3 to 608 with his three goals Canadians' goalie, John Young,
triumph and , on two of the against the Bruins.
made 67 saves and received
goa ls, the Cartadiens again en- Abel teamed the trio two credit for an assist when h»
joyed a two-man power play weeks ago and the Red Wings blocked a shot and passed to
advantage.
haven 't lost since.
Mike Ker, who scored.

Sid Abel , who teamed two of the
NHL' s best players with a third
named Gordie Howe on one line
and now finds his club in the
midst of a seven-game winning
streak?

Dover-Eyota
Maimer) Win

DOVER , Minn. — DoverEyota High School lost only two
matches in posting a 38-10 wrestling victory over Goodhue Saturday night. Randy Clark, Dave
Ihrke , Dennis Jacobson and
Dave Nessler all recorded pins
for the victorious Eagles.

M—Jack Henry (DE) dec. Ron Ryan
(G) 11-1; IOJ—Curt Mayer (DE) d*c.
Bruce Albert 16) 51: 113—Randy Clark
(DE) p. Jim Klttleson (S) 1:30; 110—
Lyle Lawrence (DE; dec. Arlo Kehren
(G) a-l; 117—Tim Bowman (DE ) dec.
Len Albers 10) e-1; 1U—Qeno Paul
(C) p. Chuck Boesen (DE) 4:57 ; US—
Dave Ihrke (DE) p At Holm (Ol 3:55;
Mi—Ross Clark (06) dec. Bill ReXie (G)
5-0; 154—Jerry Loltus (DE) dec. Roger
O'Reilly (G) 10-3. US—Dennis Jacobson
(OE) p. Dick Collins (G) 3:51; 175Oavt Nessler (OE) p. Al Rusctie (G)
:41; Hwt.—Neil Stenlund (O) won by
forfeit

Sports
Calendar

'

PACKERS

(Continued from Page 14)

yards. Cuozzo hit on 20 of 38 for
212 yards and one touchdown.
Sayers shocked San Francisco
with a one-man show that set a
¦
single-game NFL mark of 336
WHITEHALL MATMEN WIN yards rushing, receiving and
WHITEHALL , Wis. - White- reluming kicks. His six touchhall High School wrestlers re- downs gave him a total of 21 for
corded pins in the final three the year — one more than the
matches to give the Norsemen league record set by Baltia come from behind 33-19 Dairy- more's Lenny Moore last season
land Conference wrestling vic- and matched by Cleveland's
tory over Auguet a Inst week. Jim Brown this year.
The rookie from Kansas carried nine times for 11,1 yards,
caught two pa.ssea for 89 and
returned five kicks for 134 , topping by five yards Ihe mark set
by Wally Triplet! of Detroit
against Los Angeles in 1950.
Sayers scored on an 80-yard
screen pass from Rudy Bukich ,
an 84-yard punt return and
jaunts of 1, 7, 21 nnd 50 yards
from scrimmage. That brought
point total to
half to turn the game into his , league-leading
two short of the rookie rec12fi
a rout.
ord established in 1950 by the
Oshkosh jumped to a 16-4 Lions' DoJik Walter.
lend against River Falls and
Roman Gabriel sparked the
never let the Falcons get Rums' upsot. of Cleveland by
within five points afler that , tossing five TD pusses and! runJohn Lollensuck led the Ti- ning for a sixth score. The
tans wilh 24 points ,
l-Uni.N held Jim Brown to 20
Platteville got 24 points yards in l,'l carries while winfrom jC luy Gust and 22 from ning their third In a row. TomKen Sprugue in socking Su- my McDonald caught three Gaperior by a 22 point margin. briel scoring strikes on plays
The Yellowjuck ets 5-fool-5 t hut covered 4H , 42 and 43 yards.
all-WSUC Nlur , Jim Scvnls ,
Karl Mornil lilt Homer Jones
hit 26 points.
with a pair of nroring bombs,
Stun Johnson of Eau good for 74 and Tl yards , in the
Claire sank 14 of 20 floor (ilants ' victory nt Washington ,
shot s and 15 of 17 free which kept them In second place
throw* for a sensational 43- in tho Kiisl , The Giants can
point performance , but St. clinch a berth in the NFL PlayNorbert used balanced scor- off Bowl at Miami if they get by
ing in running up a uchool U II II HH next .Sunday,
record of 127 points in its
Philadelphia defenders intorvictory ,
cupted nine Pittsburgh passes,
running three hack for touchThis week is the final
round of WSUC play before downs , in the KHfjlcs ' one-sided
teams take a holiday horn vietory , The loss wns No. II for
iiitrHconference action until t he Stealers in i% games , their
worst record In 2.1 yean.
Jan . 3.

Stout Wins Game. Fight
Is Draw-Boxers Thumbed
All
Oamai
can'.
W. L. »>c1. W, L.
.. . 4 * l.oaa i •
3 0 1.900
I 1
« l
1 • LOW
] l
1 1 .IH

NHI ,

Colo. State U. 14, Ariz. State U. 41.
Nevada If, Miami, Fla. 79.
TODAY
Utah 95, St. Mary 's 51.
BXSK0TBALLArizona 61, Arizona Slate College St.
Wlnsna State vs. Hamline, Memorial
Montana State 74, Seattle 73.
Hall, 7:M p.m.
Fresno State 109, Sacramento State 71.
FRIDAY
Conzaga 64, East. Montana 46.
BASKETBALL—
Denver 98, Calif. State 70.
Wlnont High vs. Rochester, I p.m.
Cotter at Rochester Lourdis.
TOURNAMENTS
SI. Mary 's al (.ulnar.
STEEL BOWL WRESTLINCWlnone High at Rochester.
Championshlp
SWIMMING—
Duquesne 44 , Miami 60.
Rochester vs. Winona High, Winona
Consolation
High pool, itM p.m.
Pittsburgh 45, George Washington If.
KNIGHT! OF COLUMBUS Championship
Tennessee State 104, Idaho 93.
Consolation
Portland 76, Pordham 45,
Augsburg 95, Concordia 71.
SI. John 's 71, Hamline 63.
St. Olaf ll, Macalester 74.
Atarnlngside 47, Mankato 44,
Bemldll 105, Northland, Wis. 94.

ferred to Duke 's upset on the
road by South Carolina last
Monday and could have included Michigan 's road defeat by
Wichita last Wednesday.
UCLA will be back home in
Los Angeles this week ready to
show there's a lot of life in the
old boy yet. The unbeaten Kansas Jayhawks , 5-ti and No. 7 in
The AP poll , get Ihe chance Friday to test their championship
aspirations. On Saturday the
Cincinnati Bea rcats will get
their whack at the Bruins.
Kansas knocked St. John 's of
New York from the unbeaten
ranks 61-55 Saturday while Cincinnati humbled South Dakota
112-66.

Beliveau's Quick Stick
Brings Daylight at Top

Basketball
Scores

In the Westgate Kings and
Queens League, Ken Johnson of
Colleges
Angels -winged his way to 210—
592. Marv Schultz of Vaughn- EAST
Army 76, NYU It.
Mlynczak posted 223—564 in a S*. Bonlventure «, Xavler, Ohla 71.
Carolina 42, Penn 3».
sub role. Jokers hit 798 and So.
State 65, Villanova 5*.
Cherry Pickers 2,296 behind Oregon
Boston College to, Conn. 74,
192-146-166—504 from B e 11 e Rutgers 92, Colgate 12.
Columbia 4t, Cornell 61.
Kram.
rale 61, Holy Cross 61.
P rovident* 101, SI. Fran., N.Y. 10.
Art Hooper converted the 6-7- Temple
st, Gettysburg 45.
10 and Sonia Buck cracked a Mew Hamp. VI, Bates 71.
Maine «», Vermont 67 (OT).
128 triplicate.
MICWEST —
Bev Biltgen did it again In Michigan *6, San Francisco 71. .
S-t. Louis SI, Missouri 55.
the Hal-Rod High School Girls Maryland
61, Kansas Slate 57.
circuit. Miss Biltgen shot 167- Iowa 66, Drake 60.
Purdue
14,
Butler 77.
183-167—517 for Alley Gators.
Illinois t6, W. Virginia 14.
Tigerettes totaled 708—2,C93.
St. Joseph, Pa. n, Bowling Green 55.
Slate n, Notre Dame it.
WESTGATE BOWL : Guyt Michigan
Cincinnati 111, s. Dakota 66.
and Dolls — Bill Streng's 214— Loyola, III.. 96, Ohio U. 74.
41, St. John's NY. 55.
588 paced Streng-Kuhlman to Kansas
Dayton 90, Middle Tenn. 6).
2,252. Schmitz-Lica, the first Syracuse 100, Kent State 16.
Wichita 17, Colorado (1.
half champion, totaled 793.
State College of Iowa 74, Klrkivllle,
Mo. 70.
Junior Boys — Tom Kramer's
Washburn 66, Yankton 61.
188 led Team II to 702. Tom Michigan Tech 91, Northwood to.
Grant posted 442 for Team III Oshkosh 76, River Falls 60.
Platteville »7, Superior 75.
and Team I came up with 2,025. * Northern
70, Kearney 47.
Junior Girls—Sharon Brang's Stout 74, Stevens Polnt^se.
74, Chadroa tl.
141 pushed Lucky Strikes to 694 Southern
Black Hills 71, Mlnot 6t.
—1,914. , Linda Allred tipped Rocky Mountain. 45, South Dakota Tech
83.
392 for Strikettes.
La Crosse 19, Whitewater IS.
Father-Son — Duellmaus hit St. Norbert 137, Eau clalra 116.
98, Lawrence tl.
385 behind son Rick DuelLman's Cornell
Ripon 15. ©rlnnell 71.
176—503. Bambenek's posted 1,- SOUTH 080 as dad Phil Bambenk top- Duke M, UCLA 75.
11, N. Carolina 71.
pled 580. Jack Scherer totaled Vanderbilt
Princeton 71, Navy 54.
Louisville 74, Marquette 41.
228 for the dads.
lot , LaSalle tf.
HAL - ROD LANES: High Cterdalown
Auburn 77, Jacksonville, FIB. 69,
School Boys — Pat Hopf's 182 Alabama 93, So. Mils. 79.
—531 triggered Good Players to SOUTHWEST Bradley B1, Oklahoma »0.
2,120. He hit two games of 182 Oklahoma
City 131, TCU 114.
and one of 167. Dodgers shot SMU 71, Tulane 4*>.
Houston S3, Wisconsin 57.
774. John Walski and George Phillips
6.4'ers 101, Rice 45.
Tulsa 64, St. Mary's, Tex. 51.
Hubbard each registered 509.
Texas Tech 74, New Mexico 41.
Park-Rec Junior Boys — Pin FAR WEST —
Smashers leveled 663—1,260 and Air Force 41, Loyola, La. 55.
Nebraska 70, California 61.
Dave Prodzinski 183—348; two- Baylor
71, U. of Calif., Santa Barbara
game set for Unknowns.
75.

(Continued from Page 14)

W8UC

Bradley, Iowa , Kentucky, Wichita , Dayton , Temple. Princeton ,
Syracuse as well as Connecticut , Colorado State U., Utah ,
Bri gham Young, San Francisco,
Oklahoma City, Texas A&M ,
Chicago Loyola , Western Kentucky, DePaul and Boston College.
UCLA, which suffered two
straight defeats for the first
time in years, still must be
reckoned with as the team
picked before the season opened
to win an unprecedented third
straight national crown .
"Every team plays poorly
away from home," said UCLA
Coach Johnny Wooden after the
disasters against Duke. He re-
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Winning? Something to
Holler About at Osseo

OSSEO, Wis. — When a school hasn 't had
n winning record in eight years, you can
expect the fans to become a hit hysterical
when things start to bounce in 1he r ight
directions , and that ' s the case at Osseo High
School.
The Chieftains last won more basketball
games than they losl in 1957. when the current crop of cagers was in the lower echelon
of the grade school system ,
But this year , Osseo has romped off to
f ive straight victories . If No. 6 is to he
chalked up Tuesday night , it will be the biggest one of the season because the Chieftains
travel the 10 miles to arch-rival Eleva-Strum ,
the defending Dairy land Conference champion, for an 8 p.m. clash.
"We thought we'd have a pretty good
club ," said Osseo coach Harold Mulhern .
"but we didn 't think we'd be undefeated at
this point ."
The string of triumphs caught Mulhern
nomewhat. by surprise , but t he second-year
coach does have an explanation .
"Our kids have picked up on defense ,' '
he said. "Last year (when the Chieftains
posted a 6-17 mark , Ml in the conference )
we were last in the conference in defense .
This year we're right up near the top and
that's the diffe rence. "
Although not big by current standards ,
the Chieftains do have adequate size. Tuesday night 's starling lineup will have 6-3 Lvle
Sell at center. Sell, an all-conference per-

Mencel Shares
First in Bub's
Bowling Meet

Prank Mencel , the first-week end leader , and Art Anderson
of La Crosse bagged identical
832 series to share first place
In the Bub's Bowling Classic,
The tournament concluded at
Winona Athletic Club Sunday.
Mencel, a regular on the
Bub's team in the AC Classic
League, shot his series Dec 4.
Anderson , who rolled Saturday, put together an errorless
four-game event for the tie.
Andy Kuklinski took third
with 818. Rounding out the top
ten were: Rollie Harwick. Rochester, 792; Ed Selness, Spring
Grove, 784 ; Darwin Severson ,
La Crosse, 783; Pete Warr, Winona, 781; Ray Lichtie, La
Crosse, 778 ; George lvfyer, Onalaska, 778; Bob Jenkins, La
Crosse, 776.
A total of 128 bowlers
competed. Athletic Club manager Bill Bell stated that prize
checks will be in the mail
tonight.

former last year , leads the team in scoring.
At the forwards will be 6-0 junior Jerry
McN allie and 6-2 senior Darel Hanson . The
guards are a pair of juniors , 5-8 Dave Nelson
and 5-11 Ken Jacobson. Tim Brotzman , a
6-fl senior , and Steve Nelson. Dave 's twin
brother , are the two first line reserves.
The size situation will be abou t even
between the two teams with Eleva-Strum 's
front line going 6-2 all the way across . Last
year the Cardinals won all 14 conference
games and are off and running again this
year with fou r straight victories , two in the
conference.
Mulhern feels that to win the crucial contest his team must stop Roger Tollefson and
Tim Bue , both 6-2 Eleva-Strum front liners.
"This Tollefson was all-conference last
year. He's their key kid. He can shoot from
anyplace. " said Mulhern. "And Bue is tough ,
too. If we can contain those two we should
do all right ."
Besides the full round of conference games
in the Dairyland , two other league tilts are
slated for toni ght , and they are important
ones .
Conference favorite Kenyon tries to move
into a first-place tie with Kasson-Mantorville
in the Hiawath a Valley in an 8 p.m. game
against once-beaten Caiinon Falls. The game
is at Cannon Falls.
And in the West Central , Arkansaw entertains Taylor in a battle for second place.
-BOB JUNGHANS

________

Pro
Football
National I-eagnp

¦
ASTERN CONFERENCE
W. L. T. Pet. PT
xClevelend
. 10 9 ( ,741 334
New York . . .
J i 0 .531 250
Dallas
. . .. t 7 0 .447 7(7
Philadelphia . . . i ¦ I .385 335
St. Louis
5 I 0 .385 277
Washington . .. 1 t » .its 217
Pittsburgh
.
2 11 0 .154 111
WESTERN CONFERENCE
W. L. T . Pet. PT
Oreen Bay . It 1 t .74? 2*2
Baltimore . . . » 3 1 .750 J49
Chicago
., » 4 t ,*«2 1W
San Francisco . 7 4 0 .531 197
Minnesota
. . . 4 7 • ,443 15*
Detroll
S 7 1 .417 271
Los Angelas .
4 » 0 .Ml 252
x-Cllnched conference title.
SATURDAY'S RESULTS
Dallas 17, St. Louis 13.
SUNDAY'S RESULTS
Oreen Bay 42, Baltimore IT.
Chicago i
l. San Francisco 30.
Los Angeles 41, Cleveland 7.
New York 17, Washington 10.
Philadelphia 47, Pittsburgh 1),
Minnesota », Detroit 7.
NEXT SATURDAY'S OAMR
Baltimore at Los Angeles.
NEXT SUNDAY'S GAMES
Oreen Bay af San Francisco.
Dallas at Naw York.
Minnesota at Chicago.
Cleveland it St. Louis.
Detroit at Philadelphia,
Pittsburgh at Washington.

OP
301
100
140
334
2*2
21;
341
OP
100
147
111
371
3W
247
101

TONIGHT
LOCAL SCHOOLS—
Winonai State vs. Hamline , Memorial
Hell, T:J0 p.m.
NONCONFERENCE —
La Crescent et Lanesboro.
TUESDAY
HIAWATHA VALLEY Kenyon at Cannon Falls.
DAIRYLAND —
Cochrane-Fountain <lty at Alma
Center.
Blair al Whitehall.
Independence et Augusta.
Osseo al Eleva-Strum.
WEST C E N T R A LTaylor at Arkansaw.
NONCONFERENCE —
Red Wing at Farminglon.
Wykoff at Adams.
Randolph at Bumsvllle.
Rolllngsolne Holy Trinity af Lewiston.
Gilmanton el Immanuel Lutheran,
Baldwin-Woodviile at Mondovi.
Durarwl at Ellsworth.

Paint Depot '5'
Moves Into 1st
In Pee Wee Loop

Hayfield in
First Alone
in Wasioja
WASIOJA

Hayfield
Wanamingo
Dodge Center
West Concord

W
4
3
1
1

L
0
1
1
1

Byron
Pine Island
claremont
Dover-Eyota

1 P.M. New York
Stock Prices

W
1
1
1
0

L
1
1
J
*

Hayfield moved out fron t in
the Wasioja Conference by tripp ing previously undefeated Wanamingo 75-62, and Dodge
Center stumbled to its second
loss in a row , this time falling
to Byron 40-35 in a rare round
of Saturday conference gamesc .
West Concord also lost a
chance to gain ground by being
clumped by Claremont 59-49,
while Dover-Eyota tumbled to
its fourth consecutive loop loss ,
56-45, at the hands of Pine Island.
BYROZV 40
DODGE CENTER 35
Dodge Center , still reeling
from a loss at the hands of
Wanamingo Friday night , lost
to a determined Byron live 4035.
Byron grabbed the lead at the
outset and managed to hang
onto the slim margin with Merlin Cordes firing in 18 points
and Mike Hodgson 10.
Fred Kraeger 's 11 paced
Dodge Center 's usually high
scoring attack.
PINE ISLAND 56
DOVE R-EYOTA 45
Dover-Eyota was minus its
entire starting unit via one route
or another during the final period and lost to Pine Island 5645.
With 6-3 ace Ron Zitzow out
for the second straight nig ht
with illness and another starter
gone because of an ankle sprained Friday night, Dover-Eyota
still managed to take a onepoint lead in the final period
after playing catch up ball all
the way .
But then the three remaining
healthy starters went to the
bench "because of fouls and Pine
Island chalked up the triumph.
Wayne Carney bagged 21 and
Don Millering 17 for the winners, while Curt Bergdorf was
the only Dover-Eyota player in
twin dfeits with 18.

CLAREMONT 59
WEST CONCORD 49
West Concord couldn't take
advantage of several first-half
PEE WEE
!
WL
W L ! opportunities and tumbled to
Paint Depot
3 t Sunbeam
1 3 Claremont 59-49.
Coca Cola
J 1 Winona Hotels 1 2
Claremont scored only 20
McKinley Math. 1 1 Am. Legion
0 3
points in the first half , but West
Paint Depot rolled into first Concord shot a miserable 30
American Leagu e
place in the Park-Rec Pee percent and could manage only
EASTERN DIVISION
Wee basketball league Satur- a 25-20 margin. And according
W. L. T. Pet, PT OP
West Concord coach Lorry
x-Buffalo
It a 1 .t33 Ml 211
day , slashing previously unde- to
New York . . . 4 S 1 .133 271 Ml
Gunhus,
"They just outswapped
Houston
- * ? 0 .301 214 317
feated McKinley Methodist 31-18 us in the second half."
Boston
S » 2 .273 201 211
WESTERN DIVISION
to post its third consecutive vic- Jim Warner's 17 paced ClareW. L. T. Pet. PT OP
mont, while Pat Smith had 16
X-San Diego
• 2 1 .BOO 314 III
tory.
Oakland
• 4 I .4(7 !«4 315
for West Concord. Aces Leon
Score Prlre
Kansas City . . « S 1 .545 177 350
Coca-Cola
moved
into
a sec- Charlton and Dan Button were
I. Art Andes-tan. La Crura «u I1M
Denver
4 * 0 .301 2(1 347
X. Prank Mewoel, Winona . «M IN
x-Cllnched division title.
ond-place tie by blitzing Amer- held to six each in the cold
to
*, Andy KuWInskl, Winona . . lit
SUNDAY'S RESULTS
4. Rattle Harwlck, Recti... 7*1
M
ican Legion 17-8, while Winona shooting night.
Houston
17,
14.
San Diego
», Id letaMt. tpo. Or. . . 7U
40
Buffalo S4, Kansas Clly «.
IS
a>. D. Severaon. La Cross* 71]
Hotels won its first game of HAYFIELD 75
Oakland 14, New York 14.
7. Pate Marr, Winona
711
M
Boston 2*. Denver 20.
771
is
the campaign by dropping Sun- WANAMINGO 62
La
Crosse
Ray
Llcht*.
•.
NEXT SATURDAY'S GAM!
l«
*. Oeorge Myer. onalaska . 771
Houston at Boston.
In the battle of unbeatens,
beam
10-8 in overtime.
774
10. Bob Jeakln*. La Cross*
»
NEXT SUNDAY'S 9AMBS
Hayfield demonstrated why it
11. Hilary Janwick, Winona 771
»
Oakland at San Diego.
Todd
Taylor
and
Rick
Massie
12. Rill •urroualti, La Crease 771
II
Denver at Kansas City,
is ranked as one of the teams
IS. w. A. Critchfield Winona 747
17
(utlalo at New York.
each bagged 10 points to lead to beat in Region Two with a
1<
14. Owen Hasten, tprg. Or. 7al
H.St
15. Bill vogel, Winona
. 7S*
the Pa int Depo>t assault, while 76-62 triumph over Wanamingo.
use
7'5»
1*. Bob Welsbrod Winona
1}
17. Bob Beadle*, Winona
70
Don
Florin had eight for Coke. But it took a last quarter rally
Sports Scores
II. Doner Wlemer, La Crotae 741
11.11
741
11. a]
Greg Zabrowski paced Winona to post the triumph . Hayfield
1*. Bob Stein, Winona
led 39-27 at half but saw
it. P. Scharfhausen, La Cr. 744
10.St
NBA
Hotels' victory with six mark- had
11. Law Lewlson, La Croita 744
»
the
margin
shared to 51-50 by
¦
ASTERN
DIVISION
e
W . Frank Pomeroy, Winona 744
ers.
the end of three periods. But the
W, L. Pet . OB
». Bill Bell. Winona
741
i
Boston
II
7
.710
14. Did' Ohalll, La Crossa
741
a
Vikings posted a 23-12 margin
BANTAM
Cincinnati
17 11
.407
t
U. Hank Krwiiar La Cross* 741
i ",
W L
W L in the final period to wrap it up.
75?
j e n** L*JtT Ls Cr^J?
Philadelphia . . . 15 10
.400 1
•
1 1
Central Melh. l 0 Sunbeam
.; 73a
7
New York
10 17
,144
»
17. id Mroriik, Winona
Mark Fredrickson hit 22, LarRed Men Club 1 1 Peerless Chain 0 1
11. Earl Kane. Winona
731
7
ry Edlund 18 and Don Proeschel
WESTERN DIVISION
Athletic Club 1 1
14. Art Ollle-s, La Crosse
711
7
7
S*. John White, La Crossa
71*
and Gary Fritze hit 15 each for
Los Angeles . . . II 14
Mt
7
11. Harold Hoddens Recti . 710
Baltimore
. . . . 14 17
.453
Jh
Central Methodist opened its Hayfield. Grant Hoven paced
7
S3. Pete Nonitad, La Crosse lit
San Francisco . 11 li
.441 IVi
season with a S6-29 victory in Wanamingo with 20. Dean HoHIOH SERIES (Four Oernes)
4Vi
St. Louis
11 H
.407
First Week
Detroit
t 17
.144
4
the
Park-Rec Bantam basket- ven hit 14 and Tom Foley 10.
all
II
Frank Memo I
ball league, while Redmen
HIOH SINGLE OAMR
SATURDAY'S RESULTS
First Week
Club was handing Sunbeam its
Boston 141, San Francisco 104.
IM
It
Rollie HerwKk
...
New York ISO, Baltimore 117.
first loss 19-10. The combined
Los Angeles 131 , it. Louie 101.
Philadelphia 135, Cincinnati 131 (OT),
outcome left Central Methodist
SUNDAY'S RESULTS
atop the league with three
Lor. Angeles HI SI. Louie , 101.
squads tied for second .
TODAY'S OAMES
Bob Browne rammed In 15
No games scheduled.
TUESDAY'S OAMHS
points and Pete Hardwick 10 to
Phlledelphia al Cincinnati.
pace Central Methodist. Tony
Baltimore vs. Detroit et New York.
San Francisco al Nsw York.
Winczewskl
bagged a dozen for
¦
MADISON , Wis. 1*1- -Wisconthe losing Athletic Club , Gary
sin won all 11 events Saturday SI ;KVKT.S FOR KICKP.Y
Wenzel's eight paced Red Men 's
as it swepl past Nebra ska in a ST. LOUIS (AP ) - Funeral victory , Jim Zaborowski had six
noncon ference swimming meet ,
CITY HASKETBALI,
for Sunbeam.
services for Branch Rickey, one
W L
W L
75-20.
1st Ntn 'l Bank 1 o Main Tavern 0 1
William Swano unci Mark of the dominant figures of baseWilliams Anx. 1 0
Lewiston
0 1
Welkins
1 0 Mont . Word
0 1
Marsh each won two events for ball in a career spanning more
,
the Badgers in their opening than half a century were to be
Watkins dumped Main Tavern
held todnv in St. Louis.
meet of the season .
despite Fred Beck's 30 points
GRIN AND BEAR IT
to highlight the opening round
of City Basketball League action Sunday.
Watkins posted a 79-56 victory to knot itsel f at the top of
the heap with Williams Annex ,
which downed Lewiston 63-46,
HOUSTON , Tex, (AP ) - Paul and First National Bank , which
Richards , who came to the pounded Montgomery Ward 50Houston Astros as general man- 33.
ager in !%t to huild up the club ,
Beck fired in 30 for Main
i.s on the outside? looking In to- Tavern, but he didn 't get much
day but lie isn 't bitter.
help. The balanced Watkins atHoy Hofl.ein.7 owner of the tack was led by .lack Bennedict
Astros , fired Richards Sunday wilh 14 , Roger " Wistrcill with 13
and replaced Field Manager and Tom Von Feldt with 12.
Luman Harris with (irmly Hat- Von Feldt ena bled Watkins to
ton intiiiat>cr of Houston 's Okla- control the backboards.
homa City farm club in the PaWilliams Annex broke away
cific Const ] A >UR UC.
from a slim 25-22 halftime leaii
tal Smith , N|)t-clfll assistant to to post its easy victory . Hob
Hofhrinz , wa.s mimed dirt'tloi of Larson meshed 15 unci Tom,
player personnel Smith and Stagings VI for the winners
Hnltoti will share Richards ' lewiston was led by Sandy Henth 13 and Hon Krdmann
former duties and the general ry wi !(l
witl t
.
ninnagt 'r title will be retired.
The
story was nearly the
"The judge think s t hat Crady
and Til l can run the club better same in the First National
than »>ur group, " Richnrds said Bank-Montgom ery Ward game.
al a flurried!)' called news con - First National lirok o away from
ference' set up by Hoflieinz. a 17 13 halftime mark to post
Goerish had
"That 's 100 per cent okay with the victory. Chuck
( Itarlie llcigen 10
n
do/on
and
me
"Both %ido$ ot thm Vitt Nam €ontiov«r$y /iowa been
"lt' t. his team. He wasn 't sal- for the whine -is Perry King
our
computer
,
gentlemen
b
diyiiod
and
y
recorded
Lsfied with the progress of the was cited on defense for tho
winners .
...one/ now H want * to g ive a p int et bloodl"
team. "
''

..

Beck Gets 30
But Main Bows
In City Play

Badgers Swamp
Nusker Tankers

Richards Is
Fired by
Houston Club

Allied Ch 47% I B Mach 516
Allis Chal 34V„ Intl Harv 44%
Amerada 70% Intl Paper 29%
Am Can
— Jns & L 64%
7»/< Jostem 17%
Am Mtr
AT&T
61% Kencott 125
Am Tb
38% Lorillard 43%
Anconda 80-% Minn MM 697/a
Arch Dn .38% Minn P&L 30%
Armco Stl 66% Mn Chm 81%
Armour 42% Mont Dak 40%
Avco Corp 26% Mont Wd 32%
Beth Stl 36% Nt Dairy 85%
Boeing 138 N Am Av 64%
Boise Cas 56% N N G-as 60%
Brunswk 10% Nor Pac 56%
Catpillar 51% No St Pw 35%
Ch MSPP 45 Nw Air 135%
C&NW
123 Nw Banc —
67%
Chrysler 53% Penney
75%
Cities Svc 40% Pepsi
Com Ed 53% Pips Dge 72
57%
ComSat 38 Phillips
42%
Con Coal 65% Pillsby
Cont Can 59% Polaroid 116%
47%
Cent Oil 70% RCA
Cntl Data 37% Red Owl 22
40%
Deere
49% Rep Stl
47>A
Douglas 75 Rexall
Dow Ch
76% Key Th 43-%
du Pont 234% Sears Roe 63%
East Kod 106% Shell Oil 63%
61%
Ford Mtr 54% Sinclair
94%
Gen Elee 11.1% Socony
21%
Gen Food 85% Sp Rand
Gen Mills 56% St Brands —
Gen Mtr 102% St Oil Cal 78%
Gen Tel 47% St Oil Ind 46%
Gillett
385s St Oil NJ 82%
49%
Goodrich 54% Swift
Goodvear 47% Texaco
80%
Gould
31 Texas Ins 188%
Gt No Ry 58 Union Oil 52
Grevhnd 21% Un Pac
43%
Gulf Oil 58% USSteael 49
Homestk 45% Wesg El 63%
Honeywell 75 Wlwtn
29%

PRODUCE
CHICAGO (AP) - < USDA)Live poultry : Wholesale prices
unchanged; roasters 23%-25;
special fed White Rock fryers,
18*4-19%. . .. ¦
CHICAGO (AP) - (USDA) Potatoes arrivals 162; on track
215. Supplies moderate ; demand
for russets moderate, round
reds good; market steady ; carlot* track sales: Idaho russets
4.00; Oregon russets 5.10; Minnesota North Dakota Red River
Valley round reds 2.50; Wisconsin russets 3.65.
CHICAGO (AP) — Chicago
Mercantile Exchange - butter
firm; wholesale buying prices
unchanged; 93 score AA 64; 92 A
64; 90 B 63y4 ; 89 c %%%;
cars 90 B 64; 89 C 62%.
Eggs steady to firm ; wholesale buying prices unchanged to
2V4 higher; 70 per cent or better
grade A whites 44%; mixed 44
%; mediums 40; standards 38;
dirties unquoted ; checks 33.
NEW YORK (AP) — ( USDA)Butter offerings light, demand
fair to good Prices on bulk cartons creamery, 93 score (AA)
65-65% cents; 92 score (A) 6565%.
Cheese offerings light Deman good.
Eggs offerings barely adequate to short, demand good.
Standards 44%-45%; checks 3738.
Whites: extra fancy heavy
weight (47 lbs min) 4«-50; fancy
medium (41 lbs average ) 46%47%; fancy heavy weight (41
lbs min) 47%-48%; medium (40
lbs average; 45-46; smalls (36
lbs average) 39-40.

Bluebonnet,
Liberty Games
Set This Week

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
The Bluebonnet Bowl and the
Liberty Bowl push post-season
college football activity into its
major phase this week as the
first of 11 top year-end attractions.
Six small-college bowl games
last Saturday left the field to th«
majors with the Bluebonnet at
Houston matching Tennessee
and Tulsa and the Liberty at
Memphis sending Mississippi
against Auburn getting the fireworks started this Saturday.
The North-South and BlueGray all-star games are scheduled for Christmas Day before
the usual year-end msh brings
on three more bowl games Dec.
31 and font on Jan. 1,
The nation 's No. 1 small-college team, North Dakota Stqte ,
held rugged Grambling to 16
yards in the air and 81 on the
ground last Saturday en route to
a 20-7 victory in the Pecan Bowl
at Abilene, Tex,
The NAIA championship went
to St. John 's, Minn ., which
•whipped Linfield , Ore., 33-0.
Elsewhere, East Carolina
crushed Maine 31-0 in the Tangerine Bowl at Orlando , Fla.;
Tennessee A&I and Ball Slate
battled to a 14-14 tie in the
Grantland Rice Howl at Murfreesboro. Tenii.; Los Angeles
Slate edged California Santa
Barbara lrt-10 in ihe Camelia
Bowl nt Sacramento-, Calif., and
Fullerton. Calif. , defeated Henderson , Tex., 20-15 in the Junior
Rase Bowl at Pasadena , Calif .
¦
FULLBACK SIGN*
MIAMI. Fin. (fl-The Mnimi
Dolphins , newest member of Ihe
American Football league , announced Sunday Ihe "signing ot
Jack Pugliski , fullback from Superior State University of Wi sconsin.

Strength for
Selected
Stock Issues

NEW YORK (AP) - Selective
strength highlighted a mixed
stock market early this afternoon as trading fell considerably below last week's recordbreaking rate.
Steels moved ahead moderately as a group following a report
that prospects for the steel industry have been brightened by
brisk demand from the construction field.
Some of the aerospace defense, electronics and airline issues did well but the list of key
stocks in maj or sections of the
list was patchy
Du Pont and IBM were off at
least 2 each.
All Big Three anto stocks
showed minus signs despite the
forecast by the General Motors
chairman that car and truck
sales in 1966 would be "at or
above" this year's record level
The Associated Press average
of 60 stocks at noon was off 2
at 354.7 with industrials off .4,
rails off .3 and utilities up .3.
Unofficially , the Dow Jones
industrial average at noon was
up 1.54 at 954.06. The official
averages were delayed by mechanical trouble.
General Dynamics was so
swamped with orders that the
stock could not be opened in the
morning. Demand for the stock
followed news that the company
is to build the new FB111 bomber.
Prices rose in active trading
on the American Stock Exchange.
Corporate bonds were mostly
unchanged. U.S. Treasury bonds
declined.

LIVESTOCK
SOUTH IT. PAUt
SOUTH ST. PAUL. Minn. uB—(USDA)
-v-Caftle 5,000: calves 1.JO0; slaughter
steers eesd htlfers mooeretely active;
tttar* meetly 2J cents higher; some
M cent* hlgheri helfert 55-50 cents
hlgheri cows steady to elrona; bulls,
wa ters, slaughter calves and feeders
stedy; high choice 1,905 lb slaughte r
steers 26.74; molt choice 950-1,250 lbs
25.5M».»; good 2J.25-2J.O0; hlof) choice
«r lb rselfere 26.00; most choice 8501450 lbs I4.50-J5.50; good 21.50-24.00;
utility and commercial cows IS.50-tJ.00;
canner end cutter 11.00-13.50; utility and
cutter 11.OJ-13.50; utility and commercial
bulls I.0O-1V.00; cutner 15.00-17.50; choice
vealers 2J.OO-30.00) good 2.00-24.00; choice
slaughter calves 19.00-21.00; good 14.0018.00; good 550-900 lb feeder steam 21. 5024.00.
Hogs 5,000; moderately active; barrows and gilts steady to strong compared with Friday 's close; sows 50
cents fo 11.00 lower; feeder pigs steady;
boars steady to 50 cents lower; 1-2
190-230 16 barrows and gilts 27.2527.50; mixed 1-3 19O-240 lbs 27.00-27.25;
240-260 lbs 2e\25-27.2J; 2-3 260-270 lbs
25.50-26.75; 1-3 270-330 lb sows 23.2524.00; 33IM00 lbs 22.50-23,50,- 2-J 400500 lbs 21.50-23.00; choice 120-160 lb feeder pigs 24.50-25.50.
Sheep 1,000: tairly active; slaughter
lambs aeid ewes steady ; feeders 50-75
cents hlgtiar; choice and prime 85-110
lbs wooled slaughter lambs 25.5O-2i.50;
good and choice 70-90 lbs 2«.5O-25.50;
choice and prime 107 lbs wltti No. 1
pelts 25.50; utility and good wooled
slaughter ewes 6.0O7.00; cull 5.00-5.50;
choice and fancy 75 lb feeder lambs
26.75; most choice and fancy 60-80 lbs
25.50-26.5O; good and choice 50-60 lbs
23.50-2J.5O.
CHICAGO
CHICAGO (AP)-(USDA)- Hogs 7,000;
butchers about steady; 1-2 190-22 lb butchers 28.25-28.75; mixed 1-3 190-230 lbs
27.50-28.25; load 2-3 290 lbs 26.00; 1-3
350-400 lb sows 22.75-23.25; 2-3 450-500
lbs 21.25-22.00; boars 18.50-20.50.
Cattle 14,000; slaughter steers steady
fo strong; 20 loads mostly prime 1,175high
1,375 lb slaughter steers 28.50-28.75;
¦
choice and prime 1,100-1,400 lbs 27.5028.25; choice 1,100-1,375 lbs 26.50-27.50;
good 24.50-25.75; high choice and prime
900-1,07 lb slaughte-r heifers 26.25-26.50;
choice
800-1,050 lbs 25.O0-26.O0; good
22.25-24.25; utility and commercial cows
13.00-14.50; utility and commercial bulls
16.50-19.25.
Sheep 800; wooled slaughter lambs fully
steady; package choice and prime around
95 lb woold lambs 27.50; good and choice
25.00-26.50; cull to good ewes 6.00-10.00.
(First Pub. Monday, Nov. 29, 1965)

Want Ads
Sta rt Here
BLIND AD» UNCALLED fORK-1J, 14, 21, 23/ «/ «¦

NOTICE
Designations as to eex Ln our Help
Wanted advsertulng columns Is maole
only (1) to Indicate bon« fide occupational qua lifications tor employment which an employer regards art
reasonably necessary to the normal
operation ot Ms business, or (J) as
a convenience to our readers to lev
form them as to which positions the
advertiser betllevei would be of more
Interest to one sex than t*i» other be>
cause of the work Involved. Suctl •
designations do not Indicate or imply
that any advertiser Intends to practices any unlawful preference, llmltev.
tion, specification or discrimination in
employment practices.

Lost and Found

4

WOULD the gentleman please return my
dark suede Dobbs hat taken by mistake
Sat. afternoon from First Congregational Church Senior Cltliens* dinner.. Your
hat Is in the church, please return my
hat to the pastor and pick up yours.

Flower*

8

ARTIFICIAL WREATHS arsd hangars for
door or cemetery. New shipment tiolly
garlands, Christmas be-lls. mistletoe,
etc. Lofquljt Variety, Ml racle Mall.

Personals

7

LATE WORD er> the local weather scene
Is right at your fingertip*. Simply dial
Ted Maler -weather phorte 3333,
MAKE SURE Santa's suFt Is perfectly
styled and on Christmas morn he'll
drive the ladies wild. W. Betslnger,
Tailor, 227 E. 4th.
FOR "a |ob well done - feeling" clean
carpets with Blue Lustre. Rent electric shampooer, SI. R. D>. Cone Co.
FOR MOM OR DAD, Sis or Brother
Caravelle swatches starti ng as low/ as
$10.95. A great stocking stufferl RAINBOW JEWELRY, 116 W. 4th St.
CHRISTMAS SHOPPING «ot you best?
Relax over lunch at the Captain's Quarters, WILLIAMS HOTEL. Say "Hello"
to Innkeeper, Ray Meyer, tell him Friday sent yew.

State of Minnesota ) ss.
County of Winona
> in Probate Court
No. 15,170
In Re Estate ef
JINGLING BELLS of Christmas usually
Marlon B. Queisser, also known as
mean less 1ingle In the family pocketMarlon Buck Queisser, Decedent
book and dipping Into ttie long green,
Order for Hearing on Petition far Probata
so budget-priced delicious meals at
ef Will, Limiting Time to File claims
RUTH'S RESTAURANT, 126 E. 3rd St.,
and for Hearing Thereon
mean more now than ever to the
of
Bank
The
Merchants
National
money-conscious family. Stop In and
Winona having filed a petition for the
see us todayl
probate of the Will of said decedent
and for the appointment of The Mer- NOW OPEN—Belmont Liquor Drive-in,
chants National Bank of Winona as
1671 W. 5th. Tel. 4391 for fast delivery.
Executor, which Will Is on file In this
Court and open to Inspection ;
ARE YOU A PROBLEM DRINKER?—
IT IS ORDERED, That the hearing
Man or woman your drinking creates
thereof be had on December 22, 1965, at
numerous problems. If you need and
10:45 o'clock A.M., before this Court i want help, contact Alcoholics AnonyIn the probate court room in the court
mous, Pioneer Group c/o General Dehouse In Winona, Minnesota, and that
livery, Winona, Minn.
objections to the allowance of said Will,
if any, be filed before said time of
TRUSSES-ABDOMINAL BELTS
West Highway el
hearing; that the time within which
SACROILIAC SUP PORTS
Buying hours are from 6 a.m. to 3:31 creditors of said decedent may file
P.m . Monday through Friday.
their
claims
be
limited
to
four
months
There will be no celt markets1 on Fri- from the date hereof, and that the
274 E. 3rd
Tel. JS47
days.
claims so filed be heard on A/larch 30,
These quotations apply ai to noon te 1966, at 10:30 o'clock A.M., before this
day.
Court In the probate court room In
HOSS
the court house In Winona, Minnesota,
The hog market Is 25 cents lower.
and th at notice hereof be given by
Top butchers, 190-2M lbs
26.00
publication of this order In the Winona
Grading 36-38
26.25-26.50
Dally News and by mailed notice as
Top sows
22.00-22.75
provided by law.
CATTLE
Dated November 24, 1965.
The cattle market Is steady.
E. D. LIBERA,
Prime
24.00-25.25
Probate Judge,
Choice
23.00-24.25
(Probate Court Seal)
Good
21.00-23.00
Harold J. Libera,
Standard
18.50-21.00
Attorney for Petitioner.
Utility cowt
12.00-13.50
Cutters
...:
10.00-12.50
(First Pub. Monday, Nov . 29, 1965)
VEAL
State of Minnesota ) ss.
The veal market is steady.
) In Probate Court
County ot Winona
Top choice .
28.00
No. 15,899
Good and choice
'.. 1B.00-25.0O
In the Matter ot the Guardianship ef
Commercial
13.00 17.00
Marion B. Queisser, Ward.
Boners
12.00-down
The guardian of the above named
Bravo Foods
viz. ; The Merchants
National
Ward,
Cast end of Ith Street
Bank ot Winona, having made and
Buying hours 6 a.m. to 6 P.m. Mon filed In this Court Its final account, today through Friday.
gether
with Its petition representing
These quotations apply as to noon to that said guardianship has terminated
day on a yield (dressed) basis.
and praying that said account be exCanners and cutters 26.50.
amined, adjusted and allowed by this
Court, end that said guardian be discharged;
Hours; 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.; closed SaturIT IS ORDERED, That said petition
days, Submit sample before loading.
be heard and said account examined
(New crop barley)
and ad lusted by this Court at the ProNo. 1 barley
$1.14
bate Court Room In the Court House In
1.08
No. 2 barley
the City of Winona, County of Winona,
98
No. 3 barley
State ot Minnesota, on the 22nd day
.91
No. 4 barley
of December, 1965, at 10:45 o'clock
A.M.; and that this order be served
These quotations apply as of
by the publication thereof In the Winona
10:30 a.m. today
(First Pub, Monday, Dec. 11, 19«)
Dally News according to law, and by
Grade A\ (lumbo)
.42
the mailing of a copy thereof to the State ol Minnesota ) ss.
.37
Grade A* (large)
named legatees and devisees In the Will County of Winona
) In Probate Court
,31
Grade A (medium)
of said decedent.
No. 16,180
Grade A\ (small)
13
Dated November 24, 1965.
In Re Estate of
Grade B
31
E. D. LIBERA,
Henry Hanson, Decedent ,
U
Grade C
.'.
Probate Judge,
Order lor Hearing on Petition lor Probata
(Probate Court Seal)
of Will, Limiting Time to File Claims
Harold J. Libera,
Elevator A Grain Prices
and for Hearing Thereon
Starting Oct. 15, 1965, 100 bushels of Attorney for Petitioner.
Anna Erickson having filed a petition
grain will be the minimum loads ac
for the probate of the Will of said de(First Pub. Monday, Dec. e, 1965)
cepted at the elevator.
cedent and tor the appointment of WiNo. 1 northern spring wheat .,.. l.«2
nona National and Savings Bank aa ExState
of Minnesota ) ss ,
No. 2 northern spring wheat .,.. l.oO
ecutor, which Will Is on file In this
Count/ of Winona - ) In Probate Court
No. 3 northern spring wheat .... 1.56
Court and open to Inspection;
No. 16,173
No. 4 northern spring wheat .... 1.52
IT IS ORDERED, That the hearing
In R« Estate of
No. 1 hard winter wheat
1.52
thereof be had on Janu ary 7, 1966, at
Walter H. Schmidt, Decedent.
No. 2 hard winter wheat
,.. 1.50
11:30
o'cloc k A.M., before this Court
Order for Hearing on Petition for Probata
No. 3 hard winter wheat
1.46
in the probate court room In the court
et Will, Limiting Time to File Claims
1.42
No. 4 hard winter wheal
house in Winona, Minnesota, and that
and lor Hearing Thereon
1.13
No . 1 rye
Alma D. Hofemelster having filed a ob|ectlons to the allowance of said Will,
No. 2 rye
1.11
petition for the probate of the Will of If any, be filed before said time of
said decedent and for the appointment hearing; that the timer within which
(First Pub, Monday, Nov. «, IMS)
o-f said decedent may file
ol The Merchants National Bank ot creditors
Winona
as Executor, which Will Is on their claims be limited to tour months
Stele ot Mlnnesott ) ss.
from
the
date hereof, and that the
file In this Court and open to Inspection;
) In Probate Court
County of Winona
IT IS ORDERED, That the hearlna claims so »lled be heard on April 20,
No. Id, 142
thereot be had on January 5, 1966, at 1966, at 10:30 o'clock A.M., before this
In Re Estate ot
10:30 o'clock A.M., before this Court In Court In the> probate court room In the
Kllubeth Cathirln* Moher, fermstiy
the probate court room In the court court house In Winona, Minnesota, and
Elizabeth C. Jung, Oecedint.
house In Winona, Minnesota , and that that notice hereof be gl ven by publicaOrd«r for Hearing on Petltlo*
objections to the allowance of said Will, tion of this order In the Winona Dally
to Sell Real Estate
havIf any, ba tiled before said time of News and by mailed notice as provided
The representative ot said estat*
by law .
ing filed herein a petition to sell certain hearing; that the time within which
Dated December 9, 1965.
creditors of said decedent may file their
real estate described In said petition/
E. D . LIBERA,
. IT IS ORDERED, That the hearing claims be limited to four months Irom
Probate Judge.
thereof be had on December 23, 1V65, at the date hereof , and that the claims
(Probate
Court
Seal)
10:30 o'clock A.M.. before this Court so filed be heard on April 13, 1966, at Harold J.
Libera,
in the probate court room In the> court 10:30 o'clock A.M., before this Court In
Attorney (or Petitioner.
house In Winona , Minnesota, and that the probate court room In the court
ot
house
In
Winona,
Minnesota,
and
that
notice hereof be given by publication
(First Pub. Monday, Dec. II, 1961)
this order In the Winona Dally News notice hereof ba given by publication of
end by mailed notice as provided by law. this order In Ihe Wlnone Daily New s Stale of Minnesota ) ss .
and by mailed notice ei provided by County of Winona
Dated November 1* . 1965.
) In Probali Court
law .
E. D. LIBERA .,
No . 15,754
Dated Decembe r 3, 1965.
Probate Judge.
In Re Estate ef
6. O. LIBERA,
(Probate Court Seal)
Rudolph R. Noeska. Decedent .
Probate Judge.
William A. Llndqulst,
Order for Hearing on Final Account
(Probate
Court
Seal)
Attornsy for Pelllloner.
and Petition lor Distribution ,
Harold J. Libera,
The representative ot the above named
Attorney for Petitioner.
(First Pub. Monday, Dec. t, l«45)
estate having tiled hla final account
ond petition lor settlement and allowance
State of Minnesota ) ss.
(Pub, Data Monday, Dec . II, 1965)
thereot 'and for distribution to tho per) In Probate Court
County of Winona
sons ihereunlo entitled ;
NOTICI
It
HHRHBY
OIVelN
THAT
No. 16,131)
IT IS ORDERED , That the
In Re Estate ol
WHEREAS, A Certificate was, on the thereof be had on January 7, hearing
William McKinley Oarlnger, Decedent.
6th day of December, 1965, presented t o 10:30 o 'clock A.M., before this 1966, at
Order lor Hearing on Pelition
Court In
the County Board of Winona County, the probatB court room In the
to Sell Real Estate
court
Minnesota, executed by the Clerk of house In \Ailnona, Minnesota,
The representative of said estate having Common School District No
and that
. 2608, slating
filed herein a petition fo sell cirtaln that a Resolution had been adopted by notice hereof be given by publication of
this order In the Winona Dally News
real estate described In said pelltlonj the school board ot said district
on the
IT IS ORDERED, That the hearing 25th dny of October, 1965. and that and by milled notice as provided by
thereof be had on December 29, 1 963. at pursuant to Ihe provisions of said reDated De-cember 10, 19M5 .
11 o'clock A.M., before this Court In solution, an election was held on
the
E. t> . I I BE H A .
the probate court room In the court 23rd day of November, 19>65, on
the
Probate Judge.
house In Winona, Minnesota, and that question of dissolving said school dis,„ , ,
(Probal*
Court
Stall
notice hereof be given by publication ot trict, and that a ma|orlly ot the votes
this order In Ihe Winona Dally News cast at said election were In favor ot Sawyer & Dnrby,
and by mailed notice as provided by dissolving said school district and having Attorneys for Petitioner .
law.
tht territory embraced (herein attached
(Pub . Dale Monday, Dee. 11, 1WJ)
Dated December a, 1965.
lo oilier existing school districts or unCity of Winonn Minnesota
MARGARET McCREADV,
organliad territory as provided by law;
BOARD OF ZONING APPEALS
Probate Clerk.
NOW THEREFORE IT IS ORDERED,
(Probata Cam I Ual)
Notice of Hearing
Thnt a hearing be held on said CertifiRoger I . Hartman,
cation al a meeting ol said Board at Pt EASE
T A K E NOTICE :
Attorney tor Petitioner,
Ihe Court House In the City ot Winona
That an application has been made
Alma, Wisconsin .
In said County, on Tuesday, the 4th day by Jack
N, and Dona ld A. Wall for
ot January, 1946, al 2:00 o 'clock P M . , a var iation
(First Pub. Monday, Dec . t, KM)
from ihu '<•(,, .irnments ol
al which time and place this Board will
he Wlnon-n /onlnn 1r.lln.ince -so
at
hear all persona Interested , nnd their
State ot Minnesota ) st.
o permit
constructio n ot an addition
evldenre and arguments for and agnln-jt to Itwlr present
Counly ol Winona
) In Probate Court
(|« c| 0 „,r ,0 ,h,
oarn
dissolving said Common School District
No . 15,753
""' ,hm "'" re Wlred SO-fool
No 2408, ot Winona Counly. Minnesota; setback
[ I Z J l? .from
In Re Estate et
an
Cliauncey tl. Erwin, Decedent,
IT
IS FURTHER ORDtRED, That lowlnn devalued R Dls.trId at Ihe lotproperly:
Order lor Hearing en Final Account
nolica of said hearing be given by Ihe
l o t s 1 .wl 3 mid ll,« Northerly
30
and petition tor Distribution.
publication of Ihis order tor one week
l«;t ot I cl 6, block <6, o,P. AdTha representative ol the above named prior lo said hearing In the newspaper
cllllor., or at in Went Third
Stree
t,
estate having filed her final account and known as the V/lnona Dally News, put). Not ,.. I, le.n, ,„
lhB
||c(m1 a'
petition for settlement and allowance Ilihed and printed In said County; by
n Ihr- owners of property
affected by
thereof and for distribution to Ihi per- the tiostlng of copies thereof In Com. the appilrnllon.
'
sons (hereunto entilled,
mon School District No . 364H, proposed
"," ,hls ,">m""1 will he
IT IS ORDPRF.D, That the hearing to be dissolved , at least ten days before nlu„n 'T"".t'Y'
W
< 0 rl Rt> m ol lh«
City
"
thrreot be had on January S, 1964, al seld day ol hearing; and hy tbe mail- Hall,
H»n Winona,
m
"
10:45 o 'clock A.M., before this Court ing ol toples thereof to the Clerk of on December Minnesota , at 7:39 p m ¦
v:i. IMS, «t wh| t n ,,m
In the Diobate court room In the court Ihe nliove named school district and to
house In Winona, Minnesota, ami that the Clerk ol each adjoining; school ells
In person. In wr iting, nr b
y a0 rnt , or
nollce hereof be glvrn by publication ol trlrt and Ihe Commissioner of Educa'
'""' 1 ntB """ ""V rra son
this order In the Winona Dally News tion, etc, at least ten days before sa id Which
which inT'
l iny m„v
h(lv „ ,„ „
u
and by mailed police as provided by day ol hearing, as provided by law
9
o> dnnylng ot t hK netlebn.
THf = COUNTY BOARD OF
law .
H»'V am i uqunifed lo
prepare their
Dated December 3, 1V65
WINONA COUNIV, .MINNESOTA <- <"<•.
"I rtrta.l, and pre -in, all atldrnce
By Leo R . Borfcows kl,
E . D i.int RA,
'«l« imi to this pernio,, ,|
ih, llmS
Probate Judge.
Chairman.
ol Ihe scheduled heating
(Probate Court 3eal)
Attest:
RdsprOtul ly,
RICHARD
SCHOONOVER,
Harold J. Libera.
UUSSfc i ROSSI , Chain,,,,,,
County Auditor.
Attorney for Petitioner.
Board ol Zoning Appeals.

WINONA MARKETS
Swift & Company

GOLTZ PHARMACY

Building Trades

13

Concrete
Construction

Do you need a new
basement floor, basement remodeled or
complete new basement
under your present
house?

Froedtert Malt Corporation

Also Will Redo
Chimney Tops!
For free estimate call

Amie Glenna

Winona Egg Market

Tel. 8-3595

Bay State Milling Company

""

BUSIIIMI Ssrvlet)i
Trash «nc! Rubbish Hauled
Reasonable Rates
Tel. 8687-4895

plumbing ..Roofing

14 Situations Wanlwl—P.m. 29 Poultry, Eggs, Supplied
D

0U NEED h<"P
y0ur h0UM? T,,•
"

«M1

21 Busintss Opportunities

KEN-WAY electric SEWB* CLEANING
THE PLUMBING BARN .
Tel . v»4
trd l> Hlgtl Forest (rear)

ELECTRIC ROTO ROOTER
For clogoed seweri and drains
Tel. iSO) or 6434. 1 year guarantee.

CALL SYL KUKOWSKI
Septic Tank & Cesspool
"Cleaning Service
Special truck. Sanitary «. Odorless
0. *. WOXLAND CO.
Rushford, Minn.
Tel. 864-ttU

37

Pa rtner In Profit

44 ArtlclM for StU

DEKALB 30-weeK pullets grown by professionals, In new environment controlled building*, that at* wlndowlass
for light control. Available yew around.
, SPELTZ CHICK HATCHERY, RollingHon* Winn. Tel. WW-2311.

WanUd—UvMtocW

46

LOANS "K:1

Farm Imp1«m«n»«

48

PLU MBING fc HEATINO
MT E. Jrd
Tel. J70J
COMPLETE PLUMBING
Hydronlc Heating Service

SANITARY

PLU MBING (. HEATING
Tel, 2737
lei 6. 3rd St.

Femali—Job* ef Interest—26
WAITRESS WANTED-full time, under
45 years of age. Apply In person est
Watklns Hombe, 175 E. 7th,
HOUSEKEEPER WANTED to live In,
references, no oblectlons to 1 or 2 children, $23 per week. Write E-27 Dally
News.

Women - Part-Time

THE Fuller Brush Co. has openings for
two ladles to represent Fuller cosmetics and cleaning products in the
Winona area . IS hours week, flexible
schedule, $2.20 per tiour, For interview
write Jerry Johnson, Rt. 3. Rochester,
Minn.

NORTH CENTRAL
AIRLINES
Is Interviewing now f or

If you qualify, please write
us for an employment application. We will contact
you regarding an interview.
Free air travel, paid vacations, and other liberal
employe benefits.

NORTH CENTRAL
. AIRLINES, INC.

ACCOUNTANTS — full or part-time, experienced In Individual Income tax returns. Salary and bonus. Apply 116
Walnut St., Dec. 15, 12 to 5:30 p.m.
•TEADY EMPLOYMENT With future,
experienced production wood finisher;
experienced silk screaner—all phases.
Will hire as leadman or foreman If
qualified or will train to supervisory
level. Resume with reply. Box 388,
Faribault, Minn.

Part Time

YOUNO MAN with car can earn 11.80•2.50 per hour. Write Warren D. Lea,
311 Lose-y Blvd. So., La Crosse, Wis.

Steady Employment
For
Factory Positions
Also
1 Qualified Draftsman

Wed., Dec. 15
12:30 p.m. Sharp

F. A. KRAUSE CO.

AUCTION
Calves, yearlings, 2 year
old steers & heifers
Also Brood Cows
All Breeds
Fresh Native Cattle
No veal or slaughter cattle
at this sale.

Hwy- 16

Profit Sharing

Contact:
Personnel Office

CRENLO, INC.
Rochester, Minn.
28

JUNIO R INSTRUCTO R - for Harding
Beauty School. Apply In person,
PIZZA MAKER and waitress, male or
female, work full or part time, must
be reliable end good worker. Apply In
person, no phone calls, Sammy 's Plna
Palaca.

PLAINVIEW
ORDER BUYERS

Plainview, Minn .
Office Tel. 534-2614. Res.
Tel. 534-2613, talk to Al;
or St. Charles S32-4615, talk
to Ed.

TEL. 4743 FOR PROMPT
FUEL OIL DELIVERY

- .

BEAUTIFUL HAND—smocked silk and
satin sofa pillows, all colon. May Be
seen at U8Vi Walnut. Marie Ledebuhr.
CHRISTMAS TREES - Norway pint,
sheared 2 and 3 times, 5'-!', on the
stump, IOC each. Minimum order 25.
Tel. Whitehall, Wis. KE8-495I.

44

FOR SALE-2x10s and boards, at Weaver, Minn. Tel. Winona 3826.
FOR SALE~2x4s. W8 W, 2nd.
TWO 820x15 Goodyear Suburbanite white
sidewall snow tires and wheels, good
tread, from I960 Bulck. May bt seen at
1026 W. Wabasha.

'

ClMtd Saturdays

Ttl. tow

Nelson Tire's
Bargain Center

SEE U» For Bait Prices
Scrap Iron, Metal, Wool, Raw Pura
M a, W IRON » MtlTAL CO.
Ml W. ini St.
Ttl. 3094

GREAT BUYS ON:
-fr Passenger Tires
HIGHEST PRICES; PAID
tor scrap Iron, metals, rage, hldet,
£¦ Truck Tires
raw tun and wood
Sam Weisman & Sons
•ft Tractor Tire*
INCORPORATOR
410 W. Jrd
Ttl. «M?
SHOP NOW AT
Rooms Without Mnals
86
W. 5th & RR. Tracks
LAROB PLEASANT siMplnfl room, sil
B. 3rd.
Old "Wagon Works'* Bldg

ROOMS FOR MEN, with or without
housekeeping privileges. No diy iloeptrs. Ttl. 4159.

Apartmants, Flats

90

POULTRY BUILDER

COMPLETE
MOTOR TUNE UP
• Check Compression
• Check Plugs
• Check Points

• Check Generating System

• Check Radiator

6 cylinder cars $6.95

/"j P\

Ajj tSn

Vgy>

FUEL CHIEF
FURNACE OIL

Nights and Holidays 8-3450

Capitol Food Provision Co., 3030
eth St., Gdvw. Tel. 73J6.

APPLES

For your Christmas enjoyment or as a gift the whole
family can enjoy. Refrigerated storage.
Jay Spittler 's
ECHO LODGE ORCHARDS
3 miles E. of Marshland
and Vi mile off Hwy. 35.
_ ^_MS_____ ^.

JMMMM_\\ _\

MIM M ^P

Have

YOLJ

y Registered
^i^k '

For TV Sets
To Be Given Away At . . .

MARX HO Gauge train set, board ana
extra track, S20. Tel. 9720.
ASTRONOMICAL TELESCOPE 4Vi with
non-lar pedestal and 3 precision eye
pieces. J85. Tel. Houston 896-3432 after

WIFE GROUCHY? Bills piling up? Kids
nick? Furniture ell bnat up? Your
Christmas look like a sad one? Perhaps
a consolidat ion loan will fix thlnoi up.
A visit to the MERCHAN TS NATIONAL
BANK Installment L OAD Dept. may no*
cure the children 's measles but we may
bo able to euro your fin nnclnl dilllculllos and make lite worth living ngaln.
Spend 10 minutes of your time with one
ot our friendly loan officers and be con vlnced. We will try our level best to
assist you.
ICE SKATE EXCHANGB
Kolter Bicycls Shop
400 Mankato Ave .
Tel. 566S

FROM TEM PO'S
TRADE IN SHOP
1—Used Coronwlo 13 cu. ft.
Refrigerator , real nice.
$120
12 cu. (t. Upright Freezer.
$65
1—Frigidaire Into model Refrigerator. Needs gas, but
has useful parts .
$5
A dandy ARVIN portable
TV with stand . . . less
than 1 year old. Only $(10
CORONADO 2-hont automatic clothes dryer.
$40

TEMPO

Miracle Mall

Hours 9-1) Mon , thru Sat.
Sunday 1-6

Parts Extra

WARDSl
* .„ o I

AUTO SERVICE CENTER
MIRACLE MALL
Motorcycles , Bicycles

107

Guns, Sporting Goods

66

TO

We Service and Stock
Needles for all
RECORD PLAYERS

Hardt's Music Store
Radios., Television

71

TRANSISTOR RADIOS

We have 40 different models on hand
at our store. We service all we sell.
Come In or call WINONA FIRE &
POWER CO., St E. 2nd. Tel. SOU.

Portable TV

$88.88

• No trade needed.
• No payments 'til Feb.

FIRESTONE

Winona

Sewing Machinal

73

USED VIKING (rat arm automatic , port,
able or cabinet. WINONA SEWING
CO., 551 Huft. Tel. M4J.

Stovas , Furnaces, Parts
IIEOLER
ed, sold
eorlebl*
RANGE:
St. Tel.

75

HEATERS, oil or gas, Installserviced/ Aladdin Blue Flame
heaters; also oil burner nart» ,
OIL BURNER CO., 907 E. Jth
HV), Adolph Mlchalowskl .

Typewriter!

160 ACRES, 115 tillable;, 36 stanchions,
real good buildings on all weather
road, 8 miles N,W. of Houston. Kvale
Real Estate, Spring Valley. Minn. Tel.
346-2011.
FARMS
FARMS
FARMS
We bu y, we sell, in trada.
MIDWEST REALTY Cd.
°sseo, Wis.
Res. 695-3157
Tel. Office S97-3659

Houses for Sale

77

TY PEWRITERS and eddlno machlnts
lor sale or ra.nl, Reasonable rules,
tree clollvery. Sea ui lor all your office supplies, desks, files or ottlce
chairs. Lund Typewriter Co. Tel . U33.

FORD TRACTOR
302 motor

99

TWO STUCCO HOUSES—1 2-bedroom, I
3-or 4-bedroom. Garages. West 'ocatlon.
Carpeting. Will finance. Tel. 6059.

1958 750
FORD TRACTOR

ALL MODERN—1-ffoor, 2-bedroom bungalow, altaclied garage, lots of extras.
Tel. 9325 or 208 E. 81h. •
D. NEAR ST. MATTHEW'S Lutheran
Church and school. If you have been
wanting a new home In a west location, be sure and call us on this 2-bedroom home. ABTS AGENCY, INC., 159
Walnut St. Tel, 8-4365.
STOCKTON, MINN.-3-apl building and
vacant lor. Must bt sold. Aodress InQulrles to the Merchants National Bank,
Trust Dep-t., Winona. Tel. 2J3T.

FOR SALE OR RENT,
east Filth St. Also for
Fountain City, 3 family
ning spring water, 2
Shore Dr. Rent terms.
E. 3rd.

4-room house,
sale or rent In
house with runlots, on North
C. SHANK, 522

302 motor

Two 32' Trailmobile
SEMI-TRAILERS
Single axle, vacuum brake ,
insulated , 9-20 tires.

FEDERAL BAKERY
GARAGE
Used Cars

109

CHEVROLET—19«3 ' Impala 2-door hardIMMEDIAT E occupancyl 861 W. Sth. 4
top, V-8, automatic, power steering,
or 5 bedlrooms, l'/j swrhs, full base32,000 actual miles. Excellent condiment, oil heat, 2-car garage. Will artion. 11,700. U3 Dacota.
range long term loan with payments
like rent.
CHEVROLET-IMS' Impala «oor tiardtop, black with red Interior, V-B, automatic transmission, excellent condi175 Lafayette
tion, must sell. Steve Nahrgang. Tel.
Tel. 5240 or 4400 after hours.
Lewiston 5748.

WHATEVER YOUR
PROPERTY NEEDS
Phone Us
For An Appraisal
Of your present property
and let us show you our
photo listings of new and
older properties now available.

i'

BOB

W SefoWtv
ii

REALTOR

l20 cCNTeR - m.2Vt9

SELLING IS
OUR BUSINESS
And we would like to sell
your home for yoU , Often
our listings are sold before
we get an ad written. Why?
Because we have an up-todate p rospect list. And because we are experienced in
dealing with Real Estate
problems.
Call us today and we will
do our best to pleaso you.

601 Main St.

Tel. 2849

Wantsd—Raal E»Ut»
WILL PAT HIGHEST
FOR YOUR CITY

102

CASH PRICES
PROPERTY

"HANK" JEZEWS KI

(Wlnonn ' .-s Only Real Estate Buverl
THE RIGHT CHRISTMAS (jHt lor your
P.O. Hox 345
Tel. 63B8 nr 7093
son, daughter, husband , wife, dad,
mother, the Olivetti-Underwood Lellera
37 typawrlter, light anotigh tn Utt Accessorial, Tir«t, Parti 104
wllh ana finger, slim enough to slip
Into a desk drawer, Sea the Lellera 5NOW Tines, J 75(7*14 4-ply lubelnst ,
32 priced at only 17*.59 at WINON A
like now J 2 750x14 -4-ply lube less mow
TYPEWRITE R SERVICE, l«l E. Jrd,
tlrei , hlflCk . Cheap. Tel. B 4241.
Winona.
STARTO-JE T will start your car In secWashing, Ironing Mach. 79 onds evetry day. For mora Information
or (lonlenhlp call Diamond K Enlep
prlaei. St, Charles f i UM.

RCA WHIRLPOOL
Washers and Dryers
Sales and Service

FEITEN IMPL. CO.
113 Washingt on

We Have 2
1950 CHEVROLET
Vi-ton pickups . (Not 1959s).
$295
Fenske Auto Sales
4fi0 E. 2nd
1960 750

-

NEW PHILCO
PERSONAL

200 W. Third

98

CORRECTION

Frank West Agency

McDonald's?

HAMMOND chord organ, tn excellent
BURN MOBIL FUEL OIL and tn|oy true condition, Tel. 5719.
comfort of automatic personal cart.
Keep full service — complete Burner WURLITZER PIANO-second hand, In
good shape, Norman Kopperud. Rushcare. Budget plan and guaranteed prlca .
ford, Minn. Tel. B6<7«61 .
Order today from JOSWICK'S FUEL 8.
OIL CO., 901 E. 8th. Tel . 3389.
DUNCAN-PHYFE dining table, 3 leaves?
Firestone console radloi 2 antique barrel top trunks; 4 small school desks.
Tel. Lewiston 2J9t.

Farms, Land for Sal*

THREE-BEDROOM home with butlt-lns.
carpeting throughout, walk-ou t basement, large lot. Also beautiful view of
Hlawalha Valley. Tel. S3(9 lor appointment.

BABY GRAND PIANO, cornet, violin. 412
Wilson St. Tel. 8-1021.

Animal -Health Center
Downtown & r\Mrac 'e Mall

ORDER NOW!

65

GIFT PACKAGED Towel Sets, 98C-S3.98.
Tcrry and plastic ta&lectotrts. Lofquisf
Variety, Miracle Mall,

CLEANINGEST carpet cleaner you ever
used, so easy, too. Gnt Blue twin* .
Rent eleclrlc shampooer, Jl. H. Choate
«. Co.

OF FUEL OIL

Good Thingi to Eat

LARGE se lection of Christmas candy and
nuts at low, low prices. Fresh pitted
dates, 2 lbs. 49c. Wlnone Potato Market* 118 AAarket.

Musical Merchandise

$8.40

3'^-Lbs

TABLE GROUP, 3-pc. Including J step
and 1 cocktail table. $19.95,- 32-pc. dlnnerware set, «.«J. BORZYSKOWSKI
FURNITURE, 302 Mankato Ava. Open
evenings.

Tel, 41W2

Telep hone Your Want Ads

io The Winona Dally News
Dial ;cm for an Ad Taker.

CHEVROLET— WT 4-door sedan,
Lllla, 761 E. 8th.

Dava

FORD - 1957, $175. Straight shltt. Tel.
8-4198.
SUBURBAN CARRYALL, 1944; 2—IMS
Dodge Cornet 440 4-door, 6 cylinder;
1965 Dodge Cornet 440 4-door , I cylinder. If Interested call or inquire St.
Mary's College.
CHEVROLET—195) Bll *lr 2-door hardtop, excellent condition. 5595. Way be
seen at Bill's Texaco. Tel. 9946.
CHEVROLET—1955 Bel Air, S175, flood
runlng order, all winterized. 407 W.
Bth, Hubert Zechas. T«l. 3017.
BUICK—1957 Special 4-<door, automatic
transmission. 1-owner , A-l shape. S315.
Tel. 6568. 464 OlmsliarJ St.
CHEVROLET—1955 4-door, all new rubber, excellent condition . Inquire 660 E.
Merk.
DODGE — 1965 Polara J-door hardtop,
power steering. V-8, .automatic , Save
•900. Private party, will accept trade.
New car warranty stilt In cited. Tel ,
9287.

ALL PURPOSE
Christmas Present

If you have been trying to
think of a gift the whote
family will enjoy, check one
of these wagons.
1959 PLYMOUTH, new r.«r trart n.
1958 PLYAAOUTH 9-pas singer stat ion
wagon.
7956 CHEVROLET , like; new wagon,
one owner, SHARP.

Nystrom¦ Motors
Chrysler Plymoiilh
Open Mon, 8. Fr I. Nltes

Low
Priced
Bargains
Rambler Wntfort . . ,
Valiant 4-door . . . .
Falcon 4-door
Falcon 2-door
Buick Sedan
Ford Wagon , 9passenger .,
•59 Edsel 4-door
'59 Ford Galaxie 4-door
'5fi Oldsmobile 4-door ..
'5B Ford Custom 4-door
'57 Ford Station Wagon
'57 Plymouth 4-door ..
'5fi Dodge %-ton pickup
'54 Plymouth 4-doi>r ..
'fiO
'fiO
•60
'60
•59
'59

$,r.9!>
$495
$:195
$295
$f>95
$599
$499
$290
$395
$149
$149
$145
$295
$ flfl

Many more to clunnse from ,
nil priced low !

CgEM^
^

we Advertise Our Prices

109 Used Cart

ONE-OWNER
CAR

MiJSTANG-1945. V-l, ?W, J.iDMri, burSunay, muni i»ll, In Ihe «*rvlc». Arly
Hemmenn, St. Charltm, Minn. Tal , ' ft}.
3337.

1962 MERCURY S-22
2-door hardtop, 6 cylinder
engine, automatic transmission, whitewall tires , red
with black nil vinyl bucket
seats.

I960 FORD 4 door sedan ,

1957 DODGE 4-DOOR
Sedan., V-8, automatic , power steering, power brakes ,
ALL JNEW premium whitewall tires. In great running
shape , looks sharp, too.

WINONI A UTO
*'
RAMBLES f ~\~6obni^
Open Mon . & Fri. Eve.
Srd & Mankato Tel . R-3M9

^^

41 Years In Winonn
Llncoln-Mercury-Fakon
Comet-Fai rlane
Open Mon. , Fri . V,w.
and Saturday afternoons

4-door sedan , V-fi , automatic
transmission , light blue with
matching interior , white
sidewall tires , mud and
snows on the rear . Very
clean . PRICE IS RIGHT .
. $1500

Mobile Home», Trailer* 111
STAR 1961 lflxss, 1 bedroorm. on tot ,
reedy to move Into. Tel. »-2<ll.
SEE OUR fine lelectlon of new an4
used mobile hornet all size* . B»nk
financing. 7-year pun. COULEE MOBILE HOME SALES , Hwy. U-J! E„
Winona . Tel . <276.
MOBILE HOME. ftxM' , J hcdrnom«. t>n»i
condition, wllh porch end large oil tw
rel. Tel. 355!.

ALL MODERN tre ller house, !x«', Hloh
Ouecn, all like new, will sleep !, reasonably priced If taken at ones . Mr».
Clyde LaRocaue. Rt. 2, Box 125, Pl* lnvipw , Minn. Tel. 534-1783.

La Crosse Mobile Homes
New & Used

ROLLOHOME

THESE CARS

1^ mile S. of City limits on
Hwy 14. .
Lyle Norskog - Hollls Norskog
Tel. La Crosse 4-8554

RECONDITIONED
And Carry a
1-YEAR WARRANTY
1965 CADILLAC Sedan De
Ville
1964 PONTIAC Catallna 4door
1964 CHEVROLET 4-door
1963 PONTIAC Catalina
Convertible
1963 CHEVROLET Bel Air
4-door
1963 PONTIAC Tempest 4door
1962 PONTIAC Star Chief
4-door
1961 CADILLAC Sedan De
Ville
1961 CHEVROLET Bel Air
4-door
I960 PONTIAC Star Chief
4-door hardtop
I960 CHEVROLET Impala
4-door hardtop
1959 PONTIAC Star Chief
4-door
1959 PONTIAC Catalina 4door hardtop
1959 CHEVROLET Impala
Convertible
— also —
Many others to chosoe from.

VENABLES

75 "W. 2nd
Tel. 8-2711
Open Mon, k Fri. Evenings

A NICE CHRISTMAS
GIFT
FOR THE FAMILY
tliis

1963 PONTIAC
Catalina
4-door Sedan , R cylinder
engine, automatic transmission, radio and heater , beautiful fawn beige color , one
owner low mileage car.
Take this car for a Inst
spin today . . .

*Bcz*m
i

TMrtr ^/iirrrin

Tel. 2396 or 021O

OPEN EVERY
WEEK NIGHT
TIL 9:00
¦¦,.."¦i,V. A >. .'.¦.<
*

WALZ

BUICK - OLDSMOBILE
Open Mon. >c Frl. Nlcht

RENT OR SALE—Trailers and clmper*. Leahy's, Buftalo City, Wis . Tel .
Cochrane 248-2532 or 348-2670 .

WALZ

' / .- /..VVAV-V, - . . .,s ,'

V-fl , automatic transmission ,
radio , heater , whltewull
tires , white with green Interior. THIS WEEK'S
SPECIAL!
$600

HWY . i(l Mobile Home 5<il*s, esst rt
Shangri-La Motel. We hnv* 17 *I*I
on hand, also new Wi model 8 wldes.
Tel. 8-3656.

BUICK - OLDSMOBILE
Open Mon , & Fri. Night

121 Huff

100

CHEVROLET-USD. Privately owned. All
r»conditlon«d. completely cleeniKl ant
read y to 90. Tal. J-H93,

1963 OLDSMOBILE F-85
Special Deluxe

8 Cylinder Cars $7.93

** "* > i o n* t | « ,

Usad Can

ft. SALES ^- :.

IN MINNESOTA CITY—t-bedroom home
ROBB BROS. MOTORCVC IES
Under $100. Tel. 2959.
HARDROCK MAPLE living room group
6 ihopi, the largest dealer In Mlnn.-Wlv
Including sofa, arm chair, platform
Winona shop, 573 E. 4th.
avail
rocker, coffee table, 2 lamp tables, ? FIVE-ROOM HOME, all modern,
ablt Jan. 1. Inquire 211 W. Mill alter 5
table lamps and floor lamp. Brown and
Trucks, Tract's Trailer! 108
tan upholstery. Brown lounge chair,
brown recllner chelr. Reasonable. Tel, Wanted to Rent
96
9387.
FORD, Ittt H-ton pickup, SlJO j toil
Chevrolet, Sliti 1954 Oldsmobile, »>35.
WANTED IMMEDIATELY 3-room furCHRISTMAS SPECIAL! Corduroy coverWILSON STORE. Tel. tO-2347.
nished or unfurnished apt., family wllh
ed foam filled decorative pillows, SI
baby. Reasonable, Tel. 64(6.
each at BURKE'S FURNITURE MART.
3rd Si Franklin.

SIEGLER OIL burner, good conditionTel. 3688.

USED REFRIGERATORS, electric clothes
dryers and ranges. BiB Electric 153
E. 3rd.

TED MAIER DRUGS

64

GUITAR, electric Gibson, Kalamaioo am- WEATHERBY SCOPE, 2'A-10x variable;
lee skates, men 's figure, size 11. Tel.
plifier, both 1 months old, both for 1100.
7456 after 6.
Tel. 2790. 353 Dacota St.

A c.m.
BUY ARBOR ACRE QUEENS, excellent
(or egg slit, Interior quality and pro- DOLL CLOTHES—made tor Barbie, Tamduction 20 weeks pullets avallabia all
my, Skipper ond similar dolls . New.
year around. For quality ask tor Arbor
Includes hondknlts. Very reasonably
Acre Ouoen pullets. Winona ChlcH
priced. Tel. 6007.
Hatchery, 5& E. Jnd . Winona. Tal. MM.
BUILDING FOR SALE-12x24 ' , suitable
Beebee
for garage. 1671 W. 5th.

• METERED DELIVERY

CO.

57

BRIDGE PLANK, "I" beams and candle
iron and all bridge material. Tel. Plainview 534-156?.

40 head of Holstein close
springing 1st and 2nd calf
cattle. 13 head of Holsteins
just fresh with calves at
side. Financing available.
Easy terms. 6 to 36 months
to pay. U.S. Government
Bonded for your protection.

Be sure and osk for your 1968
Texaco Fire Chief calendar,

OIL

~

For Sale

Relax In Cozy Comfort

BOB STEIN

Articltu for Sals

DOUBLE BED, bookcase headboard,
complete $40; rollaway bed and mattress, $12. Inquire 368 Carlmona St.,
mornings or evenings.

Realize Double Savings in stamps and warmth from
clean burning furnace oil,

• EMERGENCY SERVICE

CORN WANTED—George Bronk, Stockton, Minn. Tel. Winoni 8-1237.

FOR CHRISTMAS Bambenek's have toboggans, toboggan cushions, skis, ski
poles. Now all we need Is the snow.
BAMBENEK'S, 9th & Mankato.

1
i 200 GALLONS
¦2EEE2
QTAMPS B|

• KEEP PILL SERVICE

50

ATTENTION
FARMERS

310 FREE
.
—¦
¦
I
¦™T~J1S&H Green Stamps
|j 0jM I WITH EVERY
?
vLm*
*0f m

DAILY NEWS
MAIL
SUBSCRIPTIONS
May Be Paid At
TED MAIER DRUGS

Buy Food Wholesale

Hay, Grain, Peed

. ' *.

Tel. 467-2192

Poultry, Eggs, Supplies

1600 4th Ave. N .W.

Breezy Acres
Hwys. 14 and 61 East

AMERICAN-FLYER S-geugt old style
electric train. Tel. 7958 weekdays, 6 to

We also pay top prices for
butcher hogs daily. Buyers
and sellers of stocker and
feeder cattle and feeder
pigs daily. Yards located on
south edge of Plainview.

ir Liberal Benefits

¦

MAES

• Milker Inflations
• Pall Cover Gaskets

• Air Tubes for
DE LAVAL & SURGE
Milkers
All Fresh Merchandise

Lanesboro Sales
Commission
Lanesboro, Minn.

Help—Male or FemaU

Fountain City, Wis.

Special
Feeder Cattle

AN EQ UAL OPPORT UNITY
EMPLOYER

ir

Kochenderfer & Sons

For Baby Pigs
450 CC
$11.95

Regular sale every Frl.
12 Noon

MARRIED MAN wanted, with good farm
experience, no milking, top wages. Harold T. Johnson, Harmony, Minn.

1W Center St.

Furn., Rugs, Linoleum

N. F. -180
Suspension

6201 34th Ave. So.
Minneapolis , Minn. 55450

Male—Jobs of Interest— 27

PAINT DEPOT

m w. 2nd

A CCMMHM,TlrM,Part* 104

SCRAPERS

Animal Health Center
Downtown & Miracle Mall

Are you a high school graduate, single, between ages
20-25, height 5'1" to 5T , not
over 135 pounds, with normal vision and two years
of work experience or college?

1 SNOW PLOW SPiCIAU
Ooodell * h.p. - utt unf for tlii
Jaeobttn 3 h.p.-M!9 unit tor »T7»
While They Ltstl
AUTO ELECTRIC SBRVICH
Jnd * Johnson
Tel. USS

WM. MILLER SCRAP IRON I, METAL
CO. pays highest prices for scrap
Iron, metals, and raw fur.

Baby Merchandise
59
TROPICAL FISH - Rid Tall, Black H0MELITE CHAIN SAWS — ntw and
CENTER SKWt-dtlux* 3-reom apt., parusad, free servicing and havt « full
Sharks. Regular $1.49, special ale. Loftially furnished, with prlvalt bath,
line of parts In stock. Alma Motors, DELUXE STROLLERS, 113.95) baby
qulst Variety, Miracle Mall.
drapes and carpeting. Avallablt Jan.
Alma, Wis. Tel. 685-3235.
lumpers, Se.U. BORZYSKOWSKI FUR1. Adults, By appointment only. Til.
OIVING AWAY 2 pure white psrt SiaNITURE, 302 Mankato Ave. Open eve.
«7W.
TRANSFER SYSTEMS
nines.
mese cats, t months old. MT) Lincoln
Parmantnt cr Portable.
St.
FIVE-ROOM upper apt., neat and water
Ed'i Refrigeration & Dairy Supplies
Building Materials
7$I furnished, Immediate possession. Call
555 E. 4th
Ttl. S532
at 117 Mankjlo Ava. altar 4 p.m.
Horses, Cattle, Stock
43
PREFABRICATED NEW wood arches,
SMALL ENGINE
71,
all
or
portion
of
radius-5'
,
will
SERVICE J. REPAI R
91
HOLSTEIN COWS—2, to freshen *0on.
¦pan 13'. Suitable for farm buildings, Apartmants, Furnished
Fait — Economica l
LaVerne Wenger, Cochrane, Wll. Tel.
garages, boat houses. Wisconsin-MinneROSB BROS. STOR E
SMALL COMPLETELY hirnllhad apt.,
248-2237.
sota Contractors. Ttl. 5193.
574 E. 4th
Ttl. 4007
private bath and entrance, suitable for
2. Ttl. (033 between 12-1 or svenlngs.
MY ENTIRE HERD of 30 Holsteln milk
Wood,
Coal
Other
Futl
63
cows, some fresh, some springing also
FURNISHED APT., prlvaft tntranct, pri2 school buses. Lawrence Paste, Kel¦YOU BET WE carry a wldt variety of
vate bath, available Immediately. Tel.
logg, Minn.
coals,
Commander,
3 sizes,
high grade
9287.
range;
furnace,
stove
and
Petroleum
BLACK ANGUS-Holstelsi-Herefora cross
on hand to fit 3-polnt tracCoke; Pocahontas; Berwlnd Brlquetsi Busintss Plaeas for Rant 92
calves, .400 lbs. Byron Roshelm, i miles
Relss 56-50 Briquets; Stott Petroreum
S. Highland Store. Tel. Whalan 447-2123.
tors and Allis Chalmers WDBriquets; Winter King Egg. S varieties
of stoker coals. JOSWICK'S FUEL t, OFFICES IN Morgan Bldg., (Ingle, dou<
HOLSTEIN BULLS-reglsfered, service45 tractors.
ble or up fo suite ot *¦ See Sieve MorOIL
CO., 901 E. 8th. "Whera you get
able »ge and younger, sired by Plneygan at Morgan's Jewelry.
more at lower cost."
hlll Waiorlty or their dems are daughCan be reversed and used
ters that are Minn, leaders for either
Dry or green slab wood.
Houses for Rent
95
milk or fat. They have up to 21,470 lbs.
J7 per load.
for pushing. Ideal for cleanmilk and 887 lbs. tat- as 2 year olds.
Tel.
8-2133.
FARM HOME near Lewiston. Tel. Lew
Alvln & Elmer Simon, Altura, Minn.
ing feed lot areas.
Iston 2207.

TED MAIER. DRUGS

AIRLINE
STEWARDESSES

SI

TABLE JIGSAW wanted. Clarence Craven, Stockton, Minn. Ttl. Ltwliton 3754.

TROPIC AIRE HUMIDIFIER
Rtg. *«m speclel U9.?S
MARK SCHNEIDER SAL SI
S934) eth St.. Ooodvlew

FOR YOUR BEST hog market contact
of $25,000 to $50,000 ¦ yeir. AmaElng
Casety Marcki, St. Charles, Minn. Tel,
"•w Product. $7,300 Invaitment secured. W2-4TJ0.
OLD MAtTBRS LIQUID WOOD. Mod'
Write century BrleK Corp.. of America,
irnlit and raflnlih old dirk itemed
Century Br ick Bldg,, Brie, Pa.
LEWISTON LIVESTOCK MARKtT
and painted furniture end woodwork
A rial good auction mirkff for your
without removing eld finish, scraping
livestock. Dairy cattle on hand all
Money to Loan
vt
40 weak, hogs bought every day. Trucks or bleschlng.
avallablt. til* Thurt. Til. tut.

PLAIN NOTE-AUTO— FURNITURI
AUSSEY HARRIS, 1M2 modal 39 with
Davis hydraulic loader with mow buck170 E. Jrd. TH. 9915.
Hre. f a.m. to 5 p.m.i Sat, • e.m. to noon
it, live pump, naw front Mres, excelWINTER'S bad weather means an Inlent condition. Priced to Mil. Ttl. 14341
Slnk-Erstar Garbage Disposal will be
or may be seen at 561 E. Batlevlaw.
especially welcome In your home, No Dogs, Pats, Supplies
42
VAN DALE SILO unloader and bunk
messy wrapping, nevir leave the kithfeeders; used Badger 14' unloader.
en, lust scrap, waste Into the disposal. RAT TERRIER puppies, Ideal squirrel
Allyn Tews, Rt. 1, Winona, Minn. Ttl.
Have Santa get you one todayl
dogs. Will hold until Chrlstmes. Tel.
Lewiston 5796.
8-2621.

FRANK O'LAUGHLIN

87 Wanted te Buy

Auction Sales

MINNESOTA
Land & Auction Soles

Evarett J. Kohner
1i» Walnut. Tel. 5-3710. after houra 7114
CARL FANN JR.
AUCTIONEER. Bonded and Licensed.
Tel. 864-7811.
Rushlord, Minn.

" ¦¦
ALVIN KOHNER
AUCTIONEER, City and state licensed
and bonded. 252 Liberty St. ICornef
E. Sth and Liberty) Tal 4980.
Ray W.
DEC 14—Tuas. 10:45 a.m.
Bauer farm, 1 mile N.W. af Durand,
Wij .
Ray W. Bauer, owner; Leon
Schoeder, auctioneer; Chippewa Valley Fin. Co., clerk.
DEC. 16—Thuri. 11 e.m. 7 itlllei i. of
Arcadia, Wis. Emll M. George Sr.,
Kohner, auctioneer)
owner;
Alvln
Northern tnv. Co., clerk.
DEC. 16—Thurs. 1 p.m. at tha Mobil Station on Hwy . 52 In Harmony. T & K
Service & Tire Center, owner; Howard
Knudsen, auctioneer; Harmony State
Bank, clerk.
DEC. 18—Sat. 12:30 p.m. 3 mlltt E. of
Alma on County Trunk "E", then 2
miles N. on town road. Arnold Hager ,
owner; Jim Helke, auctioneer; North,
ern Inv. Co.. clerk.
DEC. IB—Set. 12:30 p.m. 2013 Stout Rd.,
Hwy. 12 Menomonie, Wis. Mike Clark,
owner; Johnson & Murray, auctionMrs; Gateway Credit Inc., clerk.
DEC. 18—Sat. 1 :30 p.m. 2 miles N. of
Ettrick on 53, then 5 miles E. on "C" ,
then 2 miles S. William J. Hermeyer,
owner; Alvln Kohner, auctioneer; North' ,
ern Inv. Co., clerk.

FARM
AUCTION

Located 6 miles S, W,
Stewartv ille, Minn.

of

Friday, Dec. 17

Starting at 10:30 a.m.
Lunch on grounds.
79 HOLSTEINS
Mostly calfhood vaccinated,
all Bangs free , artificial
breeding. 18 cows milking,
fi cows springing. 3 first
calf cows; 7 second calf
cows; 6 cows milking since
April and July, had 1st and
2nd calf; 3 cows coming 2nd
calf; 4 cows coming 3rd
calf; third calf cow fresh
Nov . 20; fourth calf cow
fresh Oct. 20; cow coming
4th calf , due Mar. 1; 33
heifers; year old Holstein
steer; 6 heifers , 9 months
old; 11 heifer calves, 1-4
months old; 2 crossbred
steer calves, 3 months old .
FEED - DAIRY
EQUIPMENT
Outstanding line of power
machinery including 1965
New Holland flail chopper ;
1963 Snow Co auger feed
wagon with bunk delivery
for silage or ground feed.
FRED EVERTS, OWNER
First National Bank
of Stewartville . Clerk

.'. .'." ,',..ViVA't -.%¦¦
V,,V .SYi'-'» VI'I»Wi ?i\ (WV/iii'.Vtt ',.. .. '.U^V .V- •¦.»>->* '• A" ,v ,,-. ,¦. j M
*

j ri
i
¦j ^^ij %,i
NORTHERN INVESTMENT COJwM ;]
2 miles north of Ellrick on 53, then 5 miles east on "C ,"
tlien 2 mile* south. Vfatch for arrows.

<

Sale starts at 1 :30 P.M .

'\
'

Saturday. Decern bet IS - j

27 - HEAD OF CATTLE - 27
(23 COWIS)
'\
'.'2 Holsteln cow s — 2 springers . 1 fresh in clays ,
2 freshened .September, open , :! freshened Ortolier , open , 2 bred for January freshening, 5 bred
for March freshening, .1 bred for spring freshen;.;
ing, :i butcher cows; 1 Ayrshire cow , bred for
April ; 1 Holsteln heifer , bred for April; 3 Holsteln
heifers , open. Some are vaccinated.
TERMS: Under $10.00 cash ; over that amount cash
j w \ down and balance in monthly payments. 3% added '
i to balance for fi monlhs. Your credit is always good with .;.
;
! the Northern Investment Co .
(
\
WH .UAM .1. llAKMKYNIt , OWNER
I
¦;¦
Auctioneer
Alvin Kohner .
Northern Investment Vi> ,, Lester Senty , Clerk
Hep, by .los . nnd Dave NorRaarri, Melrose, Wisconsin
<
'
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By Roy Cr«n»

BUZ SAWYER
By Ch««t«r Gould

DICK TRA<Y

By Mort Wallcar

BEETLE BAILEY
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By Milton Canniff
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